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FIRST PROBLEM 
THE USE OF DIHYDROPIRAN IN PROJ .EXJTED DESOXYPENTOSE SYNTHESES 
"' 
PART I 
INTRODUCTION 
i 
0£ the numerous polyhydro:xy cqmpounds known, that class which inoludeg: 
the va.rieu:s aaooha.ridea is undcubtedl.y one of the largest and most inte:t'l-
esting gr-oup$. A very large amount of e:x:perimentai work and study has been 
devoted to various types of' sugars, and recently an increasing a.moun~ of 
a.ttenti9n has been direoted to the olass known as the desoxypentoses. 
I J[ 
The daso.xypentoses are those five-carbon sugars characterized by a ·.·~· 
laok of one or more of the hydro.xyl groups found in the si.m}Jle pentoses. 
Th\18, if D-ribose is represented by structure I*, 2-desoxy-:O....ribose, a 
·*- . Although· the :0embined pentpsea .:may exist in nature in t\e 
furanose form, the sugars usuall.;r exist in the· pyranose :form. 
For the sake of consistency with later portions of this study, . 
the pyranose structure '~ be used here, Except where otherwise 
noted, the position of the gcycosidie group in these formulas · 
is without stereochemicral significance. 
1 
typical des~entoae, is rep~sented h.r structure II~ 
, 
The oaour:renoe c:if.descocypentosea "in nature was· first reported by 
Levene1 ·in 1927- ~inca then, many workers have identified a deaoxy-
pentose moiety in complex compound!s f'r.om natural sources. In almost all 
. . . . ~ . 
cases, the desrucypentose lf~~ .identified as 2-deso.:xy-D-ribose (II), or, 
. 
~ . 
as ,Sowden prefers to name the s~gar, D-erythr~2-de.so::xypentose. 
This sugar, as ~:~.·.component pa.rt of' the cell nuoleus constituent, · 
des~ibonucleio 
4 . . . . 
acid (III), is widely distributed, and has been reported 
from. such souroes r . as tubercle baoilli , pollen .'of pine, calf thyn.ua·, and · · · 
pa.rk liver• 
Recent investigations ~volving desoxyribose have been carried out in 
.. . q· 
ll1.B.ny direotiE>nsJ for example, in connection with work on Vitamin B12 , in 
10. . . 
rel.atian to canoer ,. in relation to bod.ily changes on typhoid vaccil'le 
' injection II~ in relation to .the metabolic fate of deSOJcyTibonucleic acid/~ . 
and in other biological studies. 
In v;iew of the· ~.esprea.d int.erest in natur~ compounds incoli'Poratin~ 
variOUB' deso.x;ypente>aes,-·~ it seemed desirable to study methods of synthesiz.... 
ing these sugars which wwld make them available for biological<work. 
. . /3 
The earliest report of the synthesis of this o~ass of' sugar describ~s 
a des~entose obtairt$d by the action of hydrogen peroxide in the presenee 
of ferric acetate, on metaaa.ooha.rinic acid, HCCHiJHOHCHOHCH~H~HCOOH. The 
part~. desmcypentoee or deso;,cypimtoses produced in this reaction were . 
not identif'ied. 
Of.the many desoxypentoses possible, only three have thus far been 
synthesized and characterized: 2-des~ibose (II), 2-deso~lose ¢v), 
.. 
and 3-des.mcyxylose ( t£). 
f 
/ 
/ 
2 
II i 
The first of these sugars to _be synthesized was 2-desoxy-L-ribose 
(II_, in the L configuration), which was obtained by Meisenheimer and Jung 14 
and by Gehrke and Aiahne/5', \l,sing similar methods~ Treatment. of !-arabi-
nose. (VI) 1 with hydrogen bromide and acetic anhydride produced I-acet.o-
bramoarabinose (VII)J which with zinc dust and acetic acid yielded 
L-diacetyla.rabinal (VIII). Baritim hydroxide reacted with this product to;.: 
.form L-arabinal (IX)$ which on treatment with dilute hydrochloric acid or 
dllute sulphuric acid/~ furnished the desired 2-desoxy-L-~ibose (X) •1 
Felton and Freudenburg17, produced the isomeric 1 naturally-ooourring 
. . . 
. , 
2-deso:xy-D-ribose (II), by a similar methoQ., from D-arabinose. 
Ac:.R 
H+ u --~n 
H 
3 
Several workers have utilized a.n)sydro sugars, such as 2,.3-anhyd.ro-
p -metbyl-D-riboside ~ as an interm~diate in the formation of the 
t ~ . , ... 
desired desoxypentoses. It should be· noted that the epoxide rlll$ of the 
, -
r 
a.nh;ydro sugar ms;{ o~en in two ways, gi~r:i\wo distinct products. 
l 
In the 
following discussion, the product described is the one described by the 
... 
... 
authors as the major product. The alternative i~omer was usually obtained 
in lower yield or merely identified as being present in the reaction mix-
ture. 
I i. 
Using a procedure developed first with hexoses , Kent, Stacey, and ' 
19 Wiggins converted ;the 2-:p-toluenesulfonyl derivative of f3-methyl-D-
4 
arabinoside (XI) to 21 ,3-a.nhyd.ro-,<3 -methyl-D-riboside (XII) by alkaline 
hydrolysis. On treatment with hydrogen bromide, this yielded a mixture of 
.3-bromo-(J -methyl-D-:-:xylosida (XIII) and, in lower yield, 2-bromo-ts -methyl-
D-a.rabinoside (XIV).. Reduction of these compounds with hydrogen in the 
presenae of Raney niol,(e,l gave .3-deao:xy-,t3_-methyl-D-:xylos.id:e (XV) and 2-desoxy-
p-methyl-D-riboside (fVI), respectively. 
o.Jk. 
> 
.•.• ~.t 
·I 
A ... l-......A- . ~0 ~u~~o sugars were also utilize~~y Jeanloz, Prins, and Reichstein t 
""' ~ ,f. .. 
·.· . . ~~ . 
working with hexosss, anct·by Todd and Mukherjee , with pentoses •. The 
latter workel"'S treated 2,.3-anhydro-f3...,methy1-L-riboaid~ (XVII) with warm 
I I 
methanolio. sodium methyl mercaptide (NaSCH3 ) to yield 3-methyl.marcapto-ft-
methyl-L-riboside (XVIII). The 2-thi:omethyl compound was not found in 
significant amotlllt. Treatment of the methylmercapto compound with hydrogen 
in the presence of Raney nickel, followed by acid hydro~ysis, produced 3-
desoxy-L-x;rlose (xlx). · 
1 ~2 •• Bo ~ger and Schmid obtained improved yields of desoxyhexose by this 
It ,. . 
method, by using the sugar in the form of its dimethyl acetal.. In this 
wor.k, however, the produet obtained was the 2-desoxy compound (XX). 
H 
Ho 
• c 
.,. 
.Xi: ... 
. 2.1 . 
Todd and Mukherjee also treated .th~~hdro sugar (XVII) directly 
~.; 
;•.. ...-. . .· .. ,_ ~ ... 
with hydrogen under press~ ih the presence of Raney nickel. Under these 
conditions, the epaxide ring <;>paned. Acid hydrolysis ~f the glycosidic 
- ;~ . . . 
methyl group then yielded 3-desfucy-L-xylose (XIX). 
Prins 2 j, Kent2 f, Reiah~2~~ and Allerton -~d.Qverend :2.~ fpUowed 
a similar procedure for the formation of desoxy sugars, but used lithium 
., 
alumin~ bydride·to epen-the anhydro Ping. 
those obtained·b.Y ~drogenolyeis. 
'l!he products were similar to ... · 
The :aa.tura.lly oocurring 2-Q~~~D-ribose (II) has been synthes:Lzed by 
' 2.1 . '. . 
SOW'den 1 starti.:ng with 4,6-beneylidene-D-sorbitol (XXII), obtained by the 
aation of hydrogen in the pres~no~ of platinum, on 4,6-ben~ylidene-D­
gluc~se (XXI). The sorbitol .was oxidi~ed with. sodium metaperiodat~ .(Naio4), 
to 2,4--benzylidene-D-erythr~e (XXIII), and this product was condensed with 
. . 
-
nit.rQIIlethane to a mixture containing 3 1 5-benzylidene-1-nitro-1-deso:xy-D-
( ) ll ribitol .mv • · 'l'reatment With a.aetio anhydride yi_elded D-~rythro-tr;i.aoe-
t0.XY"'"':i.-t.nitropenten.e-l (XXV).. On hy:drogenatiqn of the double bond, under 
a ontrolla-d c~itions,. for.mation of the sodium salt, and tre~tment with 
sulphuric a.oid, this compound yielded 2-desoxy--D-ribose (II), 
H l·h/pt) 
H 
C)be%~.,1{. 
Ci\,c.id. 
OH 
OH 
xxyor 
·oA~­
·01-.~ 
OAc 
. ··"'•-:")(-:-){-\?: .....· 
. ~· 
X.)( IV 
o..) Act. 0 
Na..I-/COJ 
(y~flvx) 
6 
Overend and c:t()...oWOrkers?.futilized D"-erythrose (XXVI), which condensed 
with nitromathane t.o .:form isomeric tetra.hydroJcy" compounds (XXVII) a.nd 
I 
(XXVIII)~ · On dehydrati-on and . acetylation of the resulting mixture, D-
. •. 
eryt.hr~tria.cetoxy-1-nitrapentene-1 (XXV) was again produced. 
In a prooedure starling nth D-glyue'I'aldehyde (XXIX) Overend, Philpott, 
and others29treated the isopropylidene derivative (XXX) of this compound 
i 
with acetaldehYde, and obtained directly a mixture of the derivatives o.t· 
2-desoxy-D-rlbose (XXXIj; and 2~esoxy-D-xylose (XXXII), from which the 
corresponding deso.xy sugars could be obtained by acid hydrolysis. 
.5<&1x :xx>c 
; .. · 
~0 
Of1 + 
o,c......-4i..> 
0- ""-C.H .J 
· ... X 5<5<1:. · • 
It slaould be nOted that .. ~aoh of the foregoing methods of synthesis 
of., des~entoses is l.iinited 'in a.ppJ4cat:i.on, either by the availabi}ity 
.. ! . . .• 
. . 
of t:h.e na.turS.l ''sugar used as starling material, or by the t;rpe of reaction 
' ' . . ,~_:. . ' ~ . ,. 
. . ~ . 
involved 1n forming the productc The development of a general and flex-
. l 
ible methOd for the preparation£~ dihydropyran of the. various desoxy-
- ~ 
pentoaes was set as the ggal of the present research. It should be pointed 
out a.t the outset. ·that this goal was not reached. However 1 certain aspects 
. . ' 
of the plan of attao~ were not· exhaustively exploited, and it is possible 
that further work along the linea here laid down may yet provide a general 
• • fi• 
scheme for the syn~hea1a cit .. desoxypentos~s~ 
.. ·.;·""""'; 
7 
B. THE CHEMISTRY OF DIHYDROPYAAN 
Dihydropyran (XXXIII), a compound with the required five-carbon 
I 
skeleton and a reactive double bond, was considered to offer attractive 
possibilities aa a starting material for the preparation of desoxy-
pentoses. Attenti~ may be foonssed on ita relation to the sugar compounds· 
by naming dihydropyran as .3,4-didesmcy-arabinal (XXXIV) 1 arid comparing it 
with arabinal (XXXV) .. 
Prepared cc::aznileroially by the method of Pau13~ dihydropyran is a 
readi:cy- available material. Tetrahydrofurfuryl alcohol (:XXXVI) 1 passed 
over alumina at 350°1 produce~ d.ihydropyran (XXXIII), in the ·aO"ocalled 
· .'lf formili, in very good yield. 
'i"' '• ·~ 
0 0 
XXXII[ >zMiv X. XXV 
0 
. 
* The ather possible .form of dibydropyran, C ,is· known as the 0\ is.Oll'lel"3~ 
8 
Paul showed that dihydropyran (XXXIII), in the presence of dilute 
• 1' ; 
., 
mineral z:eid, addS the elements of water, forming 1-hydrcocypentanal 
(XXXVII) • The i'~tion of. Jhe latter cCllllpound: which might be considered 
• • • . 1 
.·. I . . 
a 2,3,4-tridesoxypentoae, ie !entirely analogous to the !ormation of 
' . 
. ,., I • . 
2-deso:xy-I-ribose frarn arabp18.l (Page 3 )~ (The 1-hydroxypentanal exists 
. ~ . . 
largely in the cyolio formiZ-). A secQnd product of t·his reaction is the 
.. \. . . 
bi.oyclio acetal di-2-tetr~op1X7l ether (XX1.'VIII)~2 . 
- ,., 
0 I 
•. 
XXXVII 
.'· 
:, 
-xxxvlll.. . ... 
When_ al.oohols, orga.nic a.eids, or phenols are allm1ed to react with 
dihydropy;an (xXxiii)' in tHe' ~rese_nce or a trace' -~f mineral aoid, t~ 
' ' . - 33 
corresponding ethers or esters (XXXIX) (XL) (XLI), are for.med • The 
products are tmstable to. acids, forming the ~hy'dro:xY .compound (XXXVII) 
on treatment with ~idaJ<I( This behavior· on the part of the 2-matho:xy com-
pound is entirely analogous to the hydrolysis, under mild conditions, of 
methyl pentosides, in sugar chemistry .. 
].1eroaptans a.lso ;ea.ct With dihydropyra.n in the presence o:f a ~rae~· of 
'; '). 
acid~ forming oomponnds such a.a 2-mef.hylmercaptclrtet~opyran (nii) 3'1. 
-- ·- .... ~ 
9 
... 0 XXXIX · OCt. H.s--
0 
XL 
XCI 
OSC~I{,-· 
-x~c--.-\ "'"r --
" . . : '. ., .!' ;· 
Dihy'Cir~yran (xxto:I), reants readily with ohlorin,e, c;ir bromine l-r, 'to 
:t.'or.m the o~rresponding 21 3-diahloro- or 2,J-dibromotetra.hydrop;Vran (XLIII) .. 
On ~stillati<m through a long eolumn.a", the latter compound yields 
3-bromodibydropyran ( ~V) .. · ,_ 
0 >0: 
X5<xllr XLV 
o:C.Hs 
&Lise S<!WIIC X L V 1 C ')( = e-r) & LlviJ ( x.. = <:J) 
Treatment o£ the d±trhloro or dibrom.o 9ompound (XLIII) with water in 
'10 
the presence of aoid yields the 2-hydro:xy-.3-halogenotetra.hydropyran (XLV) 36 , 
. . . 
the cyclic hemi-acetal of 2-halogemo-5-hydro.xypentanal. The dihalide 
(XLIII) reacts With sodium al.kaxidea3~:3f or alcoholic ammonia 31, to form 
o ompounds such as 2-ethaxy-J .... brOlllotetrahydropYz.an (n..vr). This product 
11 
undergoes dehydrehalogenation c»:;v refl.uxing with sodi'Wll ethoxide or ala oholio 
3i' 3 . 
pota.ssi'UJD. bydr~de 1 forming 2-.et;ho:Ry- 4 -dihydropyra.n .(XLVIII). The . . . 
same produot is for.med by the reaction of sodamide on 2-etho~-3-chloro-
. . 
39 . 
tetrahydropyra.n (XLVII) · • 
'l'he re~tion of dihydropyran (XXXIII) with hydrogen ehlorid~ or 
hydrogen bramida results in the £or.mation of the corresponding 1-halQgeno-
. 3,· . 
tetra.bydropyran (XLIX) , .,. Ethyl, propyl or phenyl magnesium halides will 
,,! . 
·.'j 
then react with this .2-bromo compound (and similarly with ~he 2~3-dibromo 
. . . ·~ 
compound), to form the 2-a.lk;rl or 2-B.!'yl derivatives (L) • When the 2-
: . . ' . 0 
alkyl ·compounds are treated W;i.th hydrogen bromide at 150 in a sealed tube, 
1 1 5-dibromoparaffina (XCVIII), are obt~ed ln excellent yield~ 
0 (~~to< av? Ox f<_Mg>!, > of\ 
xxx/11 XL,IX L 
BrCH2CH2CH2CH2cH(Br )R 
x c:vtll 
O'IIi= CHCH=CHCBO 
ljXIII 
t 
On ateron distillation of the 2~ethxoy-;d-dihydropyra.n (XLVIII),· 
Woods and Sandera3fobta.ined 2~4-pentadiena.l (LXIII). This product "is a.l.so 
formed3~ the action of potassium hydroxide on 2,3-dichlorotetrahydro~an 
(XLIII) (X=cl). 
Certain nitriles may be formed by the action. of cuprous cyanide on 
2-ehloro- or 2,3-dichl.oretetra.hy-dropnran (XLIII) (X=Cl). Thus, the mon9-
oh1Gro Qotnpound (LI) yields 2 ... oyanot$t;a~dropyran (~I), whioh may be 
hydrogenat-ed to 2-amin~h;rl'iietfthydropyran (·LIII) "fl .. 
Phosgene will react with dihydropyran (XXXIII) in the absence of 
\ 
eatalysts, to yield .3-chloroarbaxydihyd.~an· (LV); presumably through 
the intermediate shown (LIV) ,q2 • 
. · -~ 
L\ Cll Llll 
0 0 -...........___--4, OCOC.{ _C...;.__O_CI.:..~l.,.___)~ COC/ 7 Cl · 
')ocx II I · Lly Cy· 
. ~ . 
Ot particular interest in the present study are those reactions of 
dihydropyran in which the double bond is hydro.xylated. Hurd and Edwards "'~3 
studied the reaction 'of perbenzoic acid with dihydropyran, and isolated the 
expected epoxide in low yield. A more satisfactory method of hydroxylation 
\ +i . 
-was reported by Hurd and Kelso , who treated dihydropyran with hydrogen 
peroxide in,the presence of osmium tetro.xi4&~ The product, 2,3-dihydroxy-
. J 
te~ahy'dropyran (1VI) is, as the -authors pointed out, a didesoxyaldopentose. 
In add.1tlj_cn te this produet, · a second com.po'll!ld, 3, 4-d.idesoxyp.entosyl-.3 ,4-
dideso:xyal.dopentoside (mm}. was ':'Obtained m lm'18r :yield. 
Olsen~ working ~ith the is0IIl~ric .o\ or A3 form of dihy-dropyran 
. . 
(LVIII) 1 hydraxylated the double b$nd with perfor.mia aoid, and obtained a 
. ~ 
g~ yieJ.d of 3 14-d.ihy~oxytetra.hydropyra.n (LVIJ; It shoUld be noted, how-
ever-,; that the st-arting ma.t.ecla.l o."onta.ine an isolated double bond, and so 
i 
12 
dif'fers from 2-etho:xy-& -dihycb:-opyran (XLVIII):. a compound studied in 
the present work~ 
0 
'ii!x l! t 
kYlll CIX 
X56<vll. 
OoEt 
xCYIIi" 
'i'he foregoing SUliiiilal7 of the rea~tions o:t dihydropyran suggests the 
great potentialities of this eompound a.s a starting material in synthesis ... , 
The present stu~ was limited to a consideration of relatively few of these 
reactions, but there is no doubt that certain of the others would be worth 
. . 
investigating in further work on the p-roblem set forth in this thesis. 
i 
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PART II 
DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM 
A. PLAN OF PREPARATION 
In considering methods of intrOducin-g several hydroxy-l groups into 
the dihy'drQPYran molecl:Ile, the derivative 2-etho;xy-fl-dihydrop;Vran. 
. . 
(XLVIII), appears attractive as a starting point. This cQJllpound has bean 
prepared by Woods and Sanders 3~ by treating dihydrop~an (XYJCIII) ~ with 
bromine. On reacting "tdth alcoholic ·ammonia or sodium ethoxide, the re-
sultant dibromide (LX) wa.s converted t.o 2-etho:Xy-~3..-brorltotetrahydropyran 
(~XXVI). D~oJenationwith alcoholic potassium ·hydroXide yielded 
•; .,, 
the desd.red. 2-ethCJ~Y_:'.Lf -d.ihydropyran (XLVIII). I if.._, • • ~ • 
Woods and Sandera'9treated the olefin with acid in the presence of 
2,4-dinitrophenylhydra.zine and obtained the 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone of 
5-hydro.xy-2-pentenal (LXII). They a.lso hydrogenated the' original olefin 
(n.VIII) and obtained the saturated 2-ethoJcytetrahydropyran (XXXIX) 1 wJ;rloh, 
on treatment with aoid, .formed 5f'!!'hydrq.x.ypentanal (XXXVII) • 
OBr O&"t OOH OH . oe:t 
,xxxnr 
Hydroxylation of the olefin (LXX) according to several standard 
procedures (e.g., alka.line per.manganate, silver benzo~t¥-odine oamplex, 
peraoids, eto.) should generate ois or trans hydroxyl derivatives o.f the 
4-desoxypentose (Lxr),* and this was attempted in the present work. 
The products of these reactions would consist of mixtures of the 
dextro and laevo isomers, and resoluti9n would be re~red to separate the 
individual sugars .. 
The foll~g pages pres~nt a discussion of the work done on this 
series of reactions, and an account of the problems encountered at the 
. 
various steps, and of the results obtained. 
* Wm. H. Norman, of \-lest 'Pexa.s College,_lfi:l_ .. pursuing an investigation of 
metl1bd1'3*· s'Slnilar to those emho&ied in the present work, but no ~o-oount o:f 
this work has appeare~ 
B.. REVIEN OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
0 
l<XXIIr 
( C'a.CO~ 
0\J; 
___;;,B...;ATi~) 0: NH~{~ 0: 
:u: XLVI 
2-Ethax:y-,3-bromotetra.hydropyran (XLVI) was prepared in 
two steps by brond.n~g dihydropyran to 2,3-dibromotetrahydro-
pyran (LX) in ether or carbon tetrachloride;? and treating 
this product with alcohol containing ammonia:3V, or by a sipgle-
step bramination of dihydropyran in alcohol containing an 1 
acid-binding substance JFT. The latter method was preferred. 
In preparing 2-ethax:y-3-bromotetrahydropyran (XLVI), the starting 
· .. 
material, dihydropyran (XXXIII), was first allowed to react with brorn.ine 
in an inert solvent, forming the dibromide (LX) • The dibromide is quite 
3S' 
unstable 1 and no attempt was made to isolate it completely. This compound 
fumes easilY in air, and darkens on standing a few hours. 
Vfhen the dibramide solution was added to alcohol saturated with 
ammonia, the resulting mixture contained a heavy 'tthite precipitate, p~sum-
~ . . 
ablY ann:nonium bromide. The solvent was removed and the residue distilled. 
The bromo-ethoxy compound (XLVI) was obtained ii). moderate yield. 
I 
Seven additional experiments were carried out, using essentially the 
method just described, and the bramo-ethoxy compound was obtained in yields 
of 20-40%. These results were not considered satisfactor,y, and other 
methods of producing this material were tried. 
16 
In one method, an attempt wa.s made to elimin~te the separate preparation 
., 17 
of the dibromide compound. Bromine in absolute ethanol was added to a 
solution of dihydropyran in the same solvent. Pyridine was present to 
neutralize the hydrogen bromide formed. . This method proved more satis-
fa.otory than the one desoribed above, the yields of bromo-etho.xy compound 
(XL vi) were 2o-65% ·in· t~e expe;iment~·. ·· 
:. 
In a. modi.fioaifian at, the p:reoeding·lll.e~h~,. similar to. that described 
• ,A ~. ~ f., . ' }, 
- 41..' ' 
by Jones and ~mner ,. the neutralizing agent used ~as os;lcium carbonate; 
whioh was hel~ 3J. .. ~fspension by vd.Mroua: stirring ...... 
Yields Qf the bromo-ethoxy compound, in the fourteen experiments 
carried out by this prooedure, were- usually around 5o% of the theoretical 
. 
amount, and ranged from 2,% to 85%. Isolation o~ the produat was more 
convenient than in the method utilizing pyridine. 
XLVI 00111 :xxxtx 
In several of' the experiments showing lower yields, a distinct lower-
boilip.g fraction was found. The boiling point. and refr~ctive index of 
this material corresponded to the constants found by Woods and Sanders~ 
for 2-etho.xytetrahyd.repyran (XXXIX). These workers reported the formation 
of this ·compound in the reaction between dihydropyran and ethanol in the 
presence of a'trace of acid. 
In the present study, it was noted that careful and repeated drying 
of the dibydropyran and ethanol appeared; in some cases, to lead to slightly 
18 
better yields of the bromo-ethoxy compound. This was not so in every case, 
however" and the relationship between the presence of moisture and lowered 
yield was not clearly . established •. 
. - . 
The method described above was found to be satisfactory for the pro-
duotion of the bramo-ethmcy- intermediate, and was used throughout this 
study .. 
•' 
",; 
I 
i 
2. Preparation of 2-Ethm-3-chlorctetrah.vdr<>pyrs.p (XLVII). 
0 
Rkx 111 
C\./EtOH 
(ChC03) o:Et 
XClyl£ 
The ohloro compound, 2-etho:lcyl-3-ohlorotetrahydropyran (XLVII), 
corresponding to the bromo cotnpaund deaoribed above, was also prepared, 
.. . 
The prooedu.re followed was that. of Jones. and Bremner 1-1, and was similar· 
to the method utilized in preparing the bromo compound, except that chlorine 
was bubbled through the solution of dihydropyran (XXXIII) in ethanol for . 
. ' 
about two hours before the calcium oarbonate 11ris added to the reaction 
nd.xture. The ohloro-etho:xy compound was obtained in 65% yield, and was 
utili21ed in latsr dehydrohalogenation experiments, 
/. 
i : 
;- }' 
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3, Preparation o:t' 2-Etho.x:v::= /\3 -dihydrop;yran (XLVIII) 
)()(xltl XI.Y[- i'l&Yl!t 
.. 
. Thfil published directions of Woods and Sanders3' f.or the 
conversion o:t' ·2-etho:xy-3-br0ID.otetrahydropyran (XLVI) t,o 2-etho:xy-
li--d.ihydropyran (XLVIII) were found to be unsatisfactory, the 
method utilizing sodium ethaxide •as dehydrohalogenating agent 
failing to give the desired product, and the mei{hod using 
"aJ.cobolic potassium hydroxide" furnishing the olefin. in only 
30% yield. Modification of the latter method, and several other 
methods, proved unsueoessful. The method finally developed, 
which furnished the olefin in 64-96% yield, involved dehydrohalo8en-
ation with alcoholia potassiwn hydroxide in a sealed tube at 120 • 
Aoeording t.~ the method of \>foods and Sandera3i 1 the olefin 2-etho:xy-
8 --d.ihy'dropyran (XLVIII), may be prepared either by treating the 
isolated 'brQIIlo-.etho:xy aompE>tmd (XLv.:E) with sodium ethoxide, or by reflux-
ing with potassium hydroxide the reaation mi:i:ture in whiah the bram:o-etho:xy 
compound was prepared. 
a). Experiment Without Isolation of Intermediates. An experiment was 
. 
oarried out in which the intermediate compounds of this series were not 
; . 
oomplete1y isolated. When the dibramide (LX) had been prepared by bramin-
ation of dihyd.ropyran1 the. solvent was removed, and tQ.e residual material 
was refluxed far four hours with a solution of potassium hydroxide in 
absolute ethanol. When the ethe:r--soluble material obtained was distilled 
at atmospheric pressure, very little material was collected above the boil-
ing point of the solvent. The small amount of distillate was acrid and 
20 
yellw, and the oont~nts: of_J;he d~_stilling flask charred completely long 
before the vapor reached the balling point of~the product. No further 
attempts were made to oarry out the preparation of the desired olefin vdth-
out isolation of intermediates. 
Since the ~ork in this -~tud~ lis.s. carried out 1 a report has a.ppeAred~8 
3'1 .. 
in whioh the authors repeated the work of Woods and Sanders in synthesizing 
2-ethaxy-· Lf -dibydrepyran (XLVIII). They- did not isol:ate either the 
dibromide or the broma.-.etho.xy compound, and they obtai,ned the olefin in 
. . 
about 42% yield,- app:r.oxi.mately .that reported by vf oods and Sanders 3i • 
.. 
These ~kers noted that an prolonged heating- for example, on redistill-
aticm or slow distillation,~ the desir~d olefin appare~t-ly de~omposed, 
. . j 39 
giVing the dienal (LXIII) • This compound had also been obtained J.n the 
attempted dehydrohsJ.ogena'tion of 2-etho.xy-3-ohlorotetre.hydropyran (XLVII), 
and on steam distillation of the olefin, 2-etho:xy--~3 -dihydropyran 
(XLVIII) 3~. Since this dienal is probably .a reactive material, capable of 
undergoing poly:rn.erizaticm, this appa.rent hydrolysis and dehydration of the 
d~aired olefin ma.y partially explain s.ome of the low yields and high-boil-
ing residues observed in the dehydrohalogenations carried out in the present 
wo.rl'£:; 
0: o:~ 
XLVI LX\ II XL\/Ir 
b).., Experiments Using Sodi'tllll Ethaxide. The use of sodium ethoxide 
in the dehydroha.logenation of the bromo-ethoxy compound (XLVI) was reported 
3~ by Woods and Sanders .. When the isolated bromo-ethoxi compound '!!~s re--
21 
i:luxed with alooholic sodium ethaxide 1 however, no isola.ble amount of 
ole£in was obtained. Material distilled from the liquor at a very slow 
rate over a Wide temperature range, almost continuousl:v from the boiling 
22 
point of the solvent upwards. The distillation was discontinued when the 
pot temperature was 60-100° above that of the vapor. In ea~h of two experi-
ments ce.rried out by this method, the later diatiila.te was yellowish and 
acrid, and in both casas, this distillate shm~ed a positive response to 
Fahlin~ test for reducing compoundlf 
The possible breakq,own of the desired product to yield a compound 
apparently capable of undergoing polym~rization was discussed in the pre-
ceding section. Th~ increased viscosity of the pot material on heating, 
and the very high viscosity of the pot residue (before charring ooourred) 
are compatible with the polymerization hypothesis. 
c). ,Em?er:!,ments Using AJ.ooholic Potassium !!Ydroxide •. Since the pro-
cedure utilizing sodium ethoxide had not been successful, potassium 
hydroxide was next. used. Woods and Sanders3\eported that ,the bromo=-ethOJcy' 
compound was dehydrohalogenated in good yield by refluxing several hours 
. . . 
with ltalooholio potassium hydroxide". 
A.preliminary experiment, described in section (a), above,· had yielded 
none of the desired olefin when the bromo-ethoxy reaction mixture had been 
refluxed with potassium hydro:xide in absolute ethanol. . A series of experi-
ments was· therefore carried out, in order to determine whe-Cher better results 
might be obtained using alcohol-water mixtures of various proportions as 
solvent.,. 
In one group of these reactions using potassium hydroxide as 
dehydrohalogenating agent, the amount of alcohol in the solvent was varied 
from 60% to 95%. The best yield of olefin was obtained with 00% SJ.oohol, 
but was only .30% of th~ theoretical amount. (Woods :md Sander~\ad reported 
a yield of over 60%) • 
When an experiment was oarried out with an 00% alooholio mixture,. 
with the time of refluxing extended to fifteen hours (instead of fiv~), a 
lower yield (15%) l'esul.ted., 
. No yield of the olefin was obtained, but 00% of the starting material 
was recovered, when a reaction mixture of optimum concentration was war.med 
at 50° for ninet~en hours, .instead of.refluxing for five. 
An· experiment utill21ing potassium hydroxide in much lower ooncentration 
(about one-6:tgb.th that used abov~) in eo% alcohol was also ·carried out • 
. The mixtmre wa.e re!ltOled for three days. None of t~e expected olefin was 
isolated, but a small amoun.t Of starling material was recovered. 
Sinae this series of attempts to duplicate the ~sults reported in 
the literature had failed to give satisfactory results, several other 
methods of dehydraba.l.ogena.tian of the ole.:f:'in1 2-ethoJcy- 6,-s-·dihydl'opyran 
(XLVIII) were tried. 
d). 
(i) 
Miscellaneous Delvd.rothalogenation Experiments. 
' 
Methods using quinoline, The bromo-etho.xy oompound (XLVI) was 
0 heated at 170 with :t'edistillsd quinoline for a short time. None of the· 
expected olefin was obtained. 
A similar :mixture of the bromo-etho:xy compound and quinoline ~ta.s re-
. fluxed for several days. The resultant mixture was an intractalne sus-
pension of blaok gummy solids in a dark·brown liquor. Attempts to separate 
ether-soluble material by ordinary means proved impossible, and the pro-
cedure was abandoned. 
(ii) 1-fethod U§ing oa.l.oium as.rbona.te• The bromo-etho-'tY compound (XLVI) 
wa.e heated to distillation t.emperature with a. mixture of calcium carbonate 
23. 
and gl,ycerine. Most of the starting l!lB.terial. was recovered. 
(iii) Method U§ing pttidine, The bz-omo-etho:xy compound (XLVI) was 
heated :for two days on a steam bath, in an excess of pyridine. On treat-
ment of the mixture, 75% .of the starting material v1as recovered • 
. C iv) :Method using gry potassium h.vdr~de. When the bromo-etha:xy 
compound was mixed with pulverized potassium hydroxide and heated under 
vacuum, nothing distilled until the boiling ra.nu;e of the starting material 
. ~ . 
was reached. Most of the b:romo-etho:xy compound "trtas recovered, 
( v) 1!ethod.s using a quaternary ammonium salt. In an attempt to 
utilize the Hofmann method of degrading an amine to an olefin through the 
. 
quaternary ammonium salt 49 , the bromo-ethoxy compound (XLVI) was treated 
with trimethylamine in ether for three days. It ·was hoped that the 
quaternary ammonium salt (LXIV) would be formed. However, this reaction 
I • j . . ..• , . . . 
apparentily did not occur,. and none of the sa~t :was obtained. 
. ! 
xGvj LIX:Iy '>(GV!i! 
Another experiment was then oa.rried out, using the bromo-ethaxy com-
pound in a sealed tube with trimethylamine, potassium hydroxide· and water. 
It was hoped that any of the expeated quaternary salt that formed under the 
. 0 
oend.itions of the experiment (90 temperature) would be converted to the 
quaternary :hydroxide (I..XV), from which trimethylamine and water could be 
" . . . 
lost 1 yielding the ole.fin (.:xLVIII).. After being heated :two .hou.ra, the J:'eaction 
mi.x:t.u.re yielded about half of the starting material, but none of the olefin. 
(vi).. Methods using the 2,Jr:dinitrophen.ylhydrazone. Mattox and 
Kendall 61' and DjerassiS7 have shown that Hith certain steroids containing 
a bromine atom o( to a ketonic carbonyl group, reaction with 2,4-dinitro-
phenyl.hydrezine results in the formation of the 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone 
of the o.orrespond.ing o(-(3 unsaturated carbonyl compound, which may 
then be obtained by deo~osition of the hydrazone, 
In the present work, the corresponding series of compounds would be 
those shown below (XLVI to LXI!I). Preliminary hydrolysis of the cyclic 
aoeta.l linkage in the bromo-etho.xy compound (XLVJ} '\ofOuld first be necessary. 
An at'Bempt. to form the 2;.'~trophenylhydraeone fro.m the brom~ethoxy 
. ' '.. . .. .. ·~ ... . . ·. . 
oompound in aoetio acid was unsuooessful. Addition of a few drops of oon-
. . . . ·.. . .. ~-- . 
oentra.ted hydroohl~rio acid to the ~action mixture "also failed to lead to 
. I 
formation of the desired hydrazone. Since another method of dehydrohalo-
genation1 described in the following pages, had in the meantime proven 
suooessful, no further work was done on this method. 
(vii) Me,thods ·.using N-bromosuooinindde. In this series of experi-. . 
ment.s 1 an entirely different approach to t~e formation of the olefin, 2-
etho:xy- lJ. -d.ihydropyran (XLVIII) was t:r-ied, It would be expected that 
. · Sl 
dibydropyran (XXXIII) woUld react ltfith N-bra:tn(!)suocini:Dlide to furnish the 
25 
·4-b:tt'om.O oompou:p.d (LXVIII)~ The resulting oompound could then be braminated 
to form the tribromo· oompound .(LXIX), which would contain a. bromine atom 
in the 2-position. This ~logan atom has been shown (see Preparation of·. 
2-Ethoxy-3-bromotetrahydropyra.n, page lb at seq.) to be readily replaceabie 
by the ethoxy group. Such a reaction would, in this case, lead to 2-ethoxy-
3 ,4-dibromotetra.h.ydropyran (~). This compound on treatment with potassium 
" 
. ~7 iodide, would be expected to lose both halogen atoms and form the desired 
olefin (XLVIII). 
Certain p:reliminary experiments with dihydropyran and N-bromosucoin-
indde were first carried out. Dihydropyran (XXXIII) appeared to. react 
. with N-hlromosucoinimide, but the product was apparently unsta]:)le. Distill-
. ~ .~ . 
'·• ~·· 
. ~- . ~ 
ation under redUced pressur~yi~lded only one small fraction (about one-
' . . . 
·-- ·' 
tenth( of t.h~ total), which did deao~~rize brOmine in carbon tetrachloride, 
and was not starting material. The high-boiling residue, comprising nearly 
the whole reaction mixture, was dark red, fumed with the breath, and solidi-
.fied on standing. 
..•. 
3{)<.5<111: l,'Xvll c I.XIX 
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S!Me the 4-bromo oomp~ (LXVIII) ad-ght be considered a vinylogue 
of a 2-brQ]]l.O compound, whose reaetrivity has s.l.ready been described, an 
attempt wa.s made to convert the apparently unstable 4-brom.o-dihydropyran· 
(LXVIII) to a less reactive -aompound.... · A reaction :mixture of N-bromo-
SU:~oini:rnide and d.ihyijrOpyran tms treated with an ekoeas o£ calcium carbon-
at~ and less than·the thaor~tical amount of sodium ethoxide in ethanol. 
Only·a ~mall amaunt of distillate was collected before the contents of the 
distSJl1ng flask suddenly chan-ad. <NEilne of the expec.ted 4-etho:xy compound 
. (LXXI) wa.s obta.i.nadtl 
I 
Ko A.c:. 
\ Ol:t o~o.~ ~C) c5 NA.O E:'t (o..l c..) 
tx'V' I [I t:i 9::5tl C~xll 
An experiment similar to the preceeding one, but using potassium 
acetate in an attempt to replace the 4-bromo atom with the ace~o.xy group, 
' . . 
also failed to yield the 4-acetmcy-~ 8-dihyd:ropyran (WII). 
A final experiment in this group was lDGlde, carrying through. all of 
..... :·. .,. . . 
. . 
the steps deseribed in the first paragraph of this section. ~ihydropyrpn 
0 8-r ("(fh-B-r. >, &,. ~<Aoet,.V--o t ~- . . E 
LX ,)(LVI 
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(XXXIII) WS$· treated w.ttll N-brQ!n()SUeeinimide and the resultant solution 
was treated with brOmine.. After treatment of the mixture with oalaium 
carbonate in a.loohol, a .nd.nty odor,. similar to that of 2-etho:xy-3-bromo-
, . 
tet~ahyd.ropyran (XLVI) was noted·. The reaction mixture wa.s treated with 
p-etass~um. iodide, and the liquor finaJ.l;r obtained wa..s distilled. The 
. . 
material collected possessed a boiling range and refractive index close to 
that of 2-eth~-,3-bromatet:ra.hy-dropyran. (ll.VI) •. No further purification 
was attempted, but if this is taken t9 be the compound indicated, it wolll.d 
appear t.hat some of the dihydropyran, tor reasons not blown, was not 
bromi.nated by the N-hromo~uceinimide, but instead was bromina.ted by the 
8 ........... 
bromine directly. Reaoti.on of the resultant dibromide would lead to the 
formation of ~eth~3-brQlllotetra.lzydropyran (.ll.VI) 1 as despribed. earlier 
(Page I b ). 
- . 
Th!3 above w-ork was carried out concurrently with other attempts a.t 
.. , 
dehydrohalogena.tion of the .2-etha:xy-3-bromo compound,~ and since certain of 
these, described below, proved successful, the work with N-bromosuooinimide 
was discontin~ed. 
(viii) Methods using sodamide, Quennahan and Normant39 have reported 
. . . 
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that, although treatment of the ohloro-etho:xy compound (XLVII)with potassium 
hydroxide did not -yield the olefin (XLVIII),. eodamide did dehydrohalogenate 
the halide to form the desired product. However, they gave neither 
conditions nor yield~ 
. ,.. 'I 
~ c.- - '" ....... -· 
o:Et 
I OE't 
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When 2-ethaxy-~hl~rote~ra.hydropyra.n (XLVII)· or 2-eth~ 3-bl'Olllo-
tetra.h;rd.ropy:ttan (XLVI) w&s treated with soda.mide in liquid ammonia, none 
of the desired olefin {.'Xlc:VIII) oould be isol..a.ted from the reaction nd.xture1 
When the bramt'>-'etho.xy eontpound was we.rm.ed with aodandde 11h d.inxa.ne' for one 
da.y., similar- results wet>e obtained.. In eaoh of these experinlenta, mod~~-e 
amounts of starting material were reoQV&rad .. 
The desired olefin (XLVIII) was obtained in over i5% yield when the 
bronto-etho:xy- oompou:o.d was re!luxed with soda.nrl.de in dioxane ··.for seven d$, 
'This method might have proven satisfactory for the preparation of the 
olefin, with modification, .. but another procedure, giving very good yields,. · 
was found. at this time. 
(ix). Sea.leg tube method l'lith potassium hydroxide. In .further .work 
-w-ith the dehyd:robal.ogenl!tti.on methods using alcoholic potassium. hydroxide, 
th~ bromo-ethaxy" eompot.\nd was ·heated 1rtith potassium hydrmdde and ethanol 
; . 
in a. sealed tube for two hours a.t 115-125° • Sixty-four percent of the 
theoretical a.m.ou:.nt of the olefin (XLVIn) was ia.olated fi'om. 1the znixture. 
In further experiments, using shorte: pe.riods of heating, yie~ds approaching 
the theottetioal amount WTE'l obta.ine<t,. tfhis procedure was used in the 
ba.J.s.nae of the present work tor the produotion of the olefin, 2-etha:xy-
• 
E. ~an (XLVIIl)i 
An attempt to eliminate the need for- a sealed tube, by re:f'luxing 
the brcmo-etho:x:r ot.an:p¢Und with potassium hydroxide in a solvent (butanol) 
'boiling at a. higher t&mperat..\l.re than the ethano:J_ previously used, proved 
'WlSUOOesatul. . ~· 
4: •. ltydrep:Iaa.~n of 2-Ethoxv--~0 --dibydropyran_ (XLVIII), 
• "\ • • 0 • • 
Hydrwry:tati«< of 2-eth~ B -ru.hydropyran- (XLVIII) accord-
ing to the method of Prevost (silver benzoate-iodine complex) led. 
to no u.saful prQducts. Apparently iodine was retained by the material 
I' 
E<11r11ied. The use b;f ~ta.ssium permangana.te.s!J under a variE~.t,Y of 
conditions furnished: uniformly discouraging results. No ben-
zoyla.ted: or a.aetylat.ed d.el"ivat.ives oould be formed from the 
rrby'dro.xyla.tedu eompound:1 and no osazone a auld be formed from the 
reaction products after aque~ aoid hydrolysis. · 
- H;rdr~tion with pera.oetio. acid furnished two oeystalline 
prcilduots; f)fle of whiah was ultilna.tely identified as benzoyl 
peroxide, ev:Ulent1y an artifact. The other proouot (Compound A) 
was formed ot1 diluticm of the reaotion nd.xture.. Its structure 
remains 'llilknow:n. 
EK;perimen.ts With performio acid yielded no Compound A. The 
~t -deE!oriaed a.b~e was found in some experiments, but was nof;· 
fOl"llled in dt.hers. In no oa.se was a benzoylated or aoetylated 
product isolated· f~ the·perf~c aoid reaction mixture~ 
a.)~ Use Df the !J:,fvgat. ·~thod cf l:I;ytp;'@Yl.ation. Pri-vost...t-< f ~d 
. ' 
that when oel'tain olefin$ ware treated with a· ~omplex formed from iodine 
a.nd sil.ver benzoate, the dihydro:xy o ompound is ol:>tained as the dibenzoate 1 
. . . 
with the hydrcxx;yl groups trans5 i to each other.. Thus, ~lohexene {LXXIV), . 
treated w±th·the sil'V'er benzoate-iodine complex in dry benzene, would be 
expeet~d to give the dibenzoyl derivative of 1,2-dihydraXycyclohexane 
(LXXV)_. 
~Hr 
v:::: 
: Lxxlll bxxt'i' 
In a preliminary experiment, cyolohexene (LXXIV) was hydroxylated in 
satisfactory yield f65%) 1 and the dibenzoate of tra.ns-1,2-dihyd.roxy-
cyclohexane (LXXV) was obtained,.. .. 
It was felt that the use of ~~r salts of substituted benzoic aeide 
might provide a bulkier derivative .of the final hydroxyla.ted product, and 
30 
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hence might be more aertain of yielding a arystalline product. With this 
in nrl.nd, oyclohexene was used as a model olefin in two experiments with the 
. 
iodine-sUvex:, dal.t oomplex.. Neither tlte p-nitrobenzoate nor the 2, J.v.. 
~· 
dinitrobenzoate complex yielded identifiable products, however, and further 
work was confined to the simple silver benzoate complex. 
. i 
When the Pmost rea.ation was carried out , .. dth 2-ethoJcy- & -d:ihydro-
pyran (XLV~. and the iodine-silvel:" benzoate oomplex, no significant amount 
o.f solid material was obtained. The product isolated was a dark red-brown. 
syrup. Saponification experiments on this material indicated the presence of 
moderate 4tnounta of free aoid 1 as well as somewhat larger amounts of 
a~ponifiable material. The saponifiable material found was approximately 
one-half the amount that would have been present if the material isolated 
had been the pure dibenzoate of 2-ethoxy-3,4-tetrahydropyran (LXXVI). 
J;XXvlll 
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A second experiment was carrled out, similar to the preceding one, 
except that a 100% e:xness of silver benzoate (over the amount_ of iodine · 
and olefin present) was used. The reason for this will be rliscusseQ:. 
below-. The l"eaults (IJf this eXperiment were also unsatisfactory; the 
product was again a dark ·.red-brown QU. 
In beth e:t these experiments it ~me noted that at the 11 oompletionn 
of the reaction, the. liqu&r was olear yellow, and sh01rred a negative ·re-
sp(l)nae to the staroh ... iodide test far npGsitive 11 iodine. In handling, 
however, the surfaee of the liquor gradually &Oouired a darker-color. Tae 
tlrlo.k oil :f'ina.ll..y'._ obtained was. dark ·red: .. brOt<m, as described ab~e, and 
shGWed a strongly positive reat:tion to sta.r&h-iodide paper. Aloohollo 
sUver. nitrl:l.te beuame distinatly turbid on addition of a few drops of the 
i.scnlated J:nateria.l,. . 
A third expet'iment was oarried out in a nitrogen atmosphere, with the 
rea.o:t:ton vessel wrapped in metal· t'Qil. lrlhen a negative starch-iodide t~st 
indiea.ted that.-na·more iodin$-sllve!t' benzoat~ eomplex was present, a.ddi-
- . 
tional sil.ver benzoate ·was added, and the mixtUre was refluxed for one day. 
The liquor obtained by benzene axtra.Gtion was olear golden amber~ unlike 
32 
the darker material obta.iried :tn earlier e:g:;periments.., HOW'ever, ,.,heii'' distills.-
.. . 
tion of the benzene was attem.ptek-,. the liquor quickly darkc;med.;: .and the 
final produot"wa.s'.e. dark red-brown oil" showing a positive staroh-fodide 
teat. 
Pr6vost and Wiemann .s-scar;ied out the reaction of·~ayclohexene lrith the 
iodine-silver benzoate ~emplex in oarbon tetrachloride, and. ieolated 1-iodo-
2-benzoyloxyoyoloh,axa.ne (LXXIX) (Page 31 ) ,. which they considered a possible 
.. - . . 
intermediate in the formation of the dibenzoyl~ -~Otllld (LXXV). 
The material isolated in the present study appeared to contain iodine, 
and it is possible that it'eansists partly or wholly of 2-ethoxy-3-iodo-4-
benzoyleJWtetrahyd.ropyra.n (LXXVIII), or the isomer having the halogen and 
eater group ittteroha.nged, or a. lnixt.ure of the two forms. The position of 
this . c ampound in the rea.cti0ri path suggested by Prevos.f1 is shown in the 
series (XLVII), (LXXVIII) 1 · (LLWI) (Page 31 ) • 
If the iodine-cMtaining compound is Z....etho:xy-3-iodo-4-bem:oylo.xy-
tetra.b.yd.ropyra.n (LXXVIII),. it is inte;esting to note that it did not reaot 
further with additional.silver benzoate, as the reaction path suggested by 
P~vGsts-~w~d require. Without positive identifioation of the present 
halogen eampound, however, further speculation about-this reaction·doea not 
app~ar ~Qmiaing. 
b). ll§e of Pctassium Permang&na.te il1. H;y:<iro:x;.vla.tio:o.. ·Wagner~ has 
shown that pot.a.sa:l;.um. permanga.nate, in dilute neutral or alkaline solution, 
will :reaet. with an olefin to. form a 1 1 2-gl.y-ool. The olefin 2-etho:xy- 6'Q -
dihyropyran (XLVIII) (Page ~1), was treated.. with potassium.·pertnangarlate:~in 
se-veral modit'io,a.tims of this :r:-ea.otiori.. Iri oertain of. these experiments, 
. . '· . . . I 
· · o;ne or the other .lOf the .reactants was present in e.xaess amount, and in 
• ·• • ' ; • ! I ' :' ~ - , ." : 
others 1 atoiohiometrio ·am~ were.· used. Both neutru a.l:ld sllghtly alka.line 
reaction (tOnditions were used, and. various experiments were carried out at 
. . ' 
roam temperature or ioe ... bat.h temperature. Both benzoylation and . aoetyl>ation 
failed to y:iel.d :an iscUs.ble ·d.eriva.tive .. 
The e.xpeeted product of the permanganate oxidation of 2-etho:xy- D:. ':l -
dibydr~a.n (XLVIII) wfJUJ.d be the pyranose form of ethyl 4-deao:xyriboside 
(LXI) 1 a. oampeund. which would be converted to 4-deso:xyribose (LXXX) in the 
presenae ot $Cid. The sugar thus formed. would be expected t-o .form an 
osa~<me·under the proper oanditions. \'lith this in min~, .the material 
I 
. -
obtained in one of the perma.nganate oxidation. reaotions was tr-eated with. 
. of -5'}: 
acid a.nd phel'l,Yl.hydra:zine1 aacE>rd.ing to the methodi\Bhriner and Fuson _ .. No 
oaa.21ene ~ ob't.a.ined.., 
Negati''lfe results Were also obtained when ·a similar reaction was carried 
out with .2~~troPheeylhydrazine$' instead of phenylhydraz~e. 
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The possibility that the Qxidation by permanganate had p~oduced 
unknmwn oompmmda having one Or more carbonyl gi'oups present was considered. 
The preeed4lg axpet"ilnents indicated that this was not ,the aasa* AD. additional 
experiment-;- t~eatment of the 'lm-aoidi.fied reaction· produot ldth 2,·4-
di.nitropheeylhytira.ziml.l. ·~-also failSd to yield a solid produot~ 
OnEt ' 60H 6: KMnO~ ) H+ > ~·; dd.~K. oa:-t. 
~~VIII ex 1 :L&'Q< 
.. . ~ . 
. 
.., 
.• 
~e· :r~tios mixture lfrcm: the 'Jfel!'lna:ngana:te o.xida:f;,ion Q>f 2-ethmey-• ·. 
fi -di~~(XLV:trL):,~ using at.oiGbiamet.rio 'a~uttts of' t-ea.Gt-ant.s, 
wa.e £Guncl t tJ reM~·. further' with di:l-ut:e permanga.nate solution_; deoolorlz-
~ -
ing thila re"e.ga quit-e X'"a:Pidly. Even.-~ ioe-bath .t~pera~tlr&, reaction 
t~-ok pla<te~ A· possible· expte.natic:m "fffYi! 4:?-his phenomenon, and an explanation 
also for _the fa:El:.ura-to o~·tbe desired dihydroxy Qompound, might be 
that the di.hyd:ro:xy compound first !Ol:'nl.ed was even more ·~msoeptible to .. · 
oxidation than the original <'l~fin. U~aate~ olef'~ 'it®ld thUs be 'left.d.n the 
solution under the oenditione of' this reaction,··· 
In the -o~~t.e. of the· work on the h.tdr~laM:on, of 2-ethmcy-- 63 -
dihydrbpyra.n by pot;.assium p~rmanganate, benaoyla'hion <:>f a portioo. e:f the ' 
material obtained: was.-:.l3.tt~ptad, using·benzoy-1 chloride and dilut-e: pot~ssium 
hy'drctt1de. Fies-er $'7 re£'~ to the Qata~io ~.ffeot of py:t"'idine ih ·b~"!'' . 
saylat.ion1 and"witoli,·thia in~' several. ~ope of' pyridine "!"ere added to 
the f'eaction mixt-gra·.-:· A W&::qi 1~-D'J.'el'ti:ng· (4~0)" solid was obtained in 
i 
f'~ large amount.. .ThiS wtt.arial COuld easily be rearystalli.z~d from I 
aJ.echoJ., ·but -on standing s¢vera.l.. weeks, or qn. attempted :reel:",fstallizationr . 
.frODI. beilin~ water, b~a acid was obtained.. It was shqwn that the wa:xy, · 
lOif-lllelting solid. was cformed.· in a. mixture _of benzoyl ohlo?tide, al.kali1 a.n4 · 
pyridilsle on.l.y. 
On the basis g£ o orreot a.IU3J.ysia and melting point, it was oonoluded 
that. the low""'D!.elting solid was benzoic· anhydride, forined a.s an artifact ~ ;, 
the· .benz-oylat.ion p:t"'Oass described ab~e* 
.. '·.:, •' ' ... 
: . r· :. :.-. ~'. . ~ 
. o) 14 • tt;se ;f+ . Pe;:md.~.ts:~ in.lizSra&Vl.at.iOfi., 
,, . 
olefinio. doubl~ b~~ by peri'ormio .and peracet~ aoids was lfrtudied .. by 
Hilditch SCj ~ 1926: and the prooed~res deseribed in this ~oi-k were modified 
. . ~~· 
$l1d. improved upon by Swern and co-workers ~, • . 
· The first !'l'"oduct of the rei!Otion between .peralletia. acid e.nd. an .. o;t.etin 
1:.2. - . . • 
ia evid~ntq ~ · epcuy ·a.'Q!IlPO\ttld . , sucb as (LXX:lp:) 1 although"' when the .. 
. . 
. ' 
~tion· is aa)l'ried :"OUt. in glaoia.l a,oetiQ .aaid1 is9la:t;..ion of the epo.xide. ia. . . 
{;2. . 
. difficult ... US'tlally, the produot ebhained is ~eta.t~ (LX'X4!I) :r or 
the g:cy-eol itselr (LXXXIV), .t'orll1ed on treatment. of the hydroxy-acetate .tr.tth'. 
. . .... -._ ... -
dilute s.1kal.i.. 
··."-·.:·' 
Cll,C9aH) 0 
4)(xxr 
~ ~CHO 
I 
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With parformio aoid, the prPdU?t is the hy'dl'CQCy-fe.rmate (C9«#1J) .t or 1 
on proper treatment 1 the .d.i.hydrOl!Y aompound Ulq\.X).,. In the reaction with 
\ 
~l&hexene Q';XXIV)·, th~ trans form of the dihyd!to:xy product is isolated . 
. . il3 
in an a.mG\Ult equal to .75% of t:h~tioal. 
(i). ijYdrg;tlation py Peraeetie Aoid. Peraoetio aoid was prepa~d in 
. bl. 
gla.oia.l a.oetio a.oid solution, according to the method of Soaillan and Swern , 
. . . . ~ . 
and the resW.tant solution was utilized in the oxidation of 2-etho:xy- ·l:f. · ·-
. . ' 
d.i.h:ydropyra.n ('l(~VB.l}_'(Page 40) • The oourae ~of the reaction was folldWed 
b4 bS ' by titration / ,. and in some oases the oxidation expe:r:'iment · was aooompa-
nied by a 'pe.ralleJ..;., blank mixt'U.J:"e;. containing only hydrogen· pttrQX:i.de in 
glaQial aoetic a.oid. 
It 'W'a.a fwnd that a.pp:rOJdlna.tely one-half the -calculated amount of 
· OJddiB:i:ng agent Was OOnsUDled by the· t'ea.ction. Af~ this· po-int 'lltEi.S . reached, 
the OKidizi:ng pOW'er of the m:i.xtU3!e remained nearly constant. 
In the experiments. with peraoetio aaid, two diatinQt solids were 
isoJJfted... The first of· t.heee, .. designated Compound .A, vra.s ·obtained on dilu-
, 
ti4m. of the reaction mixture1 although in one oase it :appettred in the 
mixture during the course. of the reaction itself. 
The seoond pr-oduct of the peraoeti.o md.dation reaction was obtained in 
low yield on treatment of the reaction mixture .with benzoyl ehlorid-e in alkali • 
.... 
,. " 
6:: 
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A~sie yielded value~ £~ the ca~bon and hydrogen content o~rr&sponding 
. . 
to the .,<:lalaulated ·VS.lues far the .tribenrz:oate·.l.Qt" 2,3, 5-trihydro:xypenta.nal 
. ~ . . 
(LXXXV) or. the corresponding aycUe a ampound; 2. ./3', 4 ... trihydroxytetra.hydro-
pyra.n (LXX.lt).., (However, see following discussion). 
Two det&rmil'la.tions .of the mole<!ul.a.r weight by the Rast method yielded 
values reasonably near the· ealoulated value for suoh a tribenrz:oate. 
In view of the method of formation of this cOillpound, the !iasults of 
the molecular we:Lght deterntina.tion, and the analysis 1 it was tentatively··· 
oonoluded t,tta.t a ·.benzoylated. trihydr:~ o001pound1 .probalb~{LXXX). or (LXXXV) 1 
. .. . . 
had been ebtain~ Further work, however, showed that this was not th$ 
€;·"4S9c · 
In an· attempt· to secure further evidence· oono-erning the ttt!iiben~aoa.teri, 
the infra,;.l:"ed S}'$otrum.was determined. The resulting c\1rY"e tailed snt:trely 
to c.oni"irm tbe projected structttl>e,. The material (in oarbon tetraohlox-ide) 
showed n~ significant absorption peak very near 344 miorons where methylene 
. . 
greups norme.lly absorb Cfl) ·nor in the ·vicinity o£ ,;a mio:N>ns (where ·benzoate 
esters are lmown to absorb7<Z)~ 
A ~xs.mins.t'ion· of the evidence cited above led to a consideration· of 
· ot;her possible strtietures fort he dOlD.pound isol~ted by a. benrz:oylation ·pr~ · 
. : 
Qedure... Among these wa.S benzoyl pere.xide:, whose analysis would ooi'respon,d· 
fairly well to the results found. (A re-analysis yielded results even closer 
to the theoretical values for benzoyl peroxide). . 
Examination of the infra-red spectrum of benzqyl peroxide in carbon 
tetrachloride showed that it was identical with the ape'ot.ruin obtained for 
the 11tribenzoa.ten.,.. .. 
A mixed melting poil'lt1 taken of a mixture· of the 11tribenzoate" and 
authentic benzoyl peroxide, showed no depression. 
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Plate ! ... ;rntra .... red Abso~tion Curve of Co±!aound A. (See p.37). 'i'he 
spectrum was de·erihined on a Ba.ir Wra-red Recording 
SpeotrophotoJ}leter having sodi~ chloride prisms. A 
solution o:r 0.050 g. of the compound in l ml. o£ chemiaall;r 
pure carbon tetrachloride was used. 
.. ~ 
.• 
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Fig. ~- UJ.tra...violet absorption curve for C91JIPdUnd A. (See p .. 4lJ 
:tor experimental details, see p.107) • 
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'1he results of the Dl&c'!llar weight determination by the Rast method 
(which showed results much too high for benzO"Jl peroxide) were examined .. 
A.determination of the molecular weight of authentic benzoyl pero~de by 
this method was carried out, a.ndvery high results, comparable with those 
obta.ineq with the· "tr1benzoate 11, were obtained. The reasons for these 
a.noma.l.OUa' results are not known, but it was demonstrated :that the camphor... 
peroxide mix, after melting and sol+difioation 1 no longer contained peroxide. 
It was definitely· concluded that the material isolated frblll the treat-
ment o£ ·the peracetic· B:,cid oxidati~n mixture with bermo;f-1. chloride and 
alkali was not a ~esult of a reaction involving the originaL olefin or·ita 
derivatives, but was instead a product of a reaction between residual 
h7drogen peroxide (or peracetic acid) and.benzqyl chloride~ in the presence 
of· alkali. 
Ccmpaund A, the first product isolated in the peracetic aoid hydro:x;y-
l&t:f:on of 2-etha:xy- 8 3-dth;rdfopyran ( .nvrn) ~ was obt~ined, as has b·een 
~ 
mentioned, by simple filtration of the reaction mixture, or by dilution 6f 
/. . 
the mixture, follQW'~d by .filtration. Blank experiments, utilizing (a) the 
olefin and acetic acid, and (b) the acid and hydrogen peroxide, d~d not lead 
to f'~rma.ti'On of Sfi»npound A under the conditions of the experiment·. 
An extensive examination of Compnund A- led to no definite ·conclusions 
cenoerning ita structure. 
XCvi!L L~x.x.&vt · 
,I 
,: 
The absen~e of ~oxYl groups in Compound A is indicated by its fail-
ure to rea.at with sodium, and by the fact that no isolable benzoylated · 
derivative ooul.d be obtained.- The test with sodium also indicated the 
absence of other uaotive1~ hydrogen atoms., 
" 7~ . 
A teat with Fehlingfs selution indicated the absence of reducing groups 
such as aldehydes. 
7 ,};.A 
The molecular weight of Compound A, determined by. the Raat Method , 
was found to be approximately 191, significantly greater than the molecular 
weight of the expected tribydrmcy conipound (Lxxx,· Page3+) (134). 
Oarb9n and hydrogen analysis yielded results which correspond~d very 
. 
. . 
alosely to the formula c10H14o4 (molecular weight, 19S). 
C01ttpound A wa.s found to react on heating with dilute sodium hydroxide, 
forming a dull ora.nge-oolored, amorphoua-looking_soli~. vfuen treated in a 
similar manner with dilute acid, Comp·ound A dissolved. No solid derivative 
was obtained from the reaction of the acid solution of Compound· A with the 
'7 o:?J . 
usual carbonyl reagents, , but this solution did not sh~ a positive 
74-f 7b 
reaction to both Fehling's solution and Tollenls reagent • Since the 
original Compound A had not sh~m such a reaction, as was described above, 
. 
treatment with acid.had evidently led to formation of a reducing group. 
Examination of the infra-red spectrum of Compound A (Pbte I. ) showed 
a very. low absorption peak in the region usually associated ~·iith the 
' 
presence of carbonyl groups. However, the absorption i~ the present case 
was so weak, compared to that of known carbonyl compounds. that it was not 
considered to offer evidence of the presence of such a group •. 
The ·ultra....-violet absorption curve,. which would be expected to furnish 
7J infor.ma~on.converning the presence of aliphatic aldehydes or ketonest or 
conjugated systems, showed no peaks in the curve CFre-1)f·31),. and so 
furnished no information o£ a positive nature concerning the structure of 
l!bt:perimant shOW'ed that Compound A was not the result of a. reaction 
between glacial acetic acid and hydrogen peroxide, ~r between glacial &C~J~tic 
and the olefin, therefore it must have been formed as the result of a re-
action inv0lving the oletin and the oxidizing agent. 
Exam:i.na.tion o:f' the empirical f~ula., c1oH14o4, leads to the conclusion 
that Oampound A contains four rings 1 in a structure lacking double bonds 
and carbonyl groups. (The latter conditions are required by the observations 
noted above).. Further information, such as the analysis, infra-red and ultra-
violet spectra, and molecular weight of the product of the reaction between 
Compound A~ aoi~, would be needed before a defensible structural formula 
a o\i:td be presented., However, the structure shown (LXXXVI 1 Page -10) appears 
to o~n:f'orm to the facts lmown about Compound A (with the iexoeption of the 
reaction with hot a.lkali), and construction of a model shows it to be · 
struotura.l.ly possible., The path of the reaction which would form such a 
o ompound is not clear,. hOW'ever. 
0 . HCOJ;H Oct 
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(ii). Ht4rgxylation by perfgrmic acids The final series of experi-
ments in ~he attempted hydroxylation of 2-etho:xy- f:1 -dihydropyran (XLV:O:I) 
involved the use of parformie acid. 
When the reaatiori with perf~n acid was carried out either ... at roam -_ 
temperature. e.r at ioe-bath temperature_, the only solid product isolated, on 
treatment o£ the mixture with beazoyl chloride and.alkali, ·was benzoyl 
peroxide. (See Hydro~lation,with peraoetia.aaid, above). 
' The benzo,yl peroxide-is evidently for.med by a reaction involving 
.. 
hydrogen perc.xi~e (or, possibly, the peracid), benzoyl chloride, and alkali. 
When the reaotion ·.mixture .from an experiment utilizing the stoichiometric 
amount at perfor.mic a.oid was evaporated under reduoed.presaune to constant 
v&J.:um.e, a.nd the residual syrup was treated with benzoyl chloride and alkali. 
no solid deriv:ative was formed. -Simil!U'ly,- treatment of a portion of the 
evaporated mixture ~th S.Cetio anhydride and sodium acetate failed to yield 
. . -
a solid derivative. 
, . 
.In two other expel.:-im.ents, one uaing stoichiOOletric amounts of r'eaotants 
a.nd one using a moderate excess of the oxidant, _no solid derivative could 
oouJ..d be obtained by benza,vlation of the reaction mixture. In -the second 
of these e~eriments, titration of the reaction mixture had shown the oxidant 
. . 
to be completely o-ons:umed before benzoylation w~s attempted. 
The- e:xpeeted product ot the reaction (,'2_of 2-etho:xy- 6,3 -dihydropyran. 
(XLVIII) w~d be (LXXXIX). Such a compound, containing a hydroxyl group" 
. . 
would be expected to form a benzoyla.te~ derivative. Failure to obtain 
such a derivative· in sGlid·f~rm, from a molecUle as large as (LXXXIX), 
_ sue;geststhat t}:},e hydro:xyl coinpound·w~~ not :pr_es~nt in the reac:tion mixture. 
However; certain faats concerning the_nature of the postulated product 
·- 77 
must be kept in mind. First, although benzoylation and acetylation have 
been used in many instances for the preparation of compounds derived from 
sugars, the. isolation of sug~rs and their derivatives. in crystalline form 
is often e.xt:.remely difficult. Furthermore, vrith the 'particular compound 
. 
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under consideration, two isamerie forms (other than those due to the pres~n?e 
of asymmetric carbon atotna) are possible~ The product of the treatment of 
'3 
2-ethQ:X;r- L::;,. -cli.hyd.ropyra.n (:XLVIII) with performic acid might well consist 
o;f a mixture of the two forms(LXXXIX) shown.. Simple benzoylation of these · 
compounds togetller woul.d, of coursa, yield a. mixture of produots whioh might 
c;rysta.l.lize with difficulty. 
It is apparent .a then, that the produot of benzoylation or aoetylation 
of the per~ormio a.qid reaction mixt'lli-e might consist of a di.fficulty ~rystall­
izabl.a oil."' .AJ.though the "amount. of ~ material obtained on removal of 
selvent from an ether extract of the benzoylation mixture was extremely 
. . 
small, it is possible that a mixtUre o:f desired produota )laS. present, and 
an exhaustive stu~ of methods of isolation of such products might well 
prove protit~ble 1 in ~ture work~ 
In a. controlled experiment, carried out at ice-bath temperature wi.th 
a large aXPess of oxidant, it was found that, to a close appro.xim$tion, the 
stoiehiametrio amount 'ot peraaid was consumed by the olefin during the course 
of the reaction. When tbis. amount had been oonaUJned, the titration curve 
levelled off, and remained very nearly at the same value as long as the mix-
ture was kept cold .. 
. HOW'ever, when the solutic&n was a.ll~ed to stand at. room temperature, 
its oxidizing p<!!Wer slowly deoreased. A parallel experiment, using a mix-
ture con'l:!a.ining only hydrogen peroxide in formie acid, showed a similar · .; 
~ . 
gradual lo~s of roddizing capacity at room. temperature. After two days, the 
curves f~r the two e.;periments coincided, and the oxidizing strength of ·.each 
continued to decline at slightly different rates thereafter. 
A seoond quantitative experiment, using one mole of 6xidan~ per mole 
of olefin, yielded similar results; tb.e titration curve beo~e nearly ~~vel 
when the oxidizing stren-gth of the solution l-tas nearly zero. 
The ef!eet of the formic aoid itself on the olefin was considered, and 
" a mix;t."Ure o9trtia.ixrl:ng only olefin and formic a(:dd was subjected to the 
conditiens .Gf the experiments carried out at room temperaturer The color :of 
the solution became appreciably darker~ and a very small amount of gummy 
- . 
material formed. This appeared to indicate that th~ acid did attack the 
olefin, and, to same extemt at least, deoompose it. However, it should be 
noted that no d.a.i-kening of .the reaotien mixture was. noted in the experiments 
with the olefin.. l"urther, if it is. postulated that the . acid attacks the 
pyran molecule and disrupt.a it, the resultant material must retain the ~ame 
number of points of attack oxidizable by peracid, since the ,quantitative 
results obtained above show. that the correot amount of oxidant is consumed 
in the hydroxylation reactions. 
The rea.otion mixture fram the performio aoid oxidation of 2-eth~xy-
. 1'f . 6,~ -dihyd.ropyran (XL. VII I) responded to Fehling's solution, indicating 
the presence .of rec;lucing material, auoh as aldehydes or fermatas,. in the mix·· 
ture. The presence of.formates ·(such aa.LXXXIX) would also account for the 
. 9~ . 
strong absorption in the vioinity of 6 ndorons (the 11 aarbo1fyln region ) ,. 
observed when tbit infra-red absorption curve (Plate JI) of the disti~ed 
residue from ether extraotion of the reaction Jllixtu:r;oe wa.s determined. Fail.-
ure to ·observe absQrption in the vicinity of 3v0 microns (oharaoteristic of 
45' 
hydraxy compounds) is not oonolusive evidence that the expected a~pound (LXXXI'><) 
~se.'fi was not formed, sinoe in .~istilling, the produat of the reaction was 
heatedwith residual :formia said, and formylation of the hydroxyl group ma.y 
ha.ve ooourred.. 
. 
N~ soli~ derivative was isola~ed on treatm~t of the evaporated residue 
(from ether ext.;o.aotion of .the performia oxidation mixture) with phenyl-
S"b 
hydrazine 1 und.el" o end.i tiona of oaa.zo:g~ formation • Negative results were 
also obtained on similar treatment or a ·p<;)rtion of the same material whioh 
had b~en heated a short time with dilute acid. (This treatment would be 
expected to convert a. g:cy-oosidic grouping, such a.s that. in LXXXIX to a 
hydro.:xyl group_, making the sugar suitable for osazone formation). 
The goal set at the commencement of the present work,- the develop-
ment o£ a general method for the preparation of desoxypentoses from 
dihydropyran, was not achieved. However, the information acquired in the , · 
·aourse of extensive experimentation indicates that certain of the methods 
studied may no longer be considered to offer promising paths to this goal. 
In at least one of these methods it is possible that a desoxypentose 
was formed, but was not isolated because of the limitations of the methods 
of isolation. 
-.. 
It n~ appears that ·treatment or one reasonable intermediate (2-ethoxy- · 
6, 0 -dib;rdropyran,XLYJ II) with the Prevost Reagent, or with potassium 
permanganate under a. yariety of conditions, does not lead to a product of 
the class of desoxy ~ugars~ 
The information obtained from the study of the reaction of the olefin 
with peraoids is not as conclusive. In the case of peracetic acid, the 
ao.nsumpticn of one-half the calculated amount of oxidant indicates that 
hydro:xylation ha.s not taken place in the expected mariner. However, in this 
as in the following grQUp of experiments, the.method used in attempted 
. . . 
isGlation of the produots prevents positive conclusions o~naerning the 
course of the reaction fran being drawn. 
The quantitative data obtained in the experiments with perfforiDio acid 
show that the oa.loulated. amount of oxidant was consumed in the course of 
the reaction. These ~esults are significant, and suggest the definite 
possibility that .the. desired hydrmcy:lation did "taRe place. The· use of per-
formic acid, therefore, in conjunction with methods of isolation of prod~?t 
4.6 
not used here, offers the most promise for further study. 
In the aourae of the present work, the method for the preparation of 
. ~ . 
2-etho:x:y- f:i -dihydropyra.n (VI) desoribed in the literature, was found. 
unsatisfa.otory. A straight ...... forward path leading to the preparation of this 
. . 
compound from d.ihydrepyran:waa developed. A conve:nient method of preparing 
this useful intermediate in good yield is thus made available to future 
werkera. 
6, Suggestien tor future work. 
In addition to the modifications suggested above for the method involv-
ing the use . of pera.oids in the hydroxylation of the olefin 2-ethoxy- ~ 0 -
dihydr<l>pyran (XLVIII) 1 certain other approaches to the problem of the syn-
thesis of deso:x:ypentoses from dihydropyran might well be considered in 
future werk. 
A method which *8.8\ considered in the present work, but which was not 
put irito practice, utilizes osmium tetroxide as a catalyst in the peroxide 
. . 'lY 
hydro~lation of an olefinic double bond. Milas has shown that the hydroxyl 
... 
groups are placed an fumaric or maleic acid in a cis relationship to each 
other~ Although the corresponding reaction with cyclohexene (LXXIV)(a cyclic 
/ 
0 
8L.Vi If t;x; I :tlx&l v 
cGlllpound silllilar to the olefin in the present study)' is reported to yield 
adipic aaid .,, it is possible that modifications of the method might yield 
a dihydro::xy oomp0und such a.s (LXI). 11 . The work Of· Hurd utilizing one such 
real!)tian involving the pyran ring, has already been described (Page 12). 
The use ·of potassium chlorate as oxidant, in the presence of osmium 
. ~ . 
tetroxide, has been shown to lead.to hydroxylated products, and might 
prc:we or value in the present work. 
c;ro 
N0rmant ·has reported that lead tetraacetate reacts vrith 2,4-dihydro-. 
fura.n '(.~CI) to yield ul~~tely a dihydroJcy" compound. l;n the present work~ 
such $.,1 rea:otf$n. witn- (XLVIII) would lead to 2-e1tho::xy,;..3 ,4-dihydto.xytetra.-' 
. '':t . . . ' . ! . . ·' . . I 
hy~an (LXI) .. 
0 
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The method of hydro;Kylation considered earlier, that utilizing potassium 
.· 
permanganate (SeQtion B, Paragraph :3£), might be modified so that any 
dihydro:xy compound which formed might be converted immediately to a deriv8.-
tive having the hydroxyl groups pr0~cted from further action of the oxidant. 
Thus, the reaction might be oar.ried out:~ender anhydrous conditions, in 
. 9.r •. /\3 . 
acetone, with -eepper sulfate pres.ent. .\Taing 2-ethojcy;- LJ ...... dihydro-pyran 
(XLVIII) as starting mat·erial, ·'the resultant prcchict ¥ould be expected to 
~ . 
be the isopropylidene derivative (XCIII). 
In the synthesis of desoxy~pentoses other than thei4-desoxy sugars: 
' the use of reagents which react at the carbon position adjacent to an olefinic 
48 
deu@le bond offer interesting possibilities. Thus, 2-ethoxy- 6"3 .. 
dihydre>pyrart (XLVIII)~ might be expected to reaot with N-bromosuccinimide <il 
to yield 2-eth<;XXY-4-bromo- ,6~-dihydropyran (XCVII), which might then be 
. . 
~ . . 
hydrolyzed to 2-ethoxy-4.-hydroxy-f:l. -dihydrspyran (Y...CV). On hydrogena-
tion, this. wwld·· be the ethyl glycsside. of a 3 .14-dideso:xypentose (XCVI)., 
The same 4-hydro:xy compound (XCVI), might also be formed by the reactil)n 
of seleni'Wll dioxide~~ mercuric aoetate~8 on the 2-etho.xy- 8-dihydro-
pyran (XLVIII)_. 
., 
Xcvi: 
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PART III 
* ** EXPERUAENTAL PROCEDURES 
l. Preparation of Halogeno-etiiO:xy ·conipoun.ds · 
The halogenretho:xy tetrahydropyrans were prepare·d either by a 
two-step method (vis the dibromide) (I through III) silllilar to that 
described by wsoda and s antlers~' , or by a one-step method directly 
from diJ:zy"dropyran, in modifications of· the. method descri~ed briefzy 
by Jones and Bremnel:"Jfl(r to III) • · . · 
When the first 9f these methods was followed, vd thout isolation 
of the dibromide (II), 2o-41% of the calculated yield of the 2-etho:xy-
.3-bromotetrahydropyran (II) was obtained in five experiments. This 
method was not used for the cbloro compo'lmd. 
The· fd_ngle.-step method proved more ·satisfactory than that involv-
ing tw'$ steps. ·When di.h.Yqb;Oopyran (I) was treated with bromine in 
alcohol, :in the presence of pyridine, yields of the bromo-etho:x:y 
product (II) equal to 27-.35% of the theeret.ical amount were obtained 
in three e;!f;p&rim.ents. When calciunt.carbanate was used as the aci~ 
neutralizing agent, 2>-84' of :the ·calculated amount Df .the desired 
product was .. obt.ained., The ma.j.ority of these experiments yielded 
appro.:x::imately' 55%. Isolati0'n of the product in the calcium carbon,... 
ate method was simpler than in the pyrid:ine method. 
/ 
0 
.. I.._ 
i 
* All. melting points are uncorrected unless otherwise noted. 
** Analyses designated (Fitz) were carried out by Dr. Carol K. Fitz, 
l15 Lexington Avenue, Needham Heights, Mass. Those designated (MIT) 
were carried out by the :Microchemical Laboratories, :Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, :Massachusetts. 
When the procedure utilizing calcium carbonate was applied to 
the preparation of 2-etho~-.3-chlorotetrahydropyran (IV), . 65% of the 
theoretical amount of the prodllct was isolated. 
0 Cb .. /o..l~. ~Ct --~~-0-3--->~~0~t 
:IS[ 
a.) • Ds;tng of Dibydropyran . (I) • . The dihydropyran used in the present 
work was Du.pont Elchem 88o*, dried according to the In9thod described by 
. 'a3 
sawyer. and Andrus • · The commercial liquid 'WaS left in contact with 
anhydrous potassium carbonate ovemight. It was then filtered, re~uxed 
" 
with sod:i;um wire tor one hour, and distilled at atmospheric pressure 
. 0 
£rom a modified Claisen fiask. The .fraction distillmg at 85.3....85.8 
0 
was collected. The material is reported· to boU at 8~7 • 
. ~3 
It is reported that.dihydropyran is difficult to obtain in·a ver.r 
dry state, and this was·· :fo~d to :·be tru~ in the p~sent study. At one 
point iri the- ·a:x;Perl.ments described below, low yields of 2-etho:x:y-3-
. .~ .. 
bromotetrah;p"drapyran~ (ill~- .led to a check on ·the oondition of the. 
. . , . .. 
previot1SlY dried and distilled ~yran. It 'WaS fotind to react 
.... ~ . 
appreciably with sodium wire, and it was again dried and distilled. 
b) • ;preparaticn of Absolute .AJ.cohol. In the early experiments of 
this atucy1 the method of Lmd and Bjerrum was used .for ;prepfiring 
absolute ethyl aloohol. Magnesium turnings (5g.), iodine (0.5 g.), 
. 
* . We are indebted to the E. I. duPont de Nemours Co. for donating the 
dihydropyran used in thi·a study. 
and stock "absoluten alcohol ( 60 ml.) were mixed and allowed to stand 
I . 
. overnight. At the end of this time the components were still reacting 
visibly, and the mixture -was renu.xed for one-half hour in a calcium-
chloride protected atmosphere. The balance of 900 ml. of stock absolute 
alcohol was addeci,?: ~e whole. renu:xed for one hour, and distilled. 
... 
. Most of the; absoiilte alcohol .. used :in the following experiments was 
. .. \ \ ' . 
prepared by' ~.stock absolu~. alcohol· for approximately one-hal£ 
' 
hour 'With calcium hydride, and distilling • 
. c). ;preparation o.r 2-Et.ho.:x;r-.3-bromotetrahydropyran (III) in. Two Steps 
To l26 ff• (1.5 :moles) of dilzy'dropyrah (I) dissolved in 75ml. of carbon 
tetrachloride, a solution of 2J¥) g., (1.,,5 moles') of bromine in 100 ml. of 
; 
carbon tetrachloride' was added dropwise •. 
The mixture· was stirred th.roughdo.t the experiment, and the temPera-
. . 
ture was maintained at-20° to -30° by' means of a Dry Ice-acetone bath. 
The bromine reaoted vigorously at first, but after the ad.ditioi:l of 
• 
several milliliter-s of. bromine solution, the reaction proceeded smoothly. 
The appearance of a :persistent pale orange color coincided with the addi-
tion of the calculated 8lll0unt of bromine. Addition of the bromine took 
place over two hours. The solution of the dibromide (II) which was ob-
ta:lned became colorless in several minutes, and fumed slightly :in a~r. 
Five htmdred milliliters· of absolute ethanol were saturated at 0° 
with anhydrous ammonia. The resultant solution was allowed to come to a 
temperature of 5°,- and the dibrolDide ·solution desc:ribed above was added in 
a thin stream. 
When appl"Oxilnately one qUarter ot the" d.ibromide. solution had bean 
added, with a gradual rise :in temperature to 10°1 a heavy_ 'White precipitate 
suddenly appeared, and the temperature rose sharply-. lln ice bath was used 
0 
to lower the temperature and ma:inta:in ;t at approximately l5 while the 
52 
balance of the dihromi.de was added. 
The reaction mixture was permitted to come to room temperature and 
was filtered. The solid removed was not weighed in this experiment, but 
m a similar one, approximately 113 grams 'W'Sre obtained. If this solid is 
assumed to be ammoni:w bromide, t~ amount corresponds to approximate:cy- 80% 
of the theoretical quantity. '\ 
0 
The solid was washed with petreleum ether (30-60 ) and the wash, was 
~ed. w petroleum ether liquor· obtained below. 
The reaction m.i.xture was divided into several portions, and eaCh part 
was twice extracted between equal portions of sodium-chloride saturated 
water and peU>leum ether. The organic liquor obtained was light orange-
yellow. This VIas driesi ~th magnesium sulphate and filtered. The solvent 
.was removed :from the filtrate by distillation on a steam bath under reduced 
pressure. 
The resid:u.e, on further distillation, yielded 79~5 g. of 2-etho.:x;y-J-
. 0 
bromotetrahydropyran (III) boil:ing at 92-94.5 under 17 mm. pressure. The · 
31 0 • 
reported c<mstant ts 94-96 at 18 mm. The amount iso;tated is equal to 32% 
of the theoretical yield. 
In four similar e:xperiments, yields equal to 20-41% of the theoretical 
amount were obtained. In one other experiment, no product was obtained, for 
l!f9asons not known • 
. d)... Preparation of 2-Ethox:,r-3-bromotetrahydrop;p-an (III) in One Step · 
The second method used for the preparation of 2-etho.:x;y-3-bromotketrahydro-
pyran (III) was a one-step px-ocess involving the addition of bromine t.o a 
solution of dihyd.ropyran (I) in alcohol, in the presence of an acid-binding 
substance. The latter material would react· with the acidic hydrQgen bromide 
formed in t.he course of the reaction, and thus prevent. it from attacking 
the cyclic acetal portion of the cyclic compound, ~r from act.ing as an 
acid oat~t in the reaction between ethanol and the olefinic bond of 
dihydropyran (see a·eotion (e), below-)~ 
0 
I 
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(i). Method psing pyridine as aeid-binding substance, 
• • . l 
Three-tenths 
· ~ a. mole (25.,.2 g.) of dihydropyran (I) was dissolved in 50 ml. of absolute 
e~hanol containing 79.1 g. ·(1.0 mole) of freshly-distilled pyridine, in a 
I 
500 ~- three-necked na.sk equiP?ed 'W'i th stirrer' dropping funnel, and 
o· 
the:rmaneter. tUth the temperature of the stirred miY'ture at 15 1 a ca.u-
ti~ly prepared and chilled solution of 64 g, (0.4 mole) of bromine in 
. . . 
100 ~ Gf absolute ethanol was added dropwise, This amount of bromine 
represents an exdess of 33% ever the theoretical quantity, 
Whsn the entire amount had been added, a heav.y white precipitate, 
prestDIIably p;yrid.Wum. hydrobromide 1 appeared- The a olld was removed by 
filtration, and the liqt.J.or was extraoted twioe between 150 ml. of sodium 
ohloride-aa.t.urated water and 150 ml. of petroleum ether (.30-60°). 'rhe 
petroleum ether layer, on drying With magnesium sulphate, filtering, and 
. . .. 
0 
distilling !rem a modified Claisen flask furnished 40.5 g, (be~. 86.5-92 
at 17 inm..) of ~thaxy-,3-brOlllcrlietrabydropyran (Ill) .. This amount if;! equal 
. /4 0 
to 65% o£ the theoretical quantity. The reported boiling point "9iv-96 at 
lg lmll..3'i 
ln two other e.x:periments utilizing the' same procedUre, on~ using 
slightly leas than the theo:retioa.l amount of bromine, and one using a 66% 
excess of • bromine, yie~ were obtained equal to 27% and 65% of the 
calculated amount. 
(ii). _M&thpd USing calc:inm carbonate as acid.;...binding substance. The 
third and most satisfactory Jllethod of preparing 2-etho;x:y-.)-bromotetrahydro-
pyran (III) was similar to the methGd just described, but instead of pyridine 
this procedure invGlved the u$e of calcium carbonate, held in suspension , 
by vigorous stirring. 
A suspension of 100.8 g. (1.0 mole) of powdered calcium carbonate Was 
stirred rapid.:cy -with 25.2 g. (0.3 mole) of dihy'dropyr~ (I) and l5o ml. of 
absolute. ethanol,· :in :a 500 ml. three-necked fiask equipped with" dropping 
fonnel, stirrei'-, and thermometer. A Dey Ice-acetone bath was used t~ llla;in.. 
0 0 . 
tain a temperature of -10 to •15 during the addition of the bromine. 
· Bromine ws,added ~e, with stirring, over a period o£ thirty 
. . 
minutes. Addition of-bromine was disoontmued when a yellowworange. color 
pers:i.sted.., ·It was .foUnd that 143 ·g~ (d.3 mole) o£ bromtne were consumed in 
the reaotion. ·The tnixtur~ was .f'ili.e:red, and the filtrate was extracted . 
between ·175 llll. o£ sodi'llill-Chloride saturated water and 175 ml.. of petrole~ 
. 0 
ether (3o-6o ) • 
Whan the. pet.rol'"W.m ether liquor 'Was dried with magnes:lum sulphate-, 
.t:tltered, and distilled· £rem. a Diodi.fied Ol.aisen flask, 52.1 g. of 2-ethozy-
. . 0 . 
.3-bromotet.rahydre~an (III): (b•p".: 88-92.5 at 16 mm.) was collected. This 
is equal to 8.3-5% e£ .. the calculated amount..;· The- reported 3\o:Uing·-point o.f 
0 . . 
this material is 94--96 · at lB nnn. 
The re£:raative index of the ·distilled·tt~aterial was found• to be 1.4745 
o 31 a 
at 26 • The reported value· is 1..4752 at· 25 • · .·• 
·"' 
.Ten additional exper:iments were carrieQ. out, essentia~ similar to the 
one described above. In .. so:rp.e of.. these, ether was used in the eXtraction, 
. . i . . 
with n0 ·significant difference in results. lielas ranging from 25% to 83.5% 
.. 
of the theoretical ~ount we:e obtained, with most of the experiments 
furniqhing approximate~ 45%. 
lt was observed that the lower yields of 2-eth~-3-bramotet~ahydro­
pyran (III) in this series of experi.nl.ents were usually accompanied by 
appreciable amounts of a lower-boiling .fr~otion.· Further, it was noted 
that in successive experiments ua:f.ng dihydropyran and absolute ethanol pra.-
pared a.t the beg;innirig Of the series 1 the . yields declined from 84$ to 26%. 
. . 
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A semi-quantitative exparimeht indicated that the dihydropyran absorbed 
4PProod.matel;y' the oa.laul.a.ted amount of bromine. Use of redistilled dihydro-
. 
p.yran did not affect the yield appreciably. 
When carefully re-dried and distilled reaotants were used, the,yield of 
2-etho:lQ"-3-brom.otetra.bydropyran (III) increased fr~ approximately 30% to 40-
. . . 
5o% Of the theoretical amount. It appears, however, that the presence of 
moisture was not the only cause of lowered yields, since extreme precautions 
designed to exclude moisture from the reaction mixture failed t.., res~t in 
. 
yields es high as those obtained in earlier experiments. 
l.!H~la.tion of an idf?ntifiable compound from the lower-boiling fraction is 
described in the foll~r.tng seotion. 
0 EtbH 0 _ __.;__<.H-... --) --? OEt 
I :sz: 
e). ~solation or 2 ... Jlltho.x;r1tetre.hydrqpyran (V). In an eXperiment similar 
to the one described in detail in the preceding section, 16.1 g •. (26% of 
the 4alculated amount) of 2-etho:xy-3-bromotetrahydropyran (V)w-e~ obtained., 
. . 0 2~ 
A lOW'er-boiling fraction (10.3 g.,; b.p. 44-48 e.t 10 rnm.; n ·"'1.42C.1) was also 
isolated. On redistillation, this material afforded .a.9 g. of material 
. . . 
distilling at 50.5-52° at 19 mm. (n2~.4245) • 
. 3f . . 
Woods and Sand.el"'S report. that ~-ethoxyt,etrahydropyran (V) boils at 
"I I l_ Q ( 27 . . ) • 145-~ at 1 atmosphere n 1.4250 • These workers report that the 
compound is formed in the reaction of dihy'dropyran (I) with ethanol, in 
the presenoe o.r a trace of &aid. 
~). Preparation of 2-ethgxy-i=ohlorotetrahydrop:y-ran (IV). In the 
preparation of 2-etli.o.:xy-3 ... ahlorotetrahydropyran (IV), a procedure similar 
. . . . . "17 . . .. 
to that desoribed briefly by Jones and Bremner for the preparation of the 
. . 
corresponding ohloro-m.eth~ c~pound wa.e followed. A solut.ion of 16.8 g. 
.. . . 
(0.2 ·mole) of dihydropyran (I) in 300 ml. of absolute ethanol was stirred 
to form a_ suspension with 50 g. ( 0. 5 mole) of oaloium carbonate ( powdereq). 
The mixture '-tas stin-ed oont.inuous+.Y, and. tfte temperature ~s ~tained at 
· ~pprox:imately 5° while chlorine was bubbled ii1 for· two hours, On treatment 
of the x-eaotion :m:J..:x:t.ure in the manner desoribed in section (o), above, ·.f~ ·" 
the isolation of the bromo-ethoxy compound, 31.0 g. of material boiling at 
• 0 . 25 . . . . 
48.5-50 .. 5 at 5 mm. (n 1.4502)~ oolleated. This represents 65% of the 
. 
theoretical amount of 2-ethoxy-3-ohlorotetrahydropyran (IV) •. 
. 
Oalo~,. rc:r. 2-ethoxy-3-ohloro~etr~r~~an (~V) ~crs.3o2cl): C, 51.1; 
H,S.OJ Cl, 21.6. Found (Fltz)t C, 49.3; H,7.7J ,Gl~2l·7• 
. -
.#/1 Results of the a.ulysis sh~d an ·undeatirabl.y lArge difference between 
the oalaulated value for carbon and the value aatually found. The values 
found for the halogen and for hydrogen, 4owever1 were acoept~ble, and the 
analysis was not repeated. 
0 > OCf 
I 
2. Prepara.ti(l)n of 2J..Etho.xy.,..- 1::/ -dih.ydropyran (VI)" 
In the preparation of .2-etbo:xy ... ,ti3 -d:ihtdropyra.n ('!I), the 
method of Woods and Sa.nders38wa.s tried. 'l'he procedure described 
in the first two sections. below, involve carrying the reaction 
through from dibydropyz'an to the final olefin, ·without isolation of 
inte:rmediates., In neither of the modifications was· any of the· 
desired olefin isolated. 
In t.hl;l other methods deacribed below ·for the preparatio,n or 
2-ethoxy- 6._'S -dihydropyra.n (VI), the starting material was 2-
eth<l'lcy"-.3 ... bronl.otetrahy'dropyra.n (III) (.or the oorresponding ohloro 
oampound)prepared by the methods de~cribed in preceding section. 
-· In the methods involving the use of potassium hydroxide in 
a.laoh.olio solution, the max:tm:um ·yield of product obt.ained was 
appreciably less than t.hat described by Woods and Sanders3~. The 
use of. scda:mi<ie as dehydrohalogenating agent appeared to offer 
promise, but was·nat explored further when a sealed-tube procedure 
·uai~g potasaium'hydroxide·and et.hanol.proved hi~ successful. 
In the course of this study, a number of rethods of 
aehydrohalogenating 2-etho:xy-)-bromOtetrahydropy:ran (III) were· 
st.udied, wit.h t.he results indicat.ed belOW'. Certain exploratory 
experiments ·involving the use of ·N-bramosuooinimide were also 
carried out. 
a) .. One-step Method of Preparing 2-Etho:x;y= A?J -dih,ydropyran (VI) •. 
. . . ~ . ' '. 
i) • Alcoholic potassium hydroxide. Two experiments ware cu!.rr_ied o~t, 
38 
as described by Woods and Sanders , involving brominS;tion of dihy:ropsran. 
(I) to the dibromide (I;I), conversion of the dibromide to the bromo-etho.:x:y 
compound (In), and preparation of the olefin_(IV) by treatment with,': 
' 
"alcoholic potassium bydroxidett, without isolAtion of the intermedia1e 
/1 
compounds .. 
t 
\ 
sa 
.. 
i 
Dibydropyran (I) (31.5 g., 0~72 ~ole) was dissolved in 40 ml. of 
.... ,. 
oa.rbon tet:raohloride, in a flask equipped with thermometer, stil·re:r, and 
dropping f'un.D.el .... :r'he~~;teJttper~ture of tne stirred mixture. was ln:B.inta.ined at 
-30 ° while_::~r&m:i.ne ~\ added dropwis~ ever a pe]:'iod. of ;two hours. Approxi-
mately 45 nU... (appr~tely 0.7 msle) of br~e.a4,ded before a pale 
orange oolor persisted. 
.-.. • 
' 
Most o.t the solvent was removed under reduced pressure (wate:r pump) 
\on a wate~ bath at 80°. When the volume of the residue was observed to 
remain constant, 95.9 g. of yellow-brown liquQr, fuming in air, ~ained. 
This amount O<ilrrespends ·to 55%:of the theoretic~l amount of 21 3-dibromo-
tetrahydr~ (n) • 
.. 
Withwt further treatment, the crude dibromide obtained above was 
0 . 
added to 200 ml.,. of Absolute ethanol, previously saturated at 0 with 
. 0' 0 . 
anhydrous ·ammonia.. The.~ure-was kept at 0 to lO· while the.di'bromide 
was added dr()}JW'ise. A white precipi'ti-ate was observed to form with the 
addition of eaoh drop., When the dibramide had been added, the solid was 
removed· by fUtration.. After drying in air, the solid weighed 33.0 g.:., · 
. 
equivalent to a 60% yield of ammonium bromide, oalculated fr~ the weight 
of. dibromide used~ · 
· The filtrate was added to a solution of 85·g. of potassium hydroxide 
in the minimum amount (600 ml) of absolute ethanol required .for'solution. 
-
(Woods and Sanders37describe· the l:'eagent used as "alcoholic potassium 
. . 
hydroxiden). The mixture was refluxed for f?ur hours,. and allOW"ed to_ 
stand at ~oam temperature overnight. The solids then present were re-
moved by I'Utration. After b~in~ washed with ether and dr_ied in air~ 
these were found to weigh app~oximately 48 g. Calculated as potassium 
brOmide, this amwnt is nearly e~valent to the theoretical 'JUantity, 
based on the crude dibromide used ... 
Two hundred fifty> mill.i.Uters of sodium chloPid$-aaturated water.were 
a'om.bined wit.h the dark red..,.brewn filtrate- and -ether wash, and the mixture 
. . 
60 
.. (in two portions) ~s-·axtra:ot.ed ·a0ni>inu0usly with ather for s e'tfen hours,., ....... <-,, .. " 
Moat of the solvent wa8 :x*13m0V'e4 unaer reduced. pr-e~sure on a w~m water ba,th,... 
Distillation of the Tesi·d),te yielded very li~tle-ma.terial, boiling above ·the 
range of·the alcehol present~ 
With the oil bath at 175-265°~ and the 'tl'&.par :at 85-88°1 a.pproxima.tely ~ 
3 'ml;. Qf yell€1W'ish1 painfully acrid liquid.~ oolleoted.- The oontente of 
the distilling nask then spattered, turned blaok, and charred.- The des-ired 
produot., 2-&thoxy-~3-·dibydropyra.n .(VI) ·is reporte~~to boil at 153-155°. 
In a s~'ond experiment, the procedure described above was followed,_ 
- I 
except that 'instead ot oont::tnu'Ous ether extrAction of the wAter s<>-lution 
of the finaJ. liquor, ·extraction with three e ··ual portiorl.s ·of ether was 
used. The bal.anae of the exper:tio.ent., -however~ was ve-cy- aimil~ to that .. 
just deaoribed~ · 
b)., Dehydroha.loganation Uaipg Sodium Hydroxide in Step\dse Method. 
The procedures described in this.seation utilize potassium 
hydroxide in various alooholio solutions as de~rohaloganating 
agent f0r the production. of 2-ethoxy- il-dib.ydropyra.n (VI) frotil 
the is€llated.. intermediate 1 · 2-ethoxy-3-bromotatrahydropyra.n (III). 
An attempt wa.s made to·reproduae the ttalaoholio potassium hydroxide11 
of Woods and Sanders~ 1 and it was found that potassium hydroxide 
gave the best :vesu:Lts of .a series of experiments. However, the 
yields described by these authors were in no oase duplioa~ed. 
. . ~ 
(i). Potassi~ byg.ro.xide in $0% ethar:ol-wa.te:r. A solutiot;- of 56.0 g. 
(L.O mole) of patassium hydroxide in 50 ml; of' water and 200 ml, of absolute 
ethanol was pre,ared. A small ~er phase was noted, approximate~ one-
. . . . 
tenth the volume of th~ total. One-half mole (104. 5 g.) o£ 2-etho.xy-3-. 
bromotetra.hydr~yra.n (III) wal;l .add~d; and a. pale yellow color gradually 
appeared in.both phases. 
-. 
After the mixture had been refluxed. on,_ the steam bath for five hours.~ 
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be\h the upper (a.pproximatel;r five-sixths cf the total) and the lower. phases 
were olea.r light amber. A moderately' large deposit of ohunky white crystal;s 
/had oolleated on the bottom and walls of the flask. 
The solids, -removed by .filtration and washed with 500 ml .. ether, 
weigbed 59 g. This is equivalent to·a 5o% yield of potassium bromide. 
The oombin~d filtrate a.nd ether waahwere washed with 200 ml. of sodium-
chloride saturated water. The ether layer was dried with magnesium .sulphate 
and. filtered. The solvent we.a then removed by distillation. 
When the residue was distilled from a modified Cle.iaen flask, three 
f'ra.oticms were aolleoted,. boiling over ·a very wide range. The residue 
oonsieted of appro:x:ilna.tely 2 ml. of ~lightly oloudy pale amber liquid. 
Redistillation yielded several fractions in the range 46-54 ° at ·40 nnn .. 
. . 
0 
·_pressure, with refraat~ve indices ranging from 1 .. 4400 to 1.4421. at 28 , 
The desired olefin (VI) is reported to boil at 153-155° at atmospheric 
. . 
. 0 
pressure1 and to possess a refractive index of 1,4475 at 25 • 
Recovered stB.l"ting material (2-etho:xy-3-bromotetrahydropyran (III)) 
. . . 
weighed 14.7 g,. The net yield of 2-ethoxy- ~~- dihydropyran · (VI) was 
. . 
equal to 24% of the oaloulated amount. 
In a second experiment, s:im1J a.r to that just described, olefin in 
amotn'lt equal to 20% of the theoretical quantity was obtained., 
(ii).. Potassium h.ydroxide in 80% ethanol, 15 hours. In this experi-
ment, the proaedure deB<lribed in (i) was used, but the mixture was refluxed 
. . 
for fifteen hours, instead of five. A y:teld of the olefin equal to 15% 
. 
of the theoretiqaJ. amount was obtained.. 
(iii) Pc*.assill!l! h.ydraxi.de in 80% ethanol. dilute alkali, . The amounts 
4tld method desoribed in (i), above Were follOW'ed_, exnept that sixteen times 
the amount of solvent was used, and the mixture was refiuxed tor three days. 
\..., 
I -
yie-ld.&d a rel.ativel:y amail a.tiWtmt ·O:r ether-soluble :material. None of the · 
desired ol.efin·:Was· obtained,.· ·and a. s:mal.l ·amount (a%) of starting._lna.terial. 
:was ·reaf1V'eredv. 
(iv).... Potassium hydrexidle in 60%'. ethanol.· This expe::rilnent was eilniler 
-. 
to (i.~ 1 -above,- e:xo"pt that t'he- solvent ·used was 60% ethanol~ · None Of the 
C)lefin was ,ebte.ined1·- but -apprQX:imat'SlY. 66% Of ·the starting materiU we.s 
recovered unehanged. 
( V). PatasaiUltJ. !gp:ir®.Q.e in. so%. ethanOl, so O 11 An. eXperiment a::tinnar 
to t.hat described-under (i), above_, was ca.rriecl: out, but. the· r~action Jnix.;.. 
t'Ur$1 in$tead (!Jf. being~r~fl~d for· five hours,- wa.a maintained at· 50° for 
. nineteen hou.rs. NGne 'Ed''·the olefin was iselated on treatment. Gf·the mix-
'ture,'but ~% of the etarltng material was. recovered.' 
Cvi).. Pot.as@imn h.ydroxid.e 1n 95% alooholt · The procedure :desaribed 
under (i), abwe 1 was· !Qll~.ed. except that the s<;>lvent used was 95% alaohol.· 
The :mi.xture was refluxed fer five hours;; .and on treatment. of the resutar;t 
.liqt.l0l",- an amount of olefin equal to 13% of the- theoretioaJ.~was isolated. 
C1).,. DehzSroha.logenatim Ueing Sodium Ethoxide, In a method of 
dehydrohalogen~ti.ng 2-et.hoxy-3-bromotetrahyQ.ropyran (III) rep~rted; by Woods 
. . . 
~~ ( and Sand~rs· , .23 g •. 1.0 mole) of sOdium wire~ e:dded to 375 ml .. of 
absolute ~h~ol, yielding a solution alt>udy- brawri in color .. · T0 this ·were 
added l()$.0 g-.· (o.; mole) of 2-eth<>Jcy"-3-bro.motetrahydropyran (III.), and the 
mi..Jcture was rell.UJG;ld for four hours. During this time, a whit~ solid 
gra.duai.:t.y .formed. The a0lid,. r~oved -by- filtration, wash~d with ether, and 
dried, weighed n g. .This is approximately equal to a th~ore_tiaa-1 yield o:f 
' . 
. 
'· 
'fhe oombined red-b:r.0w.n li~or ·and e-ther w~s~vwere. ext.raoted in pdrtions 
bet'Wean equal volumes of sodium ahloride-aatura.ted water and ei:,her. 
•. . l • • 
The 
.& 
orga.nio lay'e.:r was th~n-~dri~ with magnesium sulphate,. filte_red,. and. dis-
tilled* After the.s?l~ents had ~een removed, th~ residual material 
distillad_ very slowly. \oJ'hen the oil bath t~perature was l?D-185°, th~ 
. 
. 0 . 
vapor temp~rature was on:cy- 65-8~ 1 with a few drops of very aori4 material 
distilling .. T~e. va~or; temp~rat~ t~e~ ro~·:Co a.ppro~ately 125° (oil 1 
. . 
bath 195°), :and. ao.rid yellowl:sh ms.teri$1. distilled very slowly. (This 
mat~rl~ shQWed a ~trongly positive reaction to Fehling1s solutioJ'9 when_ 
tested_a. few_de.ys later• The bramo-ethoxy starting material OCid not give 
euoh ~ test). . 
The :remailrl.ng material (25. ml. of r~dieh liquid) was then distille~ 
uw:ler vae~ (2; mm.,) 't· .Ye;Llowish material distilled slcwly; with the 
vapor· te~perature rising grad~ from 55~ (oil._bath 1.33°) to 134°(oil 
·. . . . . . 
0 " bath ·19' ) .. The reeidue- was a ama.ll amount of reddish-br~m. ma:tel:'iAl 
-~ . . 
. ha:v:l..ng an o4or similar to t1J.at of rosin. 
. . 
This mathoct was .us.ed ~n-two experiments, with aimil~ res~ts,._ 
~) .. _ ~e;tm!rohalogena.ticm Using Organic Bases. In attempts t-o d~ 
h;rdrfhal.ogenate the brom(>.etho:xy compound (III) to 2-etho:xy- ~i~ -
dihydre~an. (IV) in _satisfactory yields, pyridine and quinoline .were. 
next used... Neither of ~hese reagents proved satisfactory. 
' . "' .· . . .· 
(1),. ,Quin~e, belOW' the boiling I?oint. One-tenth of a mole (20~9 
g.,) of the brOlll.o-etho.-xy osmp<Wnd (III) w~s diss?lved in 200 ml. of r~ 
distilled quinoline, yielding _a solution alightl:y darker than the quinoline 
• 0 
alene,. The flask was :limneraed in.an oil bath at 170 , and the color of .. · 
the. solution ehe.nged to a bright red-orange •.. The ~emperature .~f the oil. 
' ' 0 
was increased ~adually, over~nety-miDute period, until 233 was reached. 
The mixt~e at_ tlda .point boiled 'smoothly;._ but. p:raotica.lly no m.;t~r.i•?-
. . . \ 
. 03s. 
di'stilled.. (The desire4 oleitinio material boils at 153-155 -J. 
~ I 
The system was placed under water-pump vaouum · ( sppro~tely 30 nun,), 
. o o A 
and the oil bath temperature was raised frG.m 100 to 190 • ·negligible 
0 
a.meurrl# ~ ~t.erial distilled below the ·'boiling range of quinoline (ll6 
at 30 mm.). - The refractive in<!~x of the ma.teri<IJ. which distilled at this 
. 
point wa.s :the same .as~ tllat · of· quinel::i.ne .. 
(ii), Quintline; at the b0ilin,g point. An ~xpariment "r.as carried 
' ' 
cm.t, sim:i.la.r to the pr~edi.ng one, e:xnept that the mi:xture of bromo-etho:xy 
.. 
eempE~Ulld (III) and ·qirlnollne ,was rei'll:l~Xed :f0r six daye. At the end. of .the 
periodl the m:f.xt;.ure was dark red-~., and possessed ·a. slightl,:r. acrPid ooor.' 
Some ~ blaak solid~ W$re present1 and these interfered with attempts 
to isoJ.a.te the prrouot of the reaction. The a olids appeared to ino:ttea.sa .... 
. in amount, ar to coagulate, on ma.rtipula.tiob. €>f t·he mixture.. The method was 
abandoned; when· ct'.hex- proo.edures Pz'ove.d satisfactory in preparing the 
. 
desired olefin (JJI).... . ' : . 
' . 0 (Ui~ J.7Nidille at 100 .- ·In an experiment Ufling pyridine as de-
. hydroha.loge:nating agent· ·:ror ·.the . production •of 2-etho:xy- A 3 -dihydropyran 
. . . 
(VI) fran 2--etho;q--J ... 'bromotetrahydrspryan '(III), 20.9 g. (;O~l·nwle) .af·the 
b~o-ethQ;Xy oompeund were- dissolved in 55 g. (0.6 mole) of di.sti~d 
pyridine~ and- the mixturer was_ heated . on a· steam. bath for two da.y.a., The 
· solution, yellow at first, -turned. bright red in a. fw minutes,· and fina.lly 
. 
beoame a very dark red-brown. Appreximate4r, 100 ml. of 25% acetic acid 
~M.ded, _yielding a aoluti~n o:f pH6, as indioa.ted- by pHydrioh paper. The 
lot was e:x:t.rac.ted three.times with equal volum~s of. ether, and the ether 
liquor was dried. 
After removal of .the solvent, distillation of the liquor yielded only 
() ' 
two fr&ct.:i.ons:J one boiling at ,:36-39 at ~5 nml..t, ~pparently pyridine,· and. 
0 
one- boiling at 77-.80 at .15 mm* evidently the br@llo-etho:x;y: starlf!rg material 
(III). Fifteen and si~tenths grams of the latter material were obtained, 
repreeer:ting a recovery of 75% Qf the starting material. 
. E:!)... Deh.vdroha.logenB.tion Using Potassium Hydroxide \'lithout Solvent. 
65 
Fifteen grams (0.075 mole) of 2-eth~-3-bramotetrahydropyran (III) were 
placed in a distilling flask with lO g. of dry pulverized potassium hydroxide • 
. 
The crolor of the liquor changed from clear to light amber in a few minutes. 
When the miXture was heated in an oil bath, no material distill~d until the 
. ' 
boillng range (60 ° at 15 ·mm. J 11.3° bath) of the starting material was reach-
ed. Approximately 82% of the br'omo--etho:x:r 'oompound (III) was recovered 
uno hanged. 
f). Dehygrohalogenation Using Caloiwn Carbonate •. When 10.5 g. (0.05 
mole) o£ 2-etho.:xy-3-bromotetrahydropyran (III~ mixed with 16.0 g. (0.1· 
~ . 
mole) ·or··pmidered oaloium. carbonate arid 50 ml. br: ~yoerol, th~e phases 
resulted. The mixture was stirred vigorously and heated in an oil bath at 
- 210 °. · Attar several :mihutes. ·e.t this t~erature, · no mate~ial! had distilled, 
and the eX}leriment ~as discontinued." .~The desired product, 2-ethoxy:_ A3-
dibydrripY:ran (VI) bolls at 153-155° 3~ ~ 
~) ~ Deh.vdJ::ohaJ.ogenation Using a Quaternary Ammonium Compound, 
In the~e exPer~enta, attempts· were made to prepar$ a auaternary 
anunonimn salt whioh might be dec.omposed in, alkali to. give the desired 
olefin, 2-etho:xy- A3 -dihydr~an (VI), ·according to the 11 exhaus-
. tive me:t!v"l.ation11 ,procedure of Hofmann~". Attempts to p~pe.re e. . 
~ternary' sat.t ·by the reaoti:on of 2-etho:xy.-. 3-bromotet.raeydropyran 
~III) with trimeth,ylamine were unsuccessful.,. howeve_:r. ' . 
(i) Preparation of the gua.tern.m annnonium salt ,at room temperature • 
. 13~ . ·e OH ~ 
0: tt•)a (X'Cff~ 0 e-t. C>E't. 
.)J:t. 
.::2IL :m )l[ 
One hundred ndll.ilit.ers of absoltrte ether were placed in a 500 ml. pressure 
jar and chilled in an ioe bat.h. To this, 22.9 g, (0.~ mole) of 2-ethoxy-
3-bromot.etrahydropyran (III) were added, produe~g a slight opalescence. 
. . . . 
Ten grams (0.17 mole) of chilled anhydrous trimethylamine were then added. 
. . 
A magnetic st.irring bar wa.s pla.oed in the· jar, the container olosed, and 
., . 
the stopper secured by a speoial clamp, The jar was wrapped in a towel~ 
and the contents were stirred at roam temperature by a magnetic stirrer~ A 
very faint grayish color had appeared on the addition of the .amine, and at 
. . 
. . 
the end or three days this color had 'become slightly darker. A very raiit. 
deposit of gr¢sh solid waa not.ed. on the 'lrtalla o-f the container at this 
time. Two mont,hs later, the alnount of solid had not increased, appreciably, 
. 
and after seven months, no further ohange was evident. 
(ii) • ~reparation of tim; _quaternary annn.onium salt in a sealed t~b~. 
In this experiment, an atte:rnp-t· was ~e to carry th~:~ reaction involving the 
quaternary saJ.t (In through VI) through to the olefin, by forming the 
quaternary halide in the presence of alkali. The method was not auqcessful. 
Five hundreths Of. a mc:le ~10. 5 •g.,) of 2-etho~-3.-bronto~etrahydropyra.n 
(III) was miXed with 5-.9 g. (0.1 mole, or 100% exoess) of ap~drous 
trimethylamine,' 5.6.g. (0.1 mole) ot pulverized potassium' ~droxide and 20 
ml. of water in a section of thiek-walled .20 mm. Pyrex glass tubing, sealed 
. ,• 
at one end, The two· ·J.iqW.d phases beoame slightly yellow on mixing. 
0 
The tube \'tas seale.d · and plaeed in a tube furnace at 80-98 for two 
. . 
hours. At the end- of this peried., the tube was cooled and opened. Both 
liquid phases were light amber at this time.· The contents of the tube were 
WO.$ 
extracted with ether, and the Qrganic lilfUor~ciried 'With magnesium sulphate, 
- ' 
filtered, and distilled. through a five-inoh Vigreux column. Several 
. . ·. . 0 . . 
.fractions were o~ll.ected from 75-85 at 10 mm., and the largest of these 
. . 'Q (4. g.) had a refractive index of 1 .. 4750 at 24 • The reported value for 
0 . 
the bromo-etho:xy start~ng material. is 1.47~2 ·at 25 ~B The total amount 
. l . 
(5.3 g.) reeavered represent& .50% ot· the starting material. 
Jli 
·, 
h)" . Deh.ydrohal,ogenation. Using Sodanrl.de •· Dehydrohalogenation or 
2-_etho:xy-~-bromotetra.hydropyra.n (III) ;dth · ~odaritide w~ found to be an 
. . . . . 0. . . 
unsa.tisf'aotory method w-hen o~ied out a.t 6.0 or below. . vlhen oarri8d out 
o· . ·. . . 
at 100 , however, a. m"Oderate yield of the desired olefin, 2-etho:xy-~ · A"3-
. dihydropyran (VI) was obtained. The .method- wa~ not de~e1oped rurth~r ·be.:.. 
oaus·e a procedure utili~ing potassium hydroXide at elevated temperatures 
had proven very satisfaotory, 
•. 
(i). Method using soda.mide at liguid-a.riimohia temperature; chloro- ~ :. 
etho:x.y oompound. Approxiln.ately 100 lnl. of liquid ammonia..-. collected i!t 
a. 200 ml,. three-necked flask equipped with ·stirrer a.nd a special r~fluX 
condenser holding ·nry Ioe. Saiium in small pieces was added to the ammonia.. 
After' the addition of th~ first pi~oe, a ffiiW o~tal.s _of ferrio nitrate (Fe_ 
. . . . . 
(NO ) .• 9 ~0) were added •. "The blue o~lor pre~ent after- the addition of the 
3 3 . . .. 
sodium changed· to a. dull brown, and when the ba.ltmce of the sodium metal 
wa.s added, the mixt-ure beoa.m~ muddy' green. . 
One-tenth of a moJ,a (16.4 g. f of .2-ethroey-:3-ohlorotetrahjdropyran. 
(IV) was added d.ropwise 1io the 'mi:x:Cu:re, a.t such a· rate th~t the ~onia.:,re-
fluxed gant:cy. St.J,.rriilf!; wa.s ·continued throughout the experiment. 
67 
. r .. 
·When the a.dditi(l)n of the ahloro-etho:x;r compound had ~een oo1Jlp~eted_, 
. . 
appr<Dd.ma.tel.y .2~ mJ.... of- ether were add~_d, .and the mixture was stirred ave~ 
night. After the Dry Ice had sublimed from the reflux condenser, the 
ammonia in the mixture gradua~y ~vaporated, ~eaving a mass of moist-~ook~ 
,, 
ing, dirty.btown s~U;~ .. 
·. 
'·. 
·' 
Appr;exifua.te-J.r ~oo' ml. of '\>Tater were added to the· ~ure, ~l'esu~ting in 
68 
a slight -l'ise in ~perature. The same ·amount of ether:..WS.s then added. The 
mixture was stirred fr;r' a short .. time, ~d the solid. was removed by filtration, 
and washed _with ether. The resu.lt.snt liCjUor was red,...brown, and contained 
two phases, When the organic layer had been dried, .and the ,solvent na.d been 
. . 
removed by distillation, ~ppro:x;imately 15 ml •. of . deep. red liqu;id .r~ned. 
On ~tillation 9f this liquid through a t:ive-inch Vigreux eolumnJ. 
no -~teri~l was collected until the boiling !-ange of ·the stal'tillg .materi~ 
.. ·. . . ' ·. ~"' . .. 
was ree.ohed. Six and .fm.u:-tenths grams of ahloro-etho:xy cOllJ.l)Q~d."'Wer~ ·-
. . . . 0 ' 
ob~ed, boil:i:ng-a:t 6,_.6S,.; :at 5 mm. (Refractive index found··for- purer 
ohloro-eth~ oampound.was 1~4502, and far the present ~aterial 1.4509s both 
. . . . . 
0 ' 
at 25 ). The .material recovered represented 39% of the starting material. 
(ii). l.fethod using sodamide at li~uid .. anunonie. temperature:· bromo-
etho:xy compoun9. When a reaction similar to the preceding was _carri~4 ·out_, 
using 2-et?o.xy-3-bromotetra.hydropyran (III) instead of the. chl.Or~eth.o~ 
compound, the results obtained were ~ssentiall;; the same, ~nd none o.f 
the desired olefin (VI) was obtained ... 
(iii) 1-Iethod using sod.amide. in dioxane solvent. This eJq>eriment was 
• - .< •• 
similar to those described under (~v), below, except that the temperature 
. ' 
' • 0 . 
of the reaction mixture was maintained at 60 for one day following the · · 
. . . . . . . 
addition of. the bromo-etho:xy compound. None ot the .. eXIJected olefin _(yr) 
• • • 4 • • ~. > • • • • 'i •. 
was isola-ted, and apt>rox:i.ma.tezy 75% ~ tl}e starti~ CoplP~d "Was reOOVered .. 
. · .. 
(iv). -Method usin·g sodamide in dioxane, at· boiling point. Sodarnide 
was prepared in li~uid ammonia, by the met.hod described in (i), a.bove1 
Three tenths of a mole (~~9 g.) of sodium wa.s·used in 130 ml. of ammonia. 
When the soda.mide had been prepared, as indicate~ 'by t.he presence of· a · 
thick brownish-gray slurry, approximately 100 ml. of 1,4-dioxahe (Eastman 
Kodak White Label) were added. The nd:x:ture was warmed sl~ghtly, to pre-
vent· freezing of the diOxane • 
., 
The Dr.y Ioe condenser used up to this point was replaced by a wate~ 
. . 
cooled reflux condenser., One .. t·enth of a· mole (-20 • 9 g,) of 2~etho.xy-J-
brom0tet:rah~ro:ran (III) was added, and the mixture was refll.l.Jred with 
stirring, for seven days..- At the e:hd of this interval, .some of the llli:x±,l.ire 
had seeped up through .the li"uid seal stirrer, and soi:ne loss of material 
was '9Vident. 
' The m.uddy brGWn slurry was extracted with equal volumes of petroleum 
0 . . ~ 
. ether (30-60 ) and water,. . When the petroleum ether layer was dried with 
magnesiwn- sulphate, filtex-ed, and distilled through .a five-inch Vigreux 
0 
coltmm1 , 1...4 ·g. of material boiling at 40-45 at 17 Imnr were collected. 
. . A.., ( ) . . 38 
· This appeared to be o.rud.e 2-etho:xy- ~ .... dibydrepyran VI ; the reported 
. . 
0 . . 
beUing point is 153-155 " The refractive index was found to be ·1.4390 .. at 
. . 
0 3f 0 25 t the l:'ep-orted · val:ue is 1.4475 at 25 •• 
The yield of crude material, aalcul.ated as 2-etho.xy- 11-: dihydx-opyran 
(IV) was ever 15%. (As noted abO'V'e 1 · a orne material was lost). 
J).. Deh.ydrohalogenation py the Method o:f D,jeraasi, In the method of 
. ~.rt 
dehyd.rohalogenatien des.cribed by Dje:rassi and others, an o< -bromo carbonyl 
obtnpound is treated with 2,4-dinitrophenylQydrazine in glacial acetic acid, 
.. 
in the absence of ~gent ~he product; in the experiments described.by 
these workers, is,_tb.e 2,4-d.initrophenyJ.h:rdrazon~ ·of the o(~ -unsaturated 
carbonyl compound. 
', i 
f .. 
In the present work, a solution of 0,55 g. (0.0~27 mole). of 2,4-
dinitrophenylhydrazine in approximately 20 ml. of gl.aeial acetic acid was 
. . . . -
prepared. To this was added 0.52 g. (0.0025 mule) of ~ethoxy-3-bromo-
. . 
tetra.hydropyra.n (III)~ The mixture was heated on the steam bath for ten 
minutes,_ then allowed to cool. No ·aha.rige was evident. Five drops of bon-
centrated hydrochlGrio acid were added, in an eff<?rt to ra.ouitate the 
opening of t.he •pyra.n rin~, a change n~eded befor~ reaction with the 
hydrazine w'?llld be poosible CS:to X)~ 
The mixture was warm~d- pn th~ steam' bath for several minute~ and 
then -'ce~ed, but no solid materia). became eviderrt:.. Wa.te_r was added until 
.... . 
the . resultant cloudiness was j.ust dissipated by: stirring. 
~ ~ , • I 
· After b~ing allowed to stand overnight, the mixture contained a 
. . 
moderate am01.¥lt -of orange erystals •. After_ ~emoval by filtr.ation. and dry-
. .. . . 
; 
0 ' . 
ing in air, these_ were fo:u;nd to melt at 197-200 • The reagent 2,4-
. . i1 . . . 0 
dinitrophenyl.J:zy"~e melts with decomposition ~t 196 .t while ·~the deri- . 
• ~ • ) • cO. 39 
· vati~e·_at ~~~~-~XI; is repOrted to~elt at 159-
o 160 • The experiment was discontinued. 
}{).. Formation of the Olefin by Methods Using ·N-Bromosuoeinimide~ 
. . : . . . ,. 
The evnerintents_.described in_ _this .s~ct.· ion wer~ directed 
toward the formation of the olefin, ~~ethoxy.-. __ .Al- d~eydX'opyran (V!>) 
~ a path entire~ different from those described above. 
! The pr~uetion of 2 13 ~Jv-tribromotet.ra.hydropyre.n tXIII) by 
treatment of dihydropyra.n !,.I) with N-bromosucainimide 1and sub-
sequent bromination of the double bcmd, was to be followed by 
replacement of the 2-brQJ:no group by a.n etho:xy group, to Jd.eld 
2-ethax:y-3,4-dibrcmotetra.hy-dropyran (XIV). 
Treatment· o.f this -oam.pound with potassium iodide would be 
expected to result in the formationr1of the desired olefin,-
2-etho:xy..: A3 ~opyran (VII). The method was not success-
ful. Preliminar,r experiments are described first. 
0 
I. 
O kt < oEt 
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XIV 
(i). Treatment. of dihtd;opn:an (I) with N-bromgsuocinimide. 
. ?I 
Following the prooedure de~orl~ed by Djerasai for the treatment of olefine 
' 
with N-bramosuccinimide, ~-4 ~ · (0.1 mole) of dihydropyran (!) were added 
to a suspension o£ 17.9 g. (0.1 mole) of N-bramosucoinimide in carbon 
. . . 
~.A.~ A$ 
tetra.ahlerlde, A slight warming of tile solutionAnoted. 
After-the suspension had been refluxed for approximately thirty min-
utes, the .color .had beo~ a muddy greenish-brown, and all of the solid had 
dissolved. Twenty minutes additional refluxing yielded a deep red solution 
. . 
which, after- cooling, oOI,ltained ~ suspension of ocystalline material near 
the sufa.ae of the liquid ... 
. ?/ . 
(The solid was probabzy succinimide ) .. The 
m.:i.:x:ture, which had originally given a positive starch-iodide test, nOW' 
showed a. na:gative reaetiQn, indicating the abseno·e of llpositiverr bromine. 
The solvent was rem9Ved by.distillation under reduced pressure on a 
0 
water. path belPW 100 • The residue consisted of approx:l.mately 30 ml. of 
deep red, slightly vi:scmts liquid.. Distillation under reduced pressure 
·was extremely slCM, and took 'Place over a very wide temperature range. A 
0 . 0 fJ;"aation collected between 5S and 68 at 3 mm. weighed 2. 5 g., and decolor-
ized bromine readily. This material.may have cont~ined some of the desired 
0~ .· . 
olefin (IV) (b .. p. 153-155 ) but the fraction was not -well d~fined, and 
the amount obtained did not appear promising for the first of several 
steps in the preparation. The residue, approximately .20 ml ... of dark red-
. 
brown liquid• fumed with the breath and solidified on standing. 
Exploratory ~eriments were next carrieq out, in an attempt to 
convert the produot of the N-bromosuecinimide reaction to a possib~ more 
ijtable or more easil;r ise>lated oompound. 
(ii). Treatment. of dihydropyran with .N-bromosuccinimide and Nplas;e-. 
ment b;r ethqxy group. An experiment similar to the preceding one was 1 
next carried out, using twice the amounts of reactants. On eompl.etion of 
the reaction (as indicated by a negative starch-iodide test), a 100% 
excess of calcium earbonate was added, and the mixture was stirred at .room 
temperature fcr twenty minutes.. At. this time, a lavender color had 
de'v'eloped in the mixture. 
In an attempt to determine whether the ethoxy group (displacing the 
bromine gr-oup) had been inserted in .full yield by this treatment {I to · 
XV), the mlxt'Ui'e waa then treated with less than the theoretical .amount 
. . . . 
<>.f. aodiUlll. ethox:tde (l.l g .. or ·0,.05 mole of sodi~ in 50 ml. ~thanol). The 
:mixture darkened an addition of the base. After being .a'tirred one-half. 
. . 
he>ur $ tha mi.xt.ure ws..a. allowed to stand ··at· room ··temperature overnight. 
· · 13r 6 0 0 N-~··••··~~ 0 > "/ . 
~ :zu:- 'N. X2I 
The follo;d.ng day 1 the :mixture wa.a muddy green· and ~ontlrl.ned a 
.moderat~. deposit of orysta.ls. The reaction llli:x:ture was extraoted between 
equal VOlumes of sodium ahloride-a~turated water and pet«>leum ather (30-
600). The, o;rga.nio layer was·wa.shed tdth en equal volume of aoditllll ohlor~de... 
~t~e.ted water, dried wi~h magnesium sulphate, filtered; and distilled. 
After removal of the !iiol'if&nt, approxitna.tely ·6o ml. of reddish-amber 
material :rremained. DietUlation of this liquor· proceeded very slowly, 
0 . 0 
o ommencing at a. pot temperature ~ 120 · (vapor 49 at .1 atmosphere), but 
the contents of the distilling flask charred sudderily wh~n th~ hath tei$er-
. . 0 
a.tu.re reached l6o· .. 
(iii). Treatment with N-bromosuoc~de and replacement bz aoeto*OC 
group,. An experililant similar to (i), ·above was c·arr~ed out, ·but. the re-
s.ultant reaction lliixtttre was treated further in an attempt to replace the •· 
b:roni:tne at the #4 posit1;on {presumably present as a result of the reaction 
of dibydrapyra.n •with · N-brOlll.Gsuooinimide) with an aceto:xy group (I to XVI). 
When the rea.ctiQn with N-bramosuccinimide was compl~te, as indiaated . 
. . .· 
by a negative stirch-iodide test, the.solid present was removed by 
filtration~ and the liquor was treated with a 100% excess of potassium 
acetate in alcohol.. ·A oolor ohange, froni ligb.t ·cream to reddish purple,.· 
•• ·•4""'! 
13 
was note~ The s~pens~on was stirred- overnight and then filtered. Th~ 
liquor was extracted between ether and sodium-chloride s~turated water, 
and the ether layer was c4-ied with magnesium sulphate, filtered, and 
distilled through a five-inch Vigre~~ Golumn. 
.. 0 0 
F~aeti~w~re aollected at 75-85 at 10 mm. (10 g.)-and at 81-86 
at~ nnn. (6.4 g.). (The''la.tter aut appeared to solidify partie.lly in the 
74 
o ondenser).. The materials obtained :t'l'ere not studied further, .. sin~~- a, 
satisfactory method for "the production of 2-et.hoxy-ff-dihydropyra.n (.t:J) ( F-8~7.5} 
had in the meantime bean devel~dA 
(iv-),. Reaction series involving the t:ribromide. Concurrently- with 
the :Preeeding reaction, an attempt was lna.de to·.carry out the sei'ies of= · 
~aotions (I t.e XIV) (-Page 7D, without isolation of the inte:r1nedia-te 
qompounds-. 
The.:l"$action <af- N-bromoauoeinimide with dihydropyran CI} \>T&s. uarried. 
GUi> as- d.eS$:dbed in ( i), . above, using twice the. ·amounts of .:renctru1t"S in-
dieated .ther&. The resultant mudd;y brown nrlj:ct.ure was filtered,. afld the- · 
. 
liqu~- was. treated with bromine in aligh:t. excess,. yielding- a red"*Colored·-.. -. 
. 
solutiEm.a;. A 50% a:xr;ess of ealo.ium carbonate (over the original amount of' 
dihydropyra.n) in 100 ml. of ethanol was added and -the ~tlspension was sti~.red 
at room tempel"'a.ture,. After several minutes, th,e mixture was greenish . . • 
yellrn:r" with a d.Utinet 11minty11 odor, ve·cy siinilar to that o.f · 2-et.ho:xy-3-
bx'anotetrahydrowran (III) .. 
. In order to replaeei the bromine atom8 presUlJ¥l,bly present at this point 
at the #3 a.nd #4 positions on the pyran ring, 0•4 ~ole of pota.s$ium iodi~~ 
( lOo% exoess O'Vel"' the origins,]. dihydropyran) 'was added t'o the mixture, 
i 
with stirring. After on& and one-half days stirring at roam temperatur~, 
the reaultant dark .green mixture was filtered, and ,the liquor was e~aot­
ed with petroleum ether (3Q-60°). 
The organio ~er- was dried wi~h magnesium sulfate, and distilled 
through a five-inoh Vigreux oolumn. ·Three fractions were collected above 
the boiling range of t.he solvents preserrl:.. The first· fra.ation ( 8. 2 g. ) , 
0 . 
'colleoted at 79.5-82 at 14 mm., was dark red-brown, possessed an acrid 
- ; 0 
odor, and had a. refractive index of 1.4742 at 24 • The seoond fra.otion 
(2.8 g.), had a similar color and odor~ and had a refractive index of 
. . . . 
. 0 
1.4820 at 24 • This .fraotion was oolleoted in nearly the same temper-
ature range as the first. The last fraction distilled muoh more sl~ly 
0 
than the preceding ones, at a lOW'er temperature. ( 67-7.0 at 13 mm. ) , and 
o onaisted of approx:I.me.teq 2 g. of very dark red-brown liquid having a 
. . ' 0 ' . 
ref:r>a.otive index of 1-.4982 at 24 ... The residue wa.s approximately 7 ml. · 
f of .muddy dark brown ~terial having a 11bilrnttt odor• 
It ~seems possible that the first .r:ta.otion, and probably the second . 
• 1 . . . . 
also, was largely 2-etho:xy-3-bromotetra.hydropyran (III), produced by the 
reaetion of exneaa bromine and unrea.oted dihydropyran in the presenoe of 
~ 
ealGium ea.rbonate and ethanol ( see Part II, ·section B, para.grap_h 1) • The 
3f 0 
reported refractive index for thia oo.mpound is 1.4753 at ·25 ~ The.cam-
pound boJ,la in the range found ~here. 
0 ~ oE.t 
Til 
'1)..._ Deh.ydrohalogenation Using Potassitnn Hydraxid~ in Sealed Tube. 
The method fourid most successful for the dehydrohalogenation of 2-ethoxy-
.3-bramotetra.hydropyran (III) to form 2-ethoxy- A3 -aihydropyra.n (VI) 
consisted of heating the bromo-ethoxy compound with potassium hydroxide 
0 
and absolute ethanol in a sealed tube.at 120 for apprn;x:im1tely two hours, 
As indicated in the sUIDDJ.B.rygiven below (T·able I), shorter periods of 
heating appeared to furnish b~tter- yields of the olefin. 
· Ten and one-half grams (0.05 .mole) of 2-~tho:xy-.3-bromotetrahydropyran 
(I[I) we:re placed in a thick-walled 20 rnm •. Pyrex tubt;J, closed at one end. 
To this were added ll,.2 g. of pulverized potassium hydroxide (0,2 mole) 
and 25 ml... of abs<\>lute alcohol. A very light yellow cloudy solution re-
o . 
sulted.. The tube was. sealed and heated at 110-120 . in a tube furnaoe for · 
t.wo hours., On aoollng, the tube w.as observed to cont.~in a .clear yellow 
liquor and. a moderate,amount of crystals. ':l'he sqlj,ds were removed by 
filtration, end. after l-las:qing with alcohol and drying_ in air, were __ foun.d to 
weigh approximately 6 g..,, or approximately the : theor~tical amount, . ca.L-
~ted as. p0ta.ssi'UID. b:ron¢sie-~ 
A .petroleum ether (.3 5-60 °) ext:rMt of the liquor was d.rieq. and 
..... 
distilled. Only.- one fraation was colLected above the boiling ran~ or· the 
. . 0 
sQJ..vent~ and oonsist.-ed. of 4-.:1 g.,_ of material boiling at 27-28.8 at .3 mm. 
o· . 
The material had a refractive index of_l.4417 at 25 , ~'The reported3ivalues 
· · · · · . o· 25 · 
for 2-ethox,v-,Li!-dihydropyran (VI) are; b.p. 153-155 , n D 1.4475. The 
yield of olefin was. 6J4,. ~ the theoretical amount. 
W11l 
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Sev~ral methods.of preparing a 214-dinitropoenylhydrazine derivative 
o.f the olefinic .produat were tried,. since iiqods and Sanders 38do not give 
the deta.i.ls of their method,.. None of these were auocessful ·excepting the 
-prooedure desoribed.here. 
The olefin, 2-et~o.xy- A3-4ihydropyr!m (IV). (1.49 g. J o.oll mole) 
was mixed with 2.38 g. (G .. Ol2.mole) of ·2,.Lrc1initrcphenylhydrazine in 75 ml. 
of ethanol~ Whe.n the mixture was boiled briefly in a free flame and then 
' 
cooled, an appreciable· amount of the hydrazine was still undissolve~.· Five 
m1Jliliters of CQOO~ntrate~ hydrochlcrio acid were added in small portions: 
The eolor of the mi:x;t'U'e changed :from red to or~nge .and all of the· red ·· · 
solid. dissolved. A heavy orange ;>reoipita.te was observed to form (.VI to 
XI)'fli 
'Ehe orange aolid l>ras ·removed by .filtration ·!lnd dissolved in 200 mL 
' 
o-£ hpiling chloroform.. HsJ..t' of the solvent was evaporated, a.nd ·the remain-
. . 
ing solution was ohilled in a Dry-Ioe- acetone bath. A moderate amount 
C1.94 -g .. ) of orange solid was separated by filtration from the mixture) 
' 0 
(m.p~ 152.2~5~5 ). 
The filtrate w~ chilled in a Dry Ice-aoetone bath .for one-half hour., 
. 0 
yielding 0.25 g. of orange solid; (156.5-1"58 ). The filtrate obtained On~: 
removal. of this solid by filtration was evaporat~d to one:-hal.f its vol~~ 
and cooled in ice. An a~ditional 0 .. 16 g. of .orange solid, melting at · 
0 157·5-159.5 ~ was isolated. 
The total yield of solid was· 2.35 g., and represented a yield of the 
2,4-dinitropheeyb.ycb-a.zone -~r '-: .. ~(~:··=~ ·., 0. · ·i' • , : ·• ~"'l\!•';! (XI) equal to 
'~i. 0 
70% of the theoretical amoUnt. The report~d melting point is 159-160 • 
' 
) 
TABLE I: DehydrohaJ.ogenation .of 2-Etho:xy-.3-bromotetrahydropyran 
by ?cri:.aasiu.m.· Hydroxide in Saaled · Tube i 
l!lx:Perilnent TemEerature Time Heated Yield 
#1 110..120° 2 hours 64% 
#2 125° 2 hour~ 
'120-J25° 
Combined ........ 68% 
#3 2 hours 
#4 llO 
0 
85 minutes 79% 
.. 
#5 
0 
90% 110-118 l hour 
#6 118° 75 minutes 
ll.3-ll8° 
c onl.bihed • * 4: ••• 72%. 
#7 45 minutes 
#8 0 105-122 45 minutes·. 
o· Combined ···~-· 85% #9 \ 115-:-12$ 50 minutes 
;ll; 
124° #10:-.. .30 minutes 
* 
· 'Combined •..•.• 96% ; . ~. ; 
#ll 126° 
.30 minutes 
" 
* In the_ last two experiments, one-third less alcohol was used; 
m) • Dehvdrohalogenation Using Potassium Hyd~oxide. in J3utanol.. 
In an atten1pt to obtain the higher terilperaturea attained in the foreg6h:ig 
sealed tube, experiments, · 'n-butimol was utilized as the solvent in an 
experiment otherwise identical to those using ethanol as solvent (para-
graph q 1 above). The experiment was carried out in a nitrogen atmosphere_, 
and the mixture of 2-ethojy-3-bramotetranydropyran (III), potassium 
hydrax:ide, and 11-butanol was ref'lnxed' for· ·seventy minutes. A moderate 
deposit of white solids was present when the boiling was stopped. The 
liquor obtained on removal of the solids by filtration was extracted be-
78 
. tween equal vo~um.es of sodium chlori~-saturated water and petroleum 
0 eth~r (Jo-60 ) .. The organic layer was washed once w1 th sodium chloride-
saturated water, dried ~dth magnesium sulphate, filtered, and distilled 
f:t"am a modified Cla.isen flask. Of the 100 ml. of butanol originally 
. . 
0 
added, approximately S5 ml .. were recovered (b.p. 29.5-34.5 at 7 mrn.). 
(The refrac~.ive index of this material was found to be 1.4020 at 25°) · 
The reported3 ~value for 2-etho:xy-A"3-dihydropyran (VI) is 1.4475 at 
o· . . . 
25 1 for butanol, 1.3993). 
Appr9Ximately 3 g. of material boiling above the range of the solvent 
were collected over a ~rr.i.de temperature range. Four grams. of deep red 
. . 
. . 0 
liquid remained in the distilling flaak.when a vapor temperature of 63,5 
. ' ~-
at 7 mm. had b~en reached. (The desired olefin boils at 153-155° ). 
_The experiment was discontinued. 
. . 
. I 
In the attempts to hy-droxylate the olefinic double bond of 
2-ethax;r-A~-dihydropyra.n (VI) 1 the following methods were 
used: the Prevost Reaction "(utilizing an iod:Lne-silver benzoate 
oamplex), potassium per.manganate oxidation, and oxidation by 
peri'or.mia acid and by peracetic aoid. None of these methods 
appeared to furnish any of the desired productia 
' 
a) • The Prevost Reaction. 7n the following eXperiments, t!J..*; 
procedure followed is"essentially that described by Pr,vost and b.Y 
J3r6vost and Wiema.nn4'S: A complex of iodine and silver benz6ate 
was prepared and allwed to rea.ot with an olefinic compound .. 
The product of this reaction, in the work carried out by these 
workers 1 was e. dihydro.xy oom.pound, in the form of the di- . 
benzoate. This reaction is illustrated above (VI to XIX) for 
the olefin used in the present study. 
Prell.mihary experiments were oa.rried out, using oyolohexene 
as a model oampound,.and aatisi'aotor.y results were obtained. 
Further experiments with cyolohexene, using the silver sa.lt of 
·substituted benzoio acids, failed. to yield promising results~ and 
experiments ~dth t.he olefin, 2-etho;xy-_63-dihydropyran (VI J were 
confined to the use o~ unsubstituted.silver benzoate. 
(i). Preparation of Silver Benzoate. Seventy-three grams (0.51 
mole) of sodium benzoate were dissolved in 300 ml. of hot water in a 1000 
ml .. flask, wrapped in aJ.uminum foil to exalude light. A slightly cloudy 
faintly yellow solution resulted. One-half mole (85 g.) of silver nitrate, 
. . 
dissolved in 100 ml. of hot water, was then added, with et.e~ swirling. 
An immediate purplish---gray solid w-as formed in large amount. Additional 
wate:r (.300 ml.) l'ras added, and the nrl..xl:;ure was swirled for several 
nrl.nutes, then allowed to stand overnight in the ice-box. 
The gl:"ay solids were removed by· filtration, and 'Tashed four t:!Jnes 
by swirl1ng with 250 ml.- of water~ and filtering the suspension.. The 
solid, protected .from light by altnoinum. foil, was dried overnight at 
0 125 .. The lumps present were then ~und to a po•vder, and the solid was 
0 
dried an additional two hours at 125 ... The product was not weighed. 
0 
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(ii). Pr6vost :Reaction 1Vi th Cyclohexene (XX). Dry benzene q.s pre-
pared by distill:lng 5o ml.. fl"om 150 lJll... of chemically pure benz.ane. To 
.. 
the balanc,e of the benzene were added 27 .. 69 g-. (O.l mole plus 5 g.) of 
silver benzoate and 12,..69 g. (0....05 l!K)J.e} of iod:ine. ·On heating the :m.ix-
ture with a mantle, the cen.or· changed from a dull purple-tan: tq: a lemon 
yellow, with many specks of purplish-red. Arter being boiled wder re-
.flux for 15 minutes, the thick slur:ry: still contained Specks of deep red. 
These were stirred :into the m.ixture Ydth a long spatula, and the entire 
:mixture gradually' becaiii.e lemon yellow. 
After an additional few minutes of bolling, tbd mixture consisted of 
a large arncrunt of lemon-yello\V solid, and a relatively small volmne of 
clear li'q.l.or. To this mixture, 4.1 g. (0.05 mole) of cyclohexene freshly 
prepared~ 1 - added. No change was no ted. The miXture was ·reflt1Xed 
until a test wi~ moist starch-iodide paper :indicated the absence of 
ttpositiven iod:lne. This took. one hour and forty minutes. 
The mixture was allowed: to stand overnight at room temperature. A.t 
' . . 
the end o.( this ~ime, it consia'ted ·of a large amount or lemon solid; and 
a smaller ~lume. of clear light yellow liquor. The solid was removed by 
. . 
. filtration, and Vfashed with ether. The combined liquor. and ether wash 
were shaken with water., and a light suspension of so;Lid_was observed :in 
the l?enzene-ether layer. This organic layer was washed with, &v.~ 
., . ..~· .. 
volume of 2% sodit011 carbonate sol'lltion.,' and a scum was.not.ed at the liquid 
in terrace. 
The organic layer was 'J'{ashed three times with water,· .cm.d ~armed an 
appreciable suspension of curdy, yellowish gray material at the interface. 
' The. solids were removed by .filtrati~ and washed with. ether~ The combined 
organic liquors ."Were dried with magnesium sulphate, filtered, and reduced 
in volume by evaporation.. The residue consisted of approximate~ 2 ~ of 
- . ~ -
medium amber, m.oderately viscous· l4,.qtP.d. When this was chilled, it be-
came, very .. viscous. 
' 
After three days :in the· 'l'Bfrige:rator, the viscous 'oil had aolJ.a:tfied 
into irregular deposita ot tannish cream-colored solid. This material 
. . 
was dissolVe.<;l in ethanol; the solution was filtered hot, reduced slightly 
:t.:n volume by ev~poration, and chilled :'In a Dry Ice-acetone bath.. White 
solid (10.5 g.) 1 con taming -a few sp~cks of darker material, was deposita~; 
62 
m.p. a~86°. After one recrystallization from ethan0l, it melted at 
0 ss 88.5-89.5 • Prevost and Wiemann report that l~iodo-2-benzoyloyelohexane 
0 
(XXII) melts at 54 ,. The ois and trans forms of 1,2-dibenzoylo:xycyelo-
. iq '10 · o o· 
hexane (XXIII, XXI) are reported "' to melt at 6.3.5 and 94 , respectiv~ 
ly. It 'lftaa oonoluded that the material obtained here was the trans form, 
as would be predioted Sf. The cunount obtained 'I..Yas equal to 6 5% of the 
theoretical. 
Since the study of oyolohexene was not of primary interest in the 
present wor~ ~his ~xperiment was·not carried further. 
(~. Pz!.S'vost Reaction using salt of 3, 5--dinitrobenzoic acid. 
An experiment 1oras carried out, similar to the preceding one 1 but using, 
instead of the simple silver benzoate, a substituted salt, silver 3,5-
dinitrobenzoate. It was hoped that a s?lid product, similar to that· 
formed in (ii), abtwe, would result., When, hOW'ever, the thick amber 
liquor finally ,~ta±ned was dissolved in ethanol and chilled, the success-
ive ·c:r-eps (,)£ solids isolated consisted of extremely small amounts of 
material, having 'lfTidely differing melting points, It was thought that 
the 3,~trobenzoic acid (Ea~tman White Label) which had been used 
might have cons~sted of a mixture of isomers. 
Repeated attempts to purify the acid by recrystallizing from hot 
water .fa.Ued to yield .a sharply-melting compound.. A typical reerystall-
, 
'· o· o· 
. ized sample melted at 2oo-203. 5 , and no solid with a range lass th$!1 2 
could be obtainedt No further work was done on this modification of the , 
Prevost reaction. 
(iV) Pr,vost Reaction using silver salt of p--nitrobenzoic acid. 
p-Nitrobenzoic. acid was purified by recrystallization from hot water (m.p. 
236.5-237.5°) and used in an experiment similar to that described in (i), 
• •• •·-'F • .--
above.. The residue o'btained on treatment of the reaction mixture in the 
m.a.nner ·described there cu.maisted of a gummy amber material, from which no. 
solid material could be obtaine~.. Since the purpose of the experiment. was 
. ~-
to increase the likelihood of 'cibtaird.ng a solid derivative (l,-hen J:.he reagent 
wciul.d be used with 2-etho:xy-.6,.'3-dihydropyran (VI)), the experiment was 
diea ontinued .. 
(a,f). Pr,vost Reaot.ion with 2-ethog- .AJ--dihydrop;yran (VI). 
- ' . 
· . S4 In a procedure aimilar.to that described fo~ the Prevost Reaction with 
oyalohexene (paragraph ii_, above), 3.8 g. (0.015 mole) of iodine were 
added ~o a foll..:wra.pped flask containing a stirred slurry of 13.74 g. 
(0.06 mole) of silver benzoate in dry benzene. The mixture was refluxed 
I 
until the entire mixture became lemon Yellow; 1.92 g. (0.015 mole) of 
2-etho:xy- ~--dihydropyran (I) were then added. A sta.roh-iodide test at 
this time ~as strongly positive. 
S<XIv 
The reaction mixture was refluxed for twenty hours in. a calnium 
chloride-protected atmosphere. At this time, a .starch-iodide test gave 
negative results, indicating that the iodobenzoate complex, containing 
Upositive» iodirieS'"f, had been consumed. The liquor at this point was 
clear yellow, and the solid lemon yellow. Treatment of the mixture 
.. 
followed the proc.edure found suaeessful in the oyclohexene experiment (ii_, 
above). 
The warm m.ixt"Ure was filtered, and the solid was washed six times 
with !25 ml. of ether... -The combined benzene liquor and ether wash was 
washed with an equal VGlume of water. It was noted that the surface of 
the organic layer, on exposure to air, became dark orange. On agitation, 
this darkened the c oler of the entire (yellow) organic layer to light 
orange .. 
:a;,· should be noted that in the course of the cyclohexene reaction 
described above. (ii), no sU:Oh darkening of the surface of the li·:uor 
occ:rurred. 
The separated benzene-ether layer was then washed t-Tith slightly less 
. ' 
than an equal volume of 3% sodium carbonate solution. The organic layer 
obtained was dull· reddish-purple, and the wate:r layer was nearly c·olor-
less. 
Thl.il erga.nic liquor was washed three times with nearly equal volumes 
of water. The final wash water showed an acidity of approximately pH 5 
(pHydrion paper), the acidity of the distilled water used. The organic 
liquor at this point was deep red., and still responded negatively to the 
starch-iodide test. 
When th~ solvents had been remaved ~der reduoed ( water-pump) 
pressure on a hot water bath, ap~r~tely 4 g. of viscous dark red-
brown liquid remained. Attempts to induce crystallization by chilling 
(to a brittle glass), warming, scratching, etc.. failed. 
After being a.J.lowed to stand in the icebox overnight:, the material 
appeared uncha.n.ged. Stareh-iodide test, 1-rith test paper moistened with 
water and acetone, was p0sitive at t,hi's 'time. 
Nearly all -of the materia;l dissolved in absolute e-thanol. \vhen the 
filtered liquor was a hilled in a Dry Ice-acetone ba'th 1 a small amount · .. 
i 
(approximately 0..,1 g .. ). ot. very gummy brownish material precipitated. This 
material appeare~insolu.ble in acetone, chloroform, benzene, and ether •. 
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Most. of it redissolve~ with difficulty in ethanol to give a ~olution which, 
. . . 
on chilling, yielded a very small amount of extrf;'lmely sticky tan 11 solid~'. 
This intr~ctable material was not treated further. 
The ethanol liquor obtained on the first recrystallization was 
evapo:rated to one-half volume on the steam bath, end chilled in a Dry 
Ice-acetone bath. A mass of stringy Y:3llow-orange semi-solids, in a very 
visoou.s orange liquor was formed. No. crystalline solid oould be obtained 
by chilling~ scratching, etc. 
The dark red re~idue obtaineQ on evaporation of the ~?lvent was 
found to disso~ve in 1_,4-diGDtan.e, but attempts to obtain crystalline 
material either from dioxane or dioxane and water, resulted in ~ailure. 
The positive starch-iodide test described above suggested the p~s':"'. 
·ence in the material isolated of an iodo compound, possibly 2-ethoxy~J­
iodo-4-benzoyloxytet:t•ahydropyra.n (XXIV). In an effort to insure dis- · 
plaae.ment of the.iodo group, if suah were the case, a later experiment (vi) 
included reiluxing the reaction mixture (after a negative starch-iodide 
test had bsen obtained) with ad.diti~al silver benzoate. The results, 
h<Mever, did not differ signi.ticantly from those obtained in th:L3 experi-
mentit 
C-vV... Prevost Reaction with 2-etho:xy- A3 -dihydropyran (VI). 
s,aponi.ficatian of produot. In an experiment .essentially identical "With 
the pre~eding one" a mi.<·cture of the. silver benz~te-iodine complex,. exeess 
silver.benzoa.te1 and 2-ethmcy-,6.'3-dihydrophyran (VI) wa.e refluxed in . 
benzene until a negati.va starch-iodide teat ~as obtained (three hours) .. 
As in the preoE%ding experiment, the liqilor :fr~ th~ reaction mixture 
., 
(: 
\ 
gradually changed from yellow to orange, and finally to reddish-brown vdth 
handling- The residue on evaporation responded positively to the starch-
iodide test. 
The syrupy material isolated showed a very slight absorption of 
'-i bromine in oarbon tetrachloride, but this was ver::r difficult to judge be-
cause of the dark red-brown color ·or the material being tested, A definite 
~s­
turbidity resulted when the s elution resulting from sodium fusion of the 
syrup obtained was treated with silver nitrate. This indicated the pres-
ence of halo@Bn in the material isolated. 
Portions of the syrupy red-brown residue wer~ saponified with 0.1000 
H sodium hydroxide, with the results indicated in the table (Table II). 
below. The rapid consumption of base strongly suggests the presence of 
free aaid in th~ syrupy material, although the isolation procedur-e had 
. - ' 
included a sodium carbonate wash. Evidently, the observed acidity had 
developed, by reactions not immediately apparent, during the several dt/S 
the material had been permitted to stand before being titrated. 
'· 
oJ k. 0ocr o.lk. > v, .. ~ 
These results, and the ~olo! changes noted on handling the reaction 
. 
I 
prod~ot in air, indicated that decomposition of the material obtained mi~ht 
be taking ~lace, and an experiment was next carried out using a nitrogen 
atmosphere,.. 
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TABLE II: Saponification of Pr,vost Product 
Titration Contaot 1v-ith Milliequivalents * Meq, of cpd. 
Base of compound Neutralized 
Ill 3 minutes 2 .. 00 0"'56 
#2 . 15 minutes · 2-40 0.69 (0.02) 
. 
#3A [; ~. r. t. 1,.78 1.23 (0.73) 
#3B Add'l 2i hrs. 1.46 (0.96) 
'boiling, N2• 1-78 
* Calaulated as 2-ethoxy-) ,4-dibenzoyloxytetrahydropyran (XIX P~ge ~ 
The figul"es in parentheses indicate the difference between the total 
numbero o.f · nrl J J i equivalents of o ompound reacting with the base and the 
,number which reacted rapidlyt It will be seen that this number, presuma~ly 
.. . 
an indioa.tion of the amount of saponifioable material present, is approXi-
mately one-hal.f of the amount( at the end of the series of titration) that 
. 
would be expected (1.-78 milliequivalents) if ill of the compound present . 
. . 
were 2-etho.:xy-3,4-dibenzoylo:xytetrahydropyra.n (XIX) Page '?'1). The observed 
... 
va.Iue 't-Tou.ld be correct for. a c~pound having the same molec~ar weight, 
but having only one ester group, s~h as. (XXIV i Page ~Jf), provided the 
iodo-bydrmcy-, eompound '(XXV, Page i7) presumably formed did not react fur-
. . 
ther with the alkali, as suggested by t~e sequence of reaction shown (X:XJ.V 
) .n . . to XXVI ., A possible explanation of failure to undergo .such a. reaction 
might be 'the presence of the iodo and hydro:xyl groups in a W relation-.. ·· . 
.s.~';: 
ship to each other~ ~·· ·. . ~ 
.. 
(\iii). Pr6'vost Reaction with the olefin, rU,t;rogen atmosphere. 
Dry benzene was prepared as described under (ii) 1 above. To 125 ml, of 
. . . . . 
benzene were added 13 .. 74 g., (0 .. 06 mole) of silver benzoate ·and 3.8 g. 
(0.015 molef of iodine. The reaction mixture was kept in an atmosphere 
. of nitrogen throughout· the. experiment, and the flask was "'lirB.pped in .foil 
to protect .the mixl:.ure from light. 
The mixture was re.fluxed until .. the solid became entire'ly lemon yeilow, 
then 1..,92 g. (0.015 mole) of 2-et.ho.xy-~3--dihydropyran (VI) were added •. 
A starch-iodide teat.a.t this time was strongly positive. 
The sta.roh-iodide test was repeated at intervals until, after five 
hlillUrs o.f ref'luxing,; a. negat~ve t~st was obtained. As much clear lir"Juor 
as possible was decanted from the mixture, to ndnimize exposure to air,. 
and the balance of the mixture was filtered rapidly, keeping it as much 
as pos~ible under nitrogen. 
The light yellow liquor obtained was refluxed one day with an addi~. 
tional 7.0 g. (approximately 0.03 mole) of silver benzoate, ill an attempt 
. . ,·· ... ·.:-· 
to replaae apy iodo groups o.q. the pyran ring with benzoylo:xy groups. At 
. . .. . ~.·:,. ' 
the end of this periqp., the mixture was unchanged in appe~ranoe, - tl:;)e 
solid re:mained tan colored, and the liquor a light yellow. A starch-
iodide test a.t this point was negative, 
The liquor was filtered, with minimum exposure to air, into a 
aepara.tory funnel, and washed with an equal velume of water. To -minimize 
exposure to air, the mixture 't"l'as agitated by bubbling nitrogen through 
the two phases.. The liquor was then washed similarly with .2% sodium 
carbonate, and twice with water..,· 
rhe benzene liquor was dried with magnesium sulfate $lnd . .fil:ered 
unde~ nitrogen. The resultant l.iqu.or was clear g_olden amber 1 "· .- ·· 
darkening having taken place as. in earlie~ experiments. 
' . . 
A auction flask contaii:ting the liquor was swept out with nitrogen; 
I<,·.> 
a.nd the material was heated on a steam bath under reduced (water-pump) 
press~e.. After several minutes, the oolor of the material had changed 
t'O reddish-orange, and when the solvent had been removed, the residual 
. 
material was a slightly viscous reddish-brown liquid. A starch-iodide 
test at this point was strongly posi~ive. · Attempts to obtain a. solid 
mat.eri.aJ. (in t~ :manner described in preosding ~actions) yielded only 
stringy semi-solids in thick syrup. Work on the Prevost Reaction was 
d.iso ontinued.: . 
b). !!vtirwla.tion of . 2-Eehox.v- A 3-<iihydroma.n '$r) by 
Potas2i'um Pe.r~ganate • 
Seve:ral modifications of the reaction utilizing potassium 
permanganate as hydro.xylatin~ agents3 in a reaction ~th 2-
ethaxy- L::l.;3: -dihydrop.yran OZI:J were carried out, with a · 
consistent lack of positive results, 
:Vt 
.. . Ql4 . . .. . 
--~> ~011 + :2M,., 0... YoSt + :2. OH-
XXY1I 
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(i). Excess permanganate, neutral solution. In an experiment carried 
·out at roan temperature, 0.27 g. (o.om~ mole) 0! 2-etho:xy-.A-:J-dihydropyra.n 
. . 
&!) was dissolved in 25 ml. of chemically pure acetone. To this, SO ml. 
( o.oo; m'ole) of a l% soluticbn of potassium permanganate in water were 
. . 
added in small portions. This a:rn.ount of oxidant re~re.s~nts an excess 
. I 
over the. amount required in the equation shown ~n,~~:xx:~u--.,..,v.,.,.ll..,..) .. 
An immediate oolor change f~am purple to br~sh purple was noted 
on the addition of :the- first few milliliters of oxidant. In ten minutvs 
I . 
the mixture was a faintly reddish suspension of ooffer:i-brown solids. 
Arter forty minutes, it contained a large amount of voluminous solid ill 
a brownish liquor. The dar~ brown solids ware removed by filtration, 
' . . 
leaving a water-clear li"TQ.or. · 
' 
When the water and acetone had been ··removed under reduoed pressure 
on a 'steam bath.; one drop of light amber material remained. This was 
dissolved in 3 ml. of water, ~d benz.oylation was attempted by·the 
. . ~7 
Schotten--Bauma.nn procedure • A fS:int trace of curdy solids was iso-
lated and discarded;~ 
(ll),. Perma~ga.pat.e reaction, .stoichiometric amounts, neutral 
solution. An experiment was carried out1 under conditions similar to 
those described in the preceding section (i) 1 but instead of an excess of 
per.manganate, stoichi.Pnetrio amounts· of reactants were used. After 
grad~ addition of the _oxidant to a solution of the olefin (0.90 g., 
O.OE>7 mole),· ave~ cloudy dark brown _solution was obtained. The liquor, 
after fil'tration, 'lttas reduced ~n volume by one-third, and the ma.terial 
obt;ain~d \or~s treat.ed with 4 ml.. benz.oyl chlorid~ and 50 ml. 10% pot.t;ssium 
hydro:x:tde "7 • No solid material formed when the mixture WM shaken for 
five ngnut..es .. 
. 
(iii) Per.mane;a.nate reaction, eguimolar amounts,· cold alkaline 
' 
· solut:ion. 
0.,.007 mole), and J..%. aqueous pota~sium permanganage (o.oo·7 mole) were 
mixed in the presenae of dllute (10%) potassium hydroxide (0.007 mole~ 
equal. to amount o:f olefin}, _in aqueous medium at ice-bath temperature .. 
The insoluble olefin appeared to react immediately, forming a dull dark 
green aolut:1on on gradual addition of the .oxidant. 
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One and one-ha.lf' hours afte~ the oxidant had been added, the cold 
dark brown solution was filtered, yielding a .faintly pink .filtrate. An 
hou:r later 1 this had changed to a cloudy brown, and 'the mixture was again 
.filtered yielding a greenish brown solution. The color was removed by 
'l:irea.t.ing with cha.rooal and· .fUtering. The volmne o.f· the O'lea.r .filtrate 
was reduoed c:me-aal.f' by evaporation under reduced pressure on a steam 
bath,. 
One-ha.lf miJHJ 1-ter of the residual liquor slowly deoolorized a 1% 
potfJssium permanga.na.te solution (aqneous) 1 yielding a green solution in 
thirty seconds 1 and a .. brown suspension in five minutes. When the pro-
cedure ~as repeated at ice-bath temperature, similar color changes took 
plaoe in appraxima.tely tWice the time • 
. When ben.2oyla.tion by benzoyl chloride in dilute· potassimn hydroxi,de 
was tried, no solid' derivativ-e was isolated.., 
92 
'trlhen 25 ml. ot the liquor (one-quarter of the total·'volume), &.n eqna.l 
eunount of 10% pctaasium hydroxide~ .and 0~5 ml~ of pyridine (as· c~talys{l) 
we.:re mixed, a substantial 8.1:ilount o.f' white wa:xy .solid was· obtained. Aft~ 
one reorystallization .from alcohol, the white needles.isolated me1ted at 
. · · o' 11 . · 
446-42,.5 ,. A test :for nitrogen after sodium fusion was negative. 
A sample of. the waxy solid originally obtained oould not be re-
crystallized from alcohol after it had stoOd at room temperature for ' · 
fifteen days. On erysta.lli~a.tion from hot water, however1 it yielded a 
.. ·.. . . 
' 0 
higher-melting ~tEil;td; m ... p. 118-120 11 i 
A. blank experiment was carried out 1 .using the a.m.ounts and reactants 
desorlbed above, except that ·no ·olefin :was added. ·The we:xy solid ltaa 
again :isolated in good a.m.oimt. Mixed meltin~ point with the solid obtained 
in the first exp~riment sh~ed no depression. 
0 
This solid, also, yielded a solid melting at 119-120 on attempted 
; 
reorysta.lll~ation .from. boiling water, t.wo weeks after first being 
iaola.t.ed .. 
Mixed melting point. of this high-melting solid, the high-melting 
. . 
solid first obtained, and benzoic aeid, showed no .depression. Analysis 
o£ the wa.Xy .solid (m.p., 41 .. 3-42°) ws.s found to agree with the oaloulated 
.. 
values fcxr benz.oia anhydride, and it was oonoluded that the :ma.teri&l 
waa an arti.faot foz;med in the attempted bensoylat~on ·or the olefin, by 
tlle rea.otion o:t bansoyl ohlo:dde in the presence of alkali and pyridine. 
. . ; . . 
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Ga.lnd. f.or benzoio a:ah.'vdride (C12R:I.0o3): ·0,.74 • .3; H~4 •. 6. Found (Fitz): 
C,74-.0; H,4.6.. 
(iv).. Pe:rp!Effiga.nate rea.otion; .atoiohilnetrio .amounts. a old· a.l.ka.line 
solution. An oxidation similar to that described in (iii), above., but 
using stoichiametr:i.c ~ts of reaatants, was. oarried out. Attempted . 
,. . 
benzoyl.ation of the products of the reaotion failed to yield any solid 
derivative. 
( v). 
,.:~ 
§glution. An expex1-ment identioal 'With at described in (iii)~ using .· >:; 
, .. • # • ~ • 
equimolar amounts ot reactants 1 but without adde.d alkali, failed to ;Yie';M .. 
' ·.. . . ' . , 
13:ny' benzqyl.ated-predu.ct.-. 
(vi)"' Per.mangana.te .reactioni neutral, cold, stoichiometric amounts .. 
~~ '. 
An experiment Otherrlse identical with (ii) ,. abOV'e; was carried out. at 
ice-bath t~erature• ·No ben21oylated produet oould be obtained from ·on~_ 
hal:£ of t.he mixi:.Ure by the use_ o:t aqueous alkali and benzoyl chloride·, or 
(from the balance of the mixt.ure) by the use :of benzoyl, ohloride in. 
pyridine,. 
{vii) Pe~ganate reaction; preparation o£ de~ivatives. 
An experiment ideritica.l to that desoribed under (iii) 1 above, was oarried 
out using 0.45 g •. , (0-.-0035 mole) of olefin. The resultant reaction 
m:lxt'l.IPe, however, was treated differently. After· the solids had been 
removed by fUtrat.ion, the solid obtained was trea:ted by bubbling with 
Half of the filtrate from the original oxidation reaction 1r1a.s 
evaporated to one-fifth the original volume, and ·one-third of a m:illi-
:t;tter of this material. wa.s treated with 15 mg. of 2,4-dinitrophenyl-
Jvdrazine and auffioient concentrated hydroohloric acid (in· several 
nd.J.liliters of etha.tlol) to acidify the mixture, It was hope~ that the 
oyolic acetal portion o.f any dihydrox;r _product present (XXVII) would. r~a.ot 
in the presence of the aeid, to yield an open chain a].dehyda1 (XXIX) . 
~~:·.: .. 
which,. with the hydramine oompound present, should form apprOrl.mately 30 • 
mg. of a 21 4-dinitrophenylhydrazone. When the mixture had been heated on 
the steam bath for ten minutes, thencooled, a red-orange preci··lita.te, 
. . . 
0 . 
lll.:-P• 196-200 ; evidently 2 1 4-dinitropliteny~hydrazine,. was obtained,. This 
experim.ent indieated that no carbonyl compound, or compound easily con-
verted by acid to a. carbonyl compound, was present in the permange.nate 
oxidation mixture"" 
VI 
In am attempt t\\> p~pa:ra an osazone from tihe oxidation product of 
the pel"'lDAAlga.n.a.te reaction de$oribed above, on~hird of millUiter of 
the liqt.tOr 'lrra.s heated on a steam. bath with an equal volume of concentrated 
hydroohl.orio acid1 for several seconds. No change was observ-ed. One-
half a millilit-er of phenylhydl"aaine was added, fbrming a white precipi-
tat:e whiah ·dissolved on addition of one-half gram of sodium acetate in 
4 lill. of water.. Th~ mi:xture was heated on the steam bath for about one-' 
half houxo, then cooled... A o:Ltrud.y solution resulted, which; on scratah-
. . 
0 
ing,. yiw.ded a ;yellew precipitate,. This material me-lted above 360 1 a.O.d · 
. . 
appeared to.be phenylhydrazine hydroc'hloride. An experiment using similar 
qua.nt.ities of material,· but having no oxidation liquor present, formed e. 
s1milar precipitate. (The theoretical quantity of osazone expeoted ~d 
be apprQrl.mateJ.i 50 mg. ) ,. 
In eltperiments on the) mi.xl:.ure :resulting from attempted b.en!oylation 
of the originaJ. oxidati-on liquor, the slightly cloudy benzoylation· re-
·o 
aotiQI'i mixture wa.s extr~t.ed su.ocessively with petroleum ether (,3o-60 ) 
benzene, carbon tetrachloride, and chloroform,. The petroleUm ether 
. 0. -· 
liqttOl" yielded a traoe of ma'terla.J. melting a bo'Ve 400 , and the ben~ · 
.. 
extract yielded. a light film of guil!IDy' material. An attempt to obtain a· 
solid from t.his meterial_. by chilling an ethanolic solution, failed. 
Carbon tetre.ehlonide yielded a very small amount of brownish gum, whiaht-
on dissolving in ethanol and ch.illing, yielded a trace of material melt-
. . . 
0 
ing approximately 55--65 ,. The chloroform liquor left a residue which 
yielded material melting in the same range., 
. . . 
The balance o'f. the permangana.t.e ooddation liquor (approximately one-
tenth of the original volume) was. evaporated on 'hhe .st.ea.m bath to a. small .. 
amount o! pasty brownish material.. Appro:x;imately 2 ml. -of .aoetio anhydride 
werea.dded,. !arming a. suspension of areanw powdery material in a. colorless 
solution .. - No change was noted when two drops of pyridine were added •• 
The lllix\>ure 'tvas heated on the. steam: ba.th fOX" five minutes 1 then dilu-ted 
with 200 ml. ·-lift water. On stirr:ing, a. clear solution was .obtained. l'bis 
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. was e:Jtttraoted with ether.,. 'l'he dried ether la.yal:', on eva.porati0n of solvent, 
yielded. onlY several amall droplets of liquid • 
. c).- Jiy4r~lat<i~ of ,2 .... Et,hoxy- A 3 -d:th.ydropyran -~r:) with Pera.oetio· 
Aa!Q,.. h the following t!li.XPmments 1 invG.l.ving ·the. r-eaation of peracet:!D 
a.aid ".rith the olefin 2~thoxy- ..6 '3 -dihydrop~ ~) to form a hydroxy 
o~ :1J::l an a~etyla.ted form,. such as (XXX)., the met.hod of &Aern and 
~~~ . Soa.nle.n "WB.S 'ija6'(.., 
(:d.). E£!EfU!:tion or -~~ Ar.s:enite Solution!· .l solution of 
standa.t'd f10ditmt S'i'semit.e was prepared .e.oaording to the method Kol.tho.ff 
. b5'" • 
I 
a.nd SamieU ,. tis~ arse~ous oxide Qf 9.9~!l3% purity- (TbQX"n Smith}. Sj_noa 
the ti:f:.l".&t10:tl$ ~g this $t~dard were· to be carri~ ~t !n the presence 
. i . 
of axeese .eod;!:mn b;laar'b-cnat~, the. ii~d.ard. arsenite aolut:f.on_,. before 
b~ 4ltll.\t$:1 to final voltune, was brO\.\ght to :the hydrogen,..ion oon~entr~ · · 
: 
tion of ·ldaarpon.ate by addition of a slight exa_ess 0f hydr~hlprlc_ .aaid;. 
foll..(!IW~ by" oa.retul n~utl"alil<$ation.with sodium bioarb-anate. 
? 
• O.OAc;.. > oe:t 0 0£t 
><x.x. 
(ii).. H;ygrgxylation bY p~raQetie a.oi.d. The experiment in which the 
olefin .2-ethOJCY-.cl-dihyd~opyra.n ~) was treated with peracetic acid 
was aec.ompa.niad by a. saoond experiment "t>d th similar reagents, but "Without 
bO 
ole..fin. !be 1>eracetio a.oid was pre-formed by heating together .35% 
. 
hydrogen peroxide and glacial aoetio acid,. 
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~ve. and three-tenths grams. of nsupercix:ollf (H2o2, _35%) we~ ~luted 
to 50 ll.ll..- with gla.cial a.aetic acid. TlPro portions, o£ 16-.7 ml .. ea.ah, WSII'e 
""' r ' ' ' 
measured into 25 m'l. volumetric flask$, and heated for one hour at 80.. 
85°., 'flre, ,peracetic acid aolut:i,on thus obtained '\'I"B.S aoo.led t9 room temper-
. The. contents o~ the flask to be used for the blank experiment were 
dil..uted. to 25 ml. with glae1ial a.eetic aoid.. The olefin (3,.92 ·g .. , 0 .. 0,31 
m.ol.e) was. added to the seoond flask, to~ther )dth sufficient glaaia.l 
. . 
~eti0 attid to brlng the vol'lllri$ to 25 .mL. 
·Ia the: t~:tre.tions whioh a.ooom:pa.nied this experiment, 1.0 ml. ~!3· , 
wi~ ft'Om the reaot.ion miXture or l:Wmk mixture, and diluted to 50 
. .. . _. . . . 
ml ... ;nth _water.. An aliqu.Gt, usually 10;0 ml .. , was :then taken for. tit.:z:oat-
.~g.. To the raliquot portion were added 2.0 ml. of 4! sulfurlo a.ctid end · 
a. few eryata.ls or sodi"'ltll. bioarbonata to generate carbon dioxide and sw~ep 
. . 
. 
Approxilnat~ 1 g .. of potassium iodide· was then Added, and .3 dr.ops 
·'. 
ot .!%' ammonium. mGJ.¥bdate catalyst. . The mixture was swirled by hand very 
\; . , I 
briefly (2-4 seoon&:,) 1 t~en a~Uln ·~ioarbonate was carefully add~d until 
an e:mess was present. :1n solid :f ortn.. 
The rea\lltant m:i.xture was then titrated 1-r.tt.h. standard sodium 
· arsenite solutiQD, Staroh indicator was Added after the color at the 
. iod.i.:ne had faded ma.rkedly 1 and the s.qlution was then t.it.J?ated to the dis-
a.ppearenoe o.t the puwJ,e color .. 
'fhe lblank raaot.ion mi:x:tu.re waa titrated" immediately upon dilution 
with glacial a.oetio a.oid (ab0v-e), and the value found was .taken as the 
strength of the· aolution to whieh· the olefin had bee~ added at the sama 
The bla~ was found to contain. 85 .. 9 milliequivalents in 25 Dll .. ,. and 
this ·value was found 'to remaiia. essentially constant throughoUt the experi-
ment..,. 'l'lfe amount· of olefitt added to the "Second flask ws :r .. 92 g. (61 .. 2 
. . 
mi11iequivalents, 30.6 moles). 
.. 
. When the reaotion ~ure was titrated twenty-five minutes af'tel:" the 
.. 
olefin had. been ad.ded1 it was. found to contain 61.8' millieQuivalents Of: 
, . . . 
OXidant, 24 ... 1. milliequivalenta having been e.onsmned by the· olefin. 
" Aft~ t>ne hour and forty ·mi!lutes,. a light deposit of orystAuhte 
solids was obsez:ved in the rea.ction flask, but these were not disturbed., 
' . . 
At this time, the reaction mixture oontained 59 .. 8' milliequivSlent.s 'or 
oxidant per 25 ml.. When the solution ~tas titrated one day l.B.ter, the 
same value tras found~ 
Since the original reaation mixture contained 85 .. 9 milliequivalenf..s 
. . 
of oxidant, and 61 .. 2 mi1lie~valents of olefin, it was a.lcpeotad that 
the Qld.dizing p~rer of the lllixt.ure would· reaah a oonstant value of approxi ... 
matel3 24.7 m111iequiva.lents.. The· amount o! D.xid~t (26.1 mUllequiva;..· 
I . . . . 
1enta) cons~d by th~ ol.efin ~rae, theref~re, .sli~htly less than one-· 
hal.f' 'the caloulated a.maunt. (6i.2 .:millequiv;u_ents)., - ' 
The rea.etion mixt.ure was .f'Utered, and yielded 0.32 g. of white 
' 0 ' ' ~ ' . 
solid; m.p. l.l6t-117 ,. When the filtrate was diluted w~th water, a trace 
of l"thite solid, melting in the same range, was evident. 
removed by f':Ut~tion. 
. 
Tliis was also · .. 
~ 
In Gther simila.r · e.:xperim.ents, no white solid appeared in the course 
of the reaction, but similar material was obtained on diluting the re-
aetion rn:Us:ture with -vrat.er or sodium hydroxide (preparatory to' benxoylation) .. 
The diluted liquor was ext.ra.oted with ether., and d!'ied ·ether ext~t 
evaporated" The residue consisted of approxinta.tely 20 ml. or liquid 
having a stNng odor of aoetic . a.oid. · Sodium bicarbonate was added in. 
small p~ions until no further ef'.fervescence was noted. ThEJ mi:ictiure 
was than diluted to 200. ml~. \-rith water. A s:ma.J J ~aunt of white solid 
. 0 
appea:Jl'ed in the. li~; 0 .. 35 g., m.p. 105 ... 115 • After recryatallizat.ion. 
. ~ . .. 
0 . 
from d:t~e..owa:t.ar, a$ des.oribe.ti bal.-ow, it melted at 114.-117 (0 .. .30 g.} .. · 
F~ Nerystall.ization (from ethanol) yielded material melting at ll7""' 
. C) . 
117..,!) .. A mixed melting point with the solid which had precipitated in 
the om.u-se of the r·eaction showed no depnssion. 
When the· material obtained· during the course of the reaa·t.iofi was· · 
I 
_ ~issolved in .l,4-d;i.ax8.Ile; and a small amcunt of \'J"ater was added,~ a irhite 
. . 
s.elid .forme~ On.remova.l by .filtration, washing ·with oold ~tbanol;. anq 
. o· 
dry'ing in an Abde3:-hal.den pistol (water ptnnp 1 7S , two hours), ccys_ts.ls 
. . 
0 (0.30 g.) melting at 117-llB ware obtained. 
ror anal.yt,iea.l purposes, this material ~as reor.rstallled ·'h~~e 
l,v;fl.- ... oa£4-r-t bt:!f"tt:J .;_,._;<!..-(:;, r:>blttilof ')HA~fm,..,._; y:e.f./s- g{'s-of;./_.1: 
tim.es fl"om abf(olttte etha.nol1A \ill' 1 ' t · :i &g. The solid iso1ated, after 
b~ing t;mated again. by_ the method described in the preeeding paragraph; 
0 
melted at 117.5-llBr$ .• An additional recrystallization f~om ethanol 
. . . 
. 0 
produeed material melting at ll8.~ll9.5 , but further recrystallization 
produeed no significant ehange in melting po:i,n.t. 
I 
This eompound_, qesigna.ted Compound A,. is described below ... 
. . 
. Caact.. for 0~04-; 0 1 60.5$ H,7 .• 05~ Found (MIT)J C,60.57:r H_,.7~29. 
'l!£le; wa.tel' llWer remaining after ether extra.dtion a.nd .filtration 
-:.. 
.., 
lOO 
. 
{above) Wa.a ne&t treatel~th a.pproximateJ.¥' 2 ml. of benzoyl chloride and 
1.;0 ml.. of 10% scxlium. hydrax:ide. A yellowish-white solid formed "after one 
minute of ahaldng.. After being removed by filtration, w-ashed with petroleum 
0 • : 
ether (.;o-60 ) , and dried in air, this material ( 0 • S5 g, ) was found . to 
. . 
. 0 
melt at 93-97 • 
.. 
:XXS<Ir 
-x:xx 1 
Alter one reor;ratallization .from ethanol,· the solid (0.80 g.) 
. ~ . . 
Q . 
melted at 102.2--102119 • An additional reorystallimation raised this to 
. cf 
lQJ-103 .3 1 but further reQrystallization left the melting point un-• . ' .. 
chan~ 
~~ct. for- 2,3 1~tribenzoyltatrahydropyra.n (XXXI) (C26~2"?h 
O, 69.9J H1 4.9. Faand {Fitm)J O, 69.91 H, 4.6. 
These resul.te indio ate good correspondence with t.ha values tor the 
. ' . 
postulated tri.ben!Zloylated o.ampound (Y.XXI)" However, in the ~ght of 
later experime~ts, oarried out after completion of the peraojd oxidations 
described here, the oampound isolated did not appear to be a ·tribentaoate. 
s~ experiments, desol"ibed belw, shO\oted it to be benzoyl peroxide, 
evident~ formed Qr the reaction of hydrogen peroxide or peraoid with 
t 
benzoyl ahlQJ"ide in the presence of eJ.ka.li; The analysis of the material 
was ~epeated, with the results shewn. 
Calod. far benzoyl peroxide (c14~4h o, 69.5J H, 4.1. Found . . . , . . 
(Fitx)t c, 69.6, H, 4.1. 
Two determinations ot the molecular weight of the so-oalled 
7~- . ' 
lltribenmoate« by the Rast Method yielded values of 460 and 473 
• . df • 
(average 466). ·The oaloulated value/\th~ trtl'ibent!Soa~e" is 44/l.. Later 
the molecular weight of bemsoyi peroxide wa.S':B.la9 determined b;-/1-.his 
. . .. 
. . 
method, and values of 417 and 47G .were obtained. ' 'l'he deOOlllDOfiition 
. . ' . . . . :• 
of the peroxide in the oou.rs~ of the Rest prooedure is shown ,in .the 
• : ·--#~- • l~ ~. , • .,' . 
.following paragraph. ' 
~ee test m:l:2ctures were preJmnd: (a) l ml. acetone, .1 ml .. 
5% sulphuric asid1 and a' pietJe of potassium-iodide-starch paper; (b) 
• • '. "' l 
1 m1. Q4etone., 1 ml..c sulphuric acid, a piece or etaroh-iodil:;ja papex-, 
• 0 • 
and ; mg. ot ben~a«Yl peroxide; {o) l ~· ~•tone, 1 mL sulphuric aoid, 
l\ piece af stareh-iod.ide paper, and o.o; ~· or- the melted and solidified 
" Glmlphor-pe~de mi:&ture (aontai~g 5 m,g. of peroxide) fran t.he Rast 
~· 
determination. After five minutes 1 the first and last solutions had. 
. . . 
shown no change, l)ut .the :test paper in the s~eond had become purple., 
When the s~all.ed utri.benzoaten (l.O mg.} '"s.s mixed with several 
<irC!JP~ of acetone (previously distUled from per.ma.nganate) and added to 
'"' . . · 2 mJ.. at 'l'ollents reagent a white solJ4 appeared, evidently the origiml.l 
9 
oompc:JU%1d. On heatilig the solution to:boil.ing for five seconds, no change 
. 
· waa obael"'V'ed1 b'Ut after the solution had been permitted to· stand at room 
102 
temperat'U.l"$ ~or an hour, a distinot gray precipitate was not'ed., This was 
interpreted aa indicating the presence of reducing groups in the compound. 
However, 'Wberi the teat was repeated at a later d.ate, aooompanied by siln:ilar 
teats en ~bentict benmoyl peroxi.d~ and a blank solution, it was found that. 
a s5milar preaipitat.e was obtained.. It was found that if' the mixt.ure 
(containing lltribetJ.raoate" or a. ble.nk) was heated just to boiling, neither 
test ·solution rielded a gr:a.y precipitate. It was oonoluded that the 
. 
lftribenmea.te" did not contain reduo5.ng groups. 
. . 
The ~1s teat71for reduoing GrOUPS (using o.ol g. of the 
. 
trt.ribenzoat.e0 in 2 m:t. or teat solution~; heated on a. steam bath ~w thirty 
mmo.nds} showed a ohanga in color floOlll bright blue to du.p. gtteen. This 
wa.s .ittterpret.ed as a. positiv-e 1;estt but when the same exper:i.ment was 
. ..-. . . 
repeated, no such oluulge was noted. 
The Sehiftt a (fuaha~hlde) test for reducing groups, carried out 
. . 93. . ~ . 
aoeording to the method o£ Shriner .and Fuson 1 exhibited no color ahange, 
and confirmed the results of the comparative tests des6ribed above. 
b ~red spectrUm. of the rttri'ben2!oatett in carbon tetrao}Jloride1 
was deteX"Jllined on a Baird Intr.,.red Spectrophotometer with sodium chloride 
pr.iS%11$• 'l'he resultant our'V'e1 shewn on Plate "J/J , is identical to that 
• 
obtained ·with an authentic sample of '19enzoyl peroxide., 
When .A mixed melting point was te.ken of a. mixture of the ntribemsoate" 
. , . . 
-0 0. . 
em. l.03-103t-.S ) and authentic benzoyl peroxide (m. 103.5 ) , no depression 
was · nat.ed,. 
In view or the results of the foregoing teats# there is no doubt that 
· the COlllp(mnd isolated by treatment of the pera.otia acid reaotion mixture 
• 
A second ~~nt1 utilizing similar nuantities of reactants, 
furnished sl.ight:cy- smaJ.ler amounts of both Compound A and the "tribenzoate". 
The quantitative results of titrations carried out in the course of this 
. 
experiment W&re similar. to those described in detail above. 
Three otl1er experiments 1 which did riot involve treatment of the re-
" aotion ndxt.ure with benzoyl chloride, .furnished yields of Compound A 
a.pproxfmate:cy- equs.l to those obtained in· tne preceding experiments. 
. . . 
z (ill). 9J!!Pound A; solubilitY.. o·ompound A (isolated above) was 
. 
found to be soluble 1n ether and insoluble in water1 as indicated by the 
method of isolation. It ·is soluble in m.oat oommon organic solvents, emept, . 
·. 
eold pe~rol.eum ether1 oold ethanol, or oold methanol. It is soluble in 
dia:x:ane. 
{ iv),. Compound A; rea.cti<m with acid and base. When Compound A 
was treated with ;% sodium hydro.x:lde, it qid not dissolve. On bolling1 
hOW"EWer, the solid dissolved, produoing a clear light yellow- solution 
. . 
which changed in a .few nd.nutes to a cloudy orange solution. When this 
was a.ll.owed to stand several minutes at room temperature, a small amount 
' .. 
of dull orange, amorphous-looking solid settled out. 
Compound A was insoluble in oold ;% hydrdehlorio acid_. but dissolved 
when the miXture was boiled over a. free .flame- The resultant solution 
was clear and colorless. Chilling and· scratching failed to produce any 
ehanges in the acid sol.ution. A sma.l.l orysta.l of Compound A was added 
. . ~ . 
to the solutionJ this remained uno hanged for at least fifteen minutes~ 
Addition of an e:xness of sodium ~ax:ide to the aoii solution also faile4 
to produce any signifioa.nt Ghange,. Additional experiments on ~he aoid 
salution at Compound A are described in the following sections. 
(v).. Ognpound At tests for unsaturation,' Comparison samples of 
-i (m) - . 
~hax;,v- LS.. ~opyranl\in oarbon tetrachloride, freshly distilled 
i'urfUl"y'l alcohol in carbon tetraahloride, and Compound A in the same 
solvent were treated with a ;% solution ~f bromine in carbon tetra-
. 
chloride• The solutions containing the Jmown olefine deeolorized 
several drops of brOJJJine rapi~, but th~ solution of Compound A faU-
ed to deoolorize the first drop. 
A solution ot' Compound A in acetone was prepared, together with 
. . (~) 
a soluticm of 2-etho:xy- JY-dih,ydr~&l}.· When a 2% solution of 
p~assitnn pe~t-e was added d.ropwise to each of these·, the lmown 
olefin deoolor:bsed the perm.angan.&te within ten seaonds 1 but. the Com-
~ . 
pound A Solution failed to produoe a oolor change in over a minute. 
. ~ 
(v:t). W~ot of spdium on Ogonnd A. Several small pieoas of 
sodium were placed in a test tube and placed in a. olosed container 
. . 
along with an open beaker of ether. After several hours,· ebullition 
.t'):'om the sur.fase of the ~odium had ceased.: . Several orystela of 
Qo.m.pot.Utd A were added. These dissolved, but no other change was 
. ' 
noted,. Addition ot a drOp of ethanol., however 1 produced vigorous 
. 
bubbling. 
The results ot this test sugges1;ed the absence in Oom.pound A of 
u.· 
hydrogen at.ams reactive toward hydrogen, suoh as hydro:x;rl groups , 
but the large siae of the molecule, discussed belCM, makes the 
• 
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•;, 
•. 
(vii). Compound A; benzo:vlation. Five hundredths of a gram of 
Comp€)Ultd A ~ra.s mixed with 25 l:nL of 10:t soditim hydroxide solution~7 '!'he 
. 
solid did !lcrC dissolve. One-..half a milliliter of beMoyl chloride was· 
. ' 
then addeq,. When the ndxture had been ahaken f~r several minutes, a 
slightly clou.Qy yellmdsh solution l-Tas qbtainad* No solid was present. 
Ether extraction of the ndxture, followed by evaporation of the ether, 
. 
fielded a light a.m.bar film on the bottom of the .flask. This ma,terial 
diss0lved in aJ.oohol1 put ahill.ing and scratching failed to yield a solid, • 
. 
(viii) CO!!l,Pgqpd .A; rea.atf,_on .with 2,Jrdiniti:PPhen.y1bydratdne .. 
. Ap,Prox:i.ln&tely 30 mg.. of GQlnp~d A and. 100 ~g. af 21 1¥.-dinitrophenyl-
h;rdra.mine. were nrl.xed in 10 mi .. of etha.nol.70.. Approximately 2 ml .. . ~:!·. 
o011aentrated J:vdrochloria acid were added,. yielding a olear red soluticm. 
After being heated for several ·minutes on the steam. bath, and ohilled. ~.­
an .ioe bath, the m:txtura o0Xltained s. red--oran~ liquor and a Ugh& deposit 
. . 
ot' dark :red solid.. An isolation, the solid was found to deoompoa-e at 
195~~ ~he reagent~ 2~4-dinitrophenylhydrazine is reportedf~o d~ampose 
~ 
at 1~8 ... 
A second experiment, similar to the foregoing, was earried out 1 
e.xcept that the nti:x:ture was not· heated, but was allowed to stand at roC!IJl 
. . 
temperature overnight. ""The results, hCMever,. were the same as in the 
preceding experiment. 
(ix). Ao,_d. ~Qlution o;f C'C?Plpound A1 reaction with p~eny;ll;.ydraz~nJ 1 , 
A solution of Compound A was prepared by heating .30 mg. of Compound ·A in 
B. nrl.xture o!' 2 ml. of hydrochloric afiid and 5 ml. of water. One-half 
milJil:iter of phenylhydrazine was mixed with 5 ml .. of water, and aaetie 
said was added until a clear solution was obtained. The two solutions 
were mixed, resulting in the formatitm of a slightly cloudy solution, 
; 
·I 
Whitsb was wa.rm.ed pnt:ty ~ a flame rw one minute_. The raS'Ulting olear 
eoluttan was allwed to stand at room temperature for five minutes. A 
· . alight cloudiness was noted. 
The solution was again heated, and 2 ml. o£ water were added. A 
ulight ~loudiness again resulted. When the mixture was cooled and 
. 
aeratohed1 • no etdid material. was obtained. 
( x). · Acy& s!iut.ion ~ Cgm.p9WJd A~ with h.@oxylamine., Approxiniately 
2 ml .. ot an aulil solution of Compound A, prepared as in (ix) above, was 
. . 
made b~l,y alka'Utae to phenolph\halein with dilute sodium ·hydroxide. One 
. . .. 
gram ot ecdium acetate and o.;· StJ at hy'til-o:xyiamine hydroohloride were added, 
pmucing a. a;ea.r solution., Aft.er ·standing five minutes, . the solution 
'W'8.$ '\U\tehanged. lihen the mixt:.Ul"e liaS heated five minutes on the steam 
ba.th, then slloweci to stand at l'oom temperature :for one hour 1 no solid 
. . 
material was t01".1lleda 
. . 
. . . 74# ( Xi). (!epmound A M&th Fe!4&ns'e SgJ,uticm.s, Thirty milligrams 'Of 
. - - . - - . . . 
Compound A were dissolved in chemi~s.J.:cy. pure acetone (1 ml. j and water 
. . 
(tml.}. !wo ndlliHters of Fehling's. solution were adned1 and the mix-
ture was bltought to the boillng po;int. Afte1" the m.i..xtiure lrad been a.llawed 
to stand at roQill temperatlU'S for several minutes, no oolor change was 
. 
. . - ~ 
(xii). ~aid sglytion .or Ogmpound A with FehJ.¥ig's Solution* When 2 
ml. of a s-olution ot'Oompound A in s.oid. (see {ix) above) was mixed with. ' 
. 
an equal volume of Fehling's solution, heated bri~ with an open flame, 
and all.OW"ed. to aool.1 the oclor cf t~e llli.xtut-e changed from blue to a . 
~ gtteen. ~the test solution had been allowed to stand for five 
· · lnintltes, a distinct reddish precipitate was present. (A bl.ank experiment 
• 
Wt! cat'l'ied out at the same t.ime); 
1 
I 
(xiii).. Acid solution of Compoun<1 A. Toll~~s.J!eage..Q~. \'lhen a 
. 
solution or'compound A in hydrochloric acid (see (ix) ~bove) was neutra-
li~ed "'with sodium bicarbonate, treated with Tollen 1 s reagant:".'-'nd heated 
for thirty aeeonds on the steam· bath, a l1eavy white precipitate formed. 
After 30 seconds, a dull brown solid was present, and a mirror was 
. . 
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observed t9 form on the 1-rall of the teet tube. A blank mi.:X:t.l.tre ( coritain-
i~g only Tollenls Reagent) showed ·no change when treAted in the manner 
de~ribed here. 
( xiv). Speetra. of Compound A. The ultra-violet spectrum _of Compound 
A (0.001 M in absolute alcohol) was determined. with a BeckmS.nn ·Model DU. 
Spectrophotometer. The curve.obtained i~ shown on ~age 29. 
· The infra-red sp~ct~ (Pl~te I") o~ Compound A in carbon tetra ... 
chloride was determined in a Baird Infra--red Spectrophotometer (,.lith Na.Cl 
. . 
prism). The resulting curve showed only a fairt peak in the region ~near· 6 f') . 
' .. . 7~ 
where a carbonyl compound would be expeated to sl'low a marked ~eak__ ~• · 
.. 
These resulte suggest tho s.bae~e, of a e.a.rbonyl group in Compound A4 
(.xv). Comeound A, .molecular weight.~ Tha molecular '\'re:i.gbt ,of Co• 
7.$" potlnd A was determined by the Rast method • Two determinations yielded . 
values of.~Q7 and 176 (average value, 191). The calculated value for 
c10n14o4 is 198. 
( xvi). Experiment with peracetic acid and olefin. The blank expe:r:'i-, .. , 
ment using onlY hydrogen peroxide and acetic acid ( (ii), above) had no:t 
. ·-
produced any Compound A. A second blank experiment ~•as now carried :o~t 1 
usillg reactants and• cOnditions similar to those in which Compound A was 
formed, except t~t po peroxide was added to the reaction mi:xture •. No : · 
fompound A resulted, indicating that no Compound A is formed in .a reaotion 
involving only the olefin and acetic acid. No ·attempt wns made to recov~r 
the olefin. 
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Fig. 2- ~~t.ion of 2-Ethe1Jcy'-..6~hydropy:ra.n With Ex:cess 
Performic Acid (See p .uo) • 

. d) • !fy'dio:;vlation of 2-Etho:;v:- Li =:dih.vdropyran (VI) with Performio 
I 
Acid. In uti.J.±zing performio acid for the hydrOJtylation of 2-etho.:xy-
b3 dihydrGpyra.:n (VI) 1 the prooedure used in the. hydroxylation of cyelohexene 
by Roebuck and ·Adkins was ·follwad, except that in t.he present work all 
reactants were soluble, and it was not necessary to stir the mixture. 
The results ~ e series of experiments are summarized in the table 
1 • : 
below ( TablelZL , . page /21) ~ This summary includes those experiments. ; 
described. in· detail in later paragraphs • 
. 
(i) •. Hydri?Jcy'lation using 20o% excess performic a.eid. (Expt. #9 
Table JJI~} Twelve grams ~f Superoxol (H2?2, 35%) were :U1uted to 50.0 ml. 
with f0l1Ili.a acid (9~100%, ·Eastman Kodak). No temperature increase was 
noted. A thin stream of tiny bubbles appeared shortly after the compo-
nents l'tere mixed, and continued to evolve until the mixture was cooled, 
. \ 
as described belmr.. After forty minutes, an attempt wa.s made to pi~t . 
the solution, but the tncreased ebullition which resulted wh~n the materi-
al. was held in the pipet made accurate .measurement difficult. The mixture 
. 0 . 
wa.s then chilled to approximately 20 ... At this temperature,. ~he small 
a.mount of bubbling present did not interfere with measurement. 
After fifty-five minutes, 20 ml. of solution were .pipetted into 
. •. 
eaoh of two 25 ml. volUinetrio flasks., One of these portions (a. blank) 
. . 
was diluted to 25 ml. 'With fonnio acid (98-100%) .. 
OD.e .nrfliiJiter~ of this was .withdrawn for titrating, a.nd the ba.le.noe 
- ' . 
wa.s ·chilled in· an ice bla.th. ··The· sec011d flask was c-hilled at the same 
time. The portion with:d.ra.wn for titration (from t.he blank) was diluted 
to 25 ml. with water, and an aliql,;lOt. wa.s titrated with standard arsenite 
_, I • • 
........ • 
.. 
' 
.. 
sO-lution, in the· ~er ·de.serib~ :a;bave, <secti~~ . -3l Pa.ragraph',pa.~ q7). 
·One gram (15,..6 milliequivaJ.el'lte) of 2-etho~- A -':dihydropyran (VI) 
was ad.d$d. to the second 25 ml... voltllnetric flaak immediately after the 
sample had been withdrawn from the first flask for titration. ·As · 
indillat.ed on the ace ompanying graph, (Fig. ~, the amount of oxidant 
:remaining in the rea.otion·mixtura reached a constant value shortly after-
th~ reaotants were mixed, and :remained at this v8.lue until the mixture 
lll 
-. was e.llowed to coma to room tempel:'ature.,. This (constant) value indicated 
I 
; ' t.hat a.pprett:ima.tely 2 milliequiva.lents more than the calculated a.mo\m:t 
. 
(~~~6 mdJ11equivalents) of peraoid had been reduced. 
When the ~ure was permitted to come to room temperature, both the 
blank aolll'tion and the reaotion mixture gradualJ..y lost oxidizing power. 
, Aftel"' two dey's, the strength of the trwo solutions was nearly identioal4 
In the following day, the titer of each continued to decline slowly, at 
slightly different rates. 
When, after three days, the reaction lnixture was treated with 3 riJ.l. 
o~ ben$oyl chloride in 200 lnl.,. ?f lO% pota~si'Ulll hydroxide solution, 0.,13 
. 0 
g,. of white solid was formed (nt; 10Q-.105 )._ This was recrystallized 
- . 
0 
from ethanol (m. 104-105 ) 1 and the resultant solid was shown, by means 
o.f a mi:x:ed melting point, to be identical with the corresponding compound 
obtained by treatment of the peracetic aoid reaction mixture. (See 
. . 
Iiyrlrcncy-la.tion by .peracetic acid, above). This aampound, than, was benz~l 
peroxide~ and is 0f ,no direct interest in the present stuqy. 
(ii). Hydro;rlation using stoichiGmetric amount of perfor.mia acid. 
(Ex:pt. .. lO,'l'able:o::J:) Two grams of Superoxol (H2o2, .3.5%) were diluted to 
.. . . , 
50.0 ml. with 98-100% rormio a.cia (Eastman Kodak). Arter ten minutes, 
the mixture was chilled to ice-bath temperature, and was held at this 
.... 
temperature throughout the experiment,. 
A 20 ml. portion was then p~petted into each of two 25 :inl. volumetric 
flasks" One of these was diluted to 25 mL with formic acid. and the 
resultant solution \-tas used as a blank in this experiment. 
.. , 
The blank solution was titrated at approximately one-hour iritervals; 
and was found to remain nearly constant in oxidizing power throughout 
the experiment. (See Fig. ! ). 
·A stoichiometric amount (0.90 g., 14.1 milliequivalents) of 2-etho:xy-
6.3 -dihydropyran (VI)~ an amoun~ determined by the results of the first 
titration of the blank solution., was then added to the second volumetric 
flask, and the real':l.lting mixture was diluted to 25 ml. with formic a.oid. 
One nP.lli11ter o£ this so-lutHm waa withdrawn, diluted to 25 ml. with 
. water, and a.n aliquot. was titrated with standard arsenite, as described 
above (~ee JtniroJcylation using perticetic aoid, paragraph ii). 
The first titration of the solution containing the olefin (oarried.out 
within fwr minutes after mixing) showed that appr-oximately 12.5 milli...: 
. . 
equivalepts of the 14.05 mill:j..equivalents of oxidant (per 25 ml.) origin-
·ally present had already been consumed. As shown on the ac_compa.'1ying 
grapl;J. (Fig. ;!J ) , the value of the oxidizing pow-er of the solution- de-
ellned rapidly for a.pp:t>oX:i..In:3.tely an hour, then became nearly const~nt at 
a very lw va.lue (approximately 0.2 milliequivalents). 
Three hours after the olefin and perf ormic acid '\tlere mixed, the 
reaction mixture was· placed under reduced pressure in a distilling flask 
(0.5 mm.) and kept at room temperature by means of. a warm water bath~ The 
material distilling, apparentl;r largely formic acid, was collected in a· 
Dry Ice-acetone eooled r~ceiver.. After approximately two and one-half 
hours, the residue in the distilling flask consisted of o, 58 g. of oloudy 
amber syrup. 
Att~mpt$ to ·s·olidify the syrup obtained, by chilling and scratching, 
., . 
failed;~- the liquor merely became very viscous ,on cooling. 
The material was rinsed (with ether) into a creased test tube (hB· + ~) 
through filter paper. The solvent l'ias removed by warming under reduced 
(water-pump) pressure for fifteen minutes. The residual material was 
distilled in the apparatus illustrated in Fig. 4 , at approximately o. 5 
mm. Four ar five ·drops of yelladsh material we:te collected with the 
block temperature at 140-155°. 
Fifty milligrams of the distillate were dissolved in 1 ml. of c~rbon 
\ 
tetrachloride, and the_ infra-red spectrum was determined- (Plate lE-D), A 
marked absorption band in the region usually associated with thP. presence 
of a carbonyl group ( 6 micron~2 ) indicated the pr~~ence of such a group 
in the distilled materia, but absorption at 3.0 microns, characteristic of 
hydroxyl groups, was entirely absent. 
The material isolated in the course of this reaction was not treated 
.further. However, in another experiment (#5, Table III) the stoichiometric 
. 
amounts of olefin and peraoid were mixed and permitted to sta~d at room 
temper~ture for three days. At the end of this period, a starch-iodi'de 
test indicated the absence of peroxide in the miXture. Approximately l':ml. 
Gf the reaction mixture (which had contained 2.6 g. of: Superaxol, 31.9% 
hydrogen per<JX.ide) ~tas added to 10 mL of water1 and 3 ml. of 5% sulfuric 
acid were added, along with 2 drops of ammonium -molybdate (3%) _as cataJ.Yst., 
\vhen staroh indicator was added no· color change to' purple 'II'Tas noted. Itt ·, 
this respect, the test solution behaved like a blank solut~on, containing 
all but the reaction mixture. A sec.ond blank solution,· containing _app:r;oxi-
.. mately 0"'1 g. .of Superaxol.t turned purple on addition of the indicator; 
f 
On treatment of the reaction mixture isolated above, in the manner 
described· tor the preceding reaction (by evaporation of volatile materials) 
a small amount of light amber syrup was obtained. Treatment of a portion 
of this material (0.05 g.) with several milliliters· o~ 10% potassium 
hydroxide and several drcps of benzqyl peroxide yielded no solid material. 
Evaporation of the dried ether extract furnished no significant residue. 
\'Then approximately 0..,5 ml., of the evaporated sy:t'up from the above 
reaction mixture was l¢.xed with approximately 2 ml. of water, a slightly 
. . . 
brownish solution resUlted •. Addition of the filtered solution to 3 ml. 
of Fehling's solution, arid heating of the mixture on the steam bath for 
one-hill minute J:ed to formation of a muddy dull green solution. A blank 
solution (oontaining none of the reaction mixture) showed no such change. 
It was concluded that the performio acid reaction mixture did contain 
solna reduoing materials~ 
71 An attempt was made to prepare an osazone from the evaporated residue 
,, 
described above. A parallel experiment, ,using glucose instead of this . 
~ • • . t 
syrup, was also ~arried out. Appr~~tely 0.2 g. of the s~u~ was mixed 
with 0.4 g. ot phenylhydrazine hydrochloride, ·o.6 g. of cr,rstalline sodium 
' 
acetate, and 4 ml. of wa~er. 
Appro:x:im.a'j:.ely 0.2 g. of glucose was mixed with similar amounts of· 
reagents. 
The two mixtures, in separate test tubes 1 were heated in boiling 
water. After approximately ten minutes, the glucose solution containe~ 
a heavY precipitate. 
The mixture containing the syrup from the reaction mixture contain,e~ 
a small amount of oily material a.fter less than one minute 1 s heating, .. ~nd 
further heating caused no further change. Chilling of the oil fail.eci to 
' · ... 
yield a crystalline solid. 
When the same prooedure was followed, using a similar amount of the .. 
s'yrupy residue which had been treated by heating on the steam bath ;.d.th 
4 drops of ;% hydrochloric aoid for one minute• the' resulting.mixture, . 
~fter treatznent with phenyl.hydra21ine and sodium acetate) was essentially 
identical to the one obtained bef~re~ 
It is ·possible that the o'qserv~d oil >vast or contained, the desir~d 
osazone. However, repeated attempts to induce orystailization, by chill-
ing and scratching, r.esult'ed in failure .. 
. . In an e:x:periraent (Expt. 71 Table ILL)_ s:ilnilar to. the one just des-
cribed., aJ.s~ carried .out at room temperature, 3.2 g. of 2-etho:xy- & -
dibydropyran ( :SZ:C) were mi:lced ;.d,.th tJ;le stoichiometric amount of pre- .. 
.forme~ per:f'ormio a.oid, and t,he :rnixturet vras allowed to stand for· four . 
hours:._ 
Thfi! mixture was··pla.oed under reduced pressure (w,a.ter pump) and kept .. 
00'6 0 . at 5 - 0 f'O'I' eight hours. The residue at this· time consisted of approxi-
mately l ml. of light .ambe):> syrup. Attempts to inducl;l crystillh:at:i.mt t:rf, 
this mAterl~l:, by chilling ~scratehing~ failed. 
FOUl"' d'rEJps Of the material (estimated 0.1 g.) were treated with 10 67 
ml. of 10% sodium hydroxide and approximately ~ ml. of benz~l chloride. 
The syrup itppeared to be largely insoluble, and shaking yielded a cloudy 
solution. Evaporation of a washed and dried ether extract of the mix- · 
ture Yielded only a trMe of semi-solid mat.erial. qz.. 
Your drops of the syrupy residue obtained above were dissolved in 
acetia B.nhy'dride (40 drops),· and several. crystals of sodium acetate were 
immediately added~ · The Iiii:x:ture, after being allowed to stand one day, 
consisted of a nearly clear solution. The syrup was placed under reduced 
pressure (water pump) at room temperature, in a flask equipped with a 
capillary. After five and one-half .hours, a small amount or aelorless .· · 
ll6 
/ 
syrup re~ined, together With a traoe of crystalline material (possibly 
sodium acetate). After one additional day of this treatment 1 the residue 
. . : 
·appeared essentially unchanged~ The residu~ appeared insoluble in ether, 
and eVaporation _of the washed and dried ether extract yielded no residue. 
'The tDsolubility of the r~sidue in_ether ~uggests the possibility 
that the material isolated in the performic. acid hydroJcylation had poly-
. - . 
merised. Th.is would nqt be expected, ~ the product of the hydroxylation 
reaction were. composed of compounds si.m:Uar to XXXII 1 or ')(i..'i..l\1 1 since 
. . . 77 
acetylation is e. common method of trenting sug11rs .. · 
The fl;dlure of the ScbP'tten-~aUDJ.B.nil-reaotion,, .described ab~, to 
provide ~ solid derivative of the reaction product~ also sugeeatB that 
.the bydr~lation did not_proceed in the-desired manner, since compounds 
. 'ib 77 
such a.s glucE>Se may easily be benzoyla.ted un~er. tl'le condi tiona desor · ed,. 
However; see· discussion Seotien JI 1 page ~. · 
0 'C):oH·0 H CD.}H . . · OEt ~ . . t>·~t 6:~0 
:xxx,s< 
.. 
(:ill)~ H;y;droxylation using 65% excess of performic a.Gia .. 
A raa.otion was carried out, similar to that described under (i) 1 . aboy.a_.:. 
except that only a 25% excess of perorlde '\-tas used, and the reaction was 
allowed ~o stand at room tamperature. (Blight warming was noted on 
ndbclng ~he reactants). 
,., 
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Tit~tian of the :mixture, along with a blank, sh0111ed that the re-
a.ation inixture l_ost slightly m~re (approximately 4. 5 l'Ililliequivalents) 
than the calculated amount (6~.0 milliequivalents) of oxidizing power, 
l~ss than one-half hour after :mixing .. 
When the reaation_ mixture 'was diluted with 10% potassium hydroxide 
until strongly basio 1 and approximately 2 ml. of ben~oyl chloride w~re 
added, no solid was obtained. (The reason for the failure to obtain 
benzoyl peroxide in this experiment is not· evideht.) •. · Evaporation of' 
solvent £rom a dried ether exbraot !ailed to yield more than a trace of 
residue .. 
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One-fcmrlh of the sol1:1.tion, after being treated under Sohotten-· 
Baumann ~onditionfl was ·made neutral with 5% hydroohloric aciti, Art e'xd:ess 
o.f_lO% hydreohlOX'ia. acid, equal in volume to the neutt'al :tnixtttre~ 'was . 
th~n added. · The :mixt:.ure was allOwed to stand for twent~r minutes e.t rooni 
temperature, and w.a.s then he~ted on a steam bath for two miriutes .. 
The mixture was ~ooled1 and an ~xeeaa of 10% potassium hydroxide 
. . . . . . : ~ 
W"aS added. Apprax:ilnately .l. ml~· of ibenz6yl chlorid~ was, addetl1 · and the 
mixture· wa~ shaken~·· A ;:~1~~· solutio~ -wa~ obtain~d~. The mixture was 
extracted twice with equal volumes o.f ether, ll.nd ~he solvent was removed 
.from the washed and dried ether extract. A faint trace of .gummy material 
. . 
remained., 
(iv)i"o lUank weperiment, olefin and formic .acid• In an effort to-
determine whether .formio aoid itself' might attaok th~ olefin. under condi-
t:l,ons o.f the experiment, 0.5 g .. of 2-ethoxy- . ..63 -dibydroPY'ra.n ( :2t 1 
was mixed with 5...,0 g. of 9~00% formic acid. The color o:f the· l'lrl.Xture ·· 
ilmnediately ohan~d r~om. nearly ·colorless to deep yellow~ After one hour, 
the mixture had, become deep bro'Wl:l:• After it had been pe:r;-mitted to stand 
overnight, the brown mixture was diluted with water. A small. amount of 
brown gummy material !ormeQ, but this substanoe was not st~died further. 
ll9 
It should be noted that no color change,such as WBS noted above took 
place in the course of the aotual hydroxylation reaction. It is not 
kna~ whether the changes indicated by the present experiment actually 
do not take plaoe in the ~lation experiments, or whether the produots 
o! suoh a.oid attaok are innnediate}Jr oxidized by the acid. 
~20 
In the ooaompanying table (Ta.bleJlD, the column designated: ttTime to. 
Addition of Ole£inn indicates the length of time the lJ.yqrogen Peroxide 
and tar.mie Mid mixture was allowed ,~o _stand at .ro~ tempez:atm:e be£ore. 
the ol.e.!in was added.· The oolumn.t "Tinle ot Reaction11 itldicates the ti.Jzl& 
the'~tion mixture containing olefin and pertormi.c ·att¥ was allowed to 
staad ·before isolation ot the produo~ ot the z-~tion was: begqn. 11Peroxide 
.. .. ~ . ' ' 
in Mi:x:t.uren refers to the a.momt of hydrogen peroXide solution (Supero.xol" 
,_5% ~{)2~ in the ind~oated total VO~ Of._olef~, f9rm.f0 aoid, and . 
·peroxide.. Similarly, the next column i~oates the B:Jnount .of t,he ole.f;in:_, : , 
2-etho~ _A! -dihydropyrJYf{n. the total reaotion mixt.tire~ 
'• .I ~ 
.··•· 
I 
Expt .. 
#1 
#2 
114 
#5 
#6 
#S 
#10 
I 
Amf., of · 
Peroxide 
Time, to 
Addition 
of Ole:liin 
.3oo% excess 65 min,. 
Stoiohio- . 45 min. 
metr:Lc; 
Stoiohi~. · 
metric 
Stoiahio-. 
metria 
25% exeesa 
200% e.xcess 
Stoioirl.'c-
metria 
65.min. 
. ' ,=.·. 
55 min. 
90 min. .. 
i 
\ 
Time o.f.' 
Reaetio~ 
2.days 
18 hrs. 
2 da;irs 
.3 days 
' 
. ' 
4.5 hrs. 
2 days 
3 days 
(see text) 
3 hl"S. 
Peroxide 
in 
Mi:xture 
4.1.3 g. 
in 25 ml. 
4~1.3 g~ 
in 25 ml. 
3.10 g. 
in 1.6 ml. 
.3.1 g. 
in 16 ml. 
•· . 
2 ... 7 g. 
in ~p ml • 
2.? g. 
in.26 ml. 
2.7 ~· in 6 ml. 
1,.0 g. 
in 12 ml, 
5.1 g• 
Olefin 
in 
Mixture 
.3.9 g. 
.. 
3.9 g. 
1~0 g. 
1.0 g. 
.3.2 g., 
3.2 g. 
.3.2 g:. 
1.0 g. 
1.,0 g. 
in 25 ml. 
. . 
O~ll g.· 0.9 g4 
in .25 ml. 
l2l 
Produot on 
~nzoylation 
Benzoyl 
perOXide 
'Nolle' 
' 
., 
Benzoyl 
peroxide 
Benzoyl. 
peroxid~ 
None 
Bsnsosrl 
peroxide 
None 
· . 
. .'f. 
* 
' .... 
BenzOyl 
peroJtd,de 
(see. text) 
Table III - Hzqrmwlation vrlth Performie Aoid. Experiments 
designated by underlined numbers are described in the text. 
\ 
* In this experiment, the peroxide solution was added to a solution~? 
ot the olefin in formic aeid., The mixture was permitted to stan.d . 
two days· at room temperature, and was then neutralized and treated 
with benzqyl ahloride and 10% potassium hydroxide. )Four-tenth~~~f 
a grBlll of guiiiJlW tan material. (from 1.0 g. ~f olefin was iso1atedt.:·.,_ · 
After one reoryst.a1lization fl'om ethanol, material melting over a ""·~ 
very wide. range (150-200°) was obtained. The material obtained WaiL \~ 
not treated further, but it is possible that it is a mixture of 
benzoyl peroXide and a. product derived from -.the olefin. . 
} 2( Cl\... 
PLATE II 
D). tion S-nectrun of Performic Acid Oxidation 
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ABSTRACT 
'lhe research described in the present paper was concerned Td.th 
the use of dihydropyran in the preparation o:f :five-carbon sugars 
lacking one or more l:zy'droxyl groupsJ i .. e., the deso:xypentoses. Suoh 
sugars would be related to 2-desoJcyribose 1 'Which is found wide~ 
distributed in nature and is a:f considerable biological importance. 
'lhe desired products were not obtained by any of the several 
synthetic methods used in this work. In certain of these methods, 
however, it appears that the deso.xypentose may have been :formed, but 
that the methods o.f isolation used were inadequate. 
The methodS described in the literature :for the preparation of 
a potential precursor of the 4-desoxypentoses, 2-eth~- A~-dihydro­
pyran, were :fO'lU'ld unsatisfactory, and a straight£orward procedure 
£or the.preparatian of this compound in good yield was devised. 
When d:ihydropyran was brominated in inert solvent, a dibro.mide 
was ·obtained. .Is described in the literature, this c.ouJ.d be tr~ated 
with alcoholic ammonia to yield 2-ethax:y-.3-bromotetrahyd.ropyran. 
However, when this procedure, or a one-stage variation o:f it, was 
followed, the prbduct vm.s isolated only in lOTT yield. 
Direct :formation of 2-etho:xy-3-bromotetrahydropyran1 by treat-
ment of dihydropyran: with alcoholic bromine in the presence a:f 
calcium carbonate, was found to furnish the desired product in good 
yield. 
'lhe corresponding chloro compound was also prepared by a similar 
method utilizing chlorine in alcohol. 
Attempted dehydrohalogenation of 2-ethoxy-3-bromotetrahydropyr.an 
by the use o:f the method described in the literature (alcoholic 
potassium hydroxide) met with linited success, although various .. 
concentrnl-ions of albohQl in water (as solvent) and concentrations 
of alka.li, as well as a wide variety of reaction conditions, 11ere 
used. 'lhe yields, where any of the product was obtained, were low. 
'lhc use of sodi'Ul'.:l ethorlde vra.s similarly unsatisfactory. 
The following methods f'ailed to furnish the desired olefin in 
isolnble amounts: hea~ing vlith quinoline, refluxing with quinoline, 
heating vlith calcium c~bona.Le, ·with pyridine, 1.vith dry potassium. 
hydroxide; procedures invol v:ing preparation of a -qua.rtern.ar.y ammonium 
salt or involving reactions with IJ-bromosuccinitlide; and a method 
utilizing treatment of' a 2,4-dinitrophenylhydra.zone lf,i.th glacial 
acetic Acid. Experiments with sodamide and the bromo compound 
showed some pr<.mise, a noderntely lar.r :rield ~ the desired olefin 
being obtained ,.,'hen the reaction mixture was reflu:x:ed to an ex-'vended 
period in dioxane. 
'lhe desired olefin, 2-atho.:xy- 1::..3 -d:llzydropyran1 vra.s obtained in 
good to excellent yield ·when a mixture o£ the bromo compound,· pc;md.ered 
potassium hydroxide, and a small amount of .alcohol were heated in a 
sealed tube at J20° for approxir:tately one hour. 'lhe product was 
easily separated by distillation. This pro<?edure wns used for the 
preparation of the olefin used in this work. 
'Ihc use of a coJnplex fanned fr.om silver benzoate and iodine in 
the preparation of' benzoylnted dihydraxy compounds from olefine has 
/ been described by Prevost. In a preliminary e:x:periment 1 t.he dibenzoate 
of qyclohexanediol was prepared in good yiela. 
It was felt that the use of silver salts of' substituted benzoic 
acids might increase the probability o:f obtaining a crystalline 
derivative, •men the reaction was carried out Wi't.h 2-ethOJcy- A3 -dihydro-
pyran. However, ·when experiments were carried out using cyclohexene 
and the salts o£ p-nitrobenzoic and of' 2,4-dinitrobenzoic acid, a 
l':l.ixture was obtained from 'Which no pure product could ber.iaolated. 
Th.e reaction of the Pr6vost reagent (using the simple sUver 
aalt) with 2-Enhax::r-..6.s-d.:ihydropyran 1va.s studied, and it was found 
that the products isolated contained iodine. Such products decom-
posed on exposure to air, and could not be converted to • the desired 
product py prolonged treatm~nt with silver benzoaLe. The method 
vro.s therefore abandoned. 
The oxiducion of an olefin by potassium pert~ganate under 
suitable conditions norm~ leads to formation of a dihydroxy com-
pound. 'lhis reaction was studied under a variety 6£ conditiona, both 
alkaline and neutral, at rool!l temperature and at ice-bath tet:Iperature1 
with stoichiometric amounts of reactants and with an excess of oxidant. 
\'-hen the stoichiometric quantities were used, the resultant mixture 
was found still to contain appreciable amounts of unsaturated material. 
In no case did benzqylation (frequent~ used in the preparation of 
sugar derivatives) yield a solid derivative. 
'Ihe hydro:JcylaLion of olefins by the use of peracids was also 
considered, and experiments involving the action of peracetic acid on 
2-ethOJcy- ~.2l-dihydropyran 11ere carried out. It cannot be said with 
certainty that no hyd.roxylated products 1rere formed in the reaction, 
since attempted isola~ion of benza,rlated materials led to isolation of 
·a product later identified as benzoyl peroxide. Quantitative experi-
• 
menta showed that only approx:i.mately one-half the calculated amount 
of oxidant was consumed in the reaction, - information Which does not 
indicate a normal course of reaction. 
Extensive study of a second product isolated in the above reaction 
. faUed to show its structure. Evidence suggests that its molecular 
woight is approximately t1rlce that o.f dih.ydropyran. 
The reaction with performic acid led to formation of no solid 
derivatives (other than tho benzoyl peroxide described above). In 
several reactions i"'here benzoyl peroxide was not isolated, no other 
benzo.ylated material was obtained. Acetylation similarlY yielded 
negative results. Titration of the reaction mixture showed that 
vcr;:l nearly the exnct amount of oxidant 'ras consumed in the reaction. 
These quantitative results cuggest that the expected 4-d.eao;xypontoseQ 
may well have boen formed in the performio acid reaction, and that 
development of a suitable isolation procedure would lead to the 
desired compound. 
S.&::OND PROBLEH 
THE PREPARATION OF 2-ACYLYSTRENES FROM DIHYDROIS00UINOLINES 
PART I 
INTRODUCTION 
A,. THE OPENING OF THE N...CONTAINING RING IN ISOQUINOLINES. 
~he isoquinoline ring system is incorporated in the structure of a 
laree aumber of natural products, including many alkaloids, as well as 
in many synthetic materials. In many cases a determination nf the 
structure of these compounds proceeds through the opening of the N-oontain-
ing ring. Consequently, methods permitting a controlled cleavage of this 
ring in isoquinolines are of same interest. 
The work to be described in the follrn~ing pages is concerned with 
one of these methods, and may be formulated as follows: 
• 
In the present section a brief survey of ring-opening methods is 
presented. This discussion is followed by a more detailed consideration of 
the process which is the particular concern of the present study. 
1),.. Oxidative Methods" Although the o:x:i..dation of isoquinoline ( T ) 
1 ~ 
by such reagents as hot concentrated sulfuric e.cid or hot nitric acid lends 
to the formation of cinchomeronic acid (II), o:x:i..dation with alkaline 
permanganate results in the formation of both cinchomeronio acid (I) and 
1 
a phthalic acid. Sir:1ilarly 1 6 .t 7 -dime tho:xyisoquinoline (IV), on treatment 
with alkaline perme.nganate, forms the substituted phthalic acid (V) and 
oinohomeronio acid (II). In neutral solution, h.avrever, this oxidation 
leads to the formation o.f a substituted phtha.limide (VI) as the 
" 4 benzen.01d product. 
~ 
\IOOC:o 
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2). 'lhe Hofmann Procedure. Elxhaus'tive methylation of the un-
substituted tetrahydroisoquinolW (VII) resu],ts in the~ o:f' the 
2 
., 
.J.,? 
Widine ring, with formation o£ the ezpeated o-~ldi,ethylartine (VIII). 
Vlhen this treatment is applied to substituted tetrahydroiso-
qumol:incs hav:ing a methyl, methylene, or math:ine group bonded to 
the carbon at the "'#l position, tvro reaction paths become possible,. 
In certain cases, both possible products have been isolated. · Thus (IX), 
. 6 
decomposes to both (X and XI). 
When the Hoi'ma:nn exhaustive methylation procedure is applied to 3,4-
d.ihydroisoquinolines, the nature of t..l!e product differs from those just 
described. This reaction is the topic of the present work, and is 
described in detail below, (Section D). 
3). The Emde Method. The Em.de procedure, which :involves treatment 
of the quaternary halide with sodium amalgam, may :in some cases be applied 
to isoqufuoJJnes. Thus, the tetrahydroisoqu.:inol:ine havmg a phenyl- grottp 
m the 3 position (XII), reacts under the conditions of the Emd.e procedure 
to farm a compound (XIII) with saturated side chams? 
3 
In certain oases, the opaninc; of the '1Jrrirline ring under reducing 
o~>nditions does not lead to the expected nr<Xinct.. Thus, dimeth:;rltetra-
hydroisoquinolinium chloride (XIV), when treated l'T'it,l: sodium amalgam, d.~s 
not f~ (XV), but instead yields the product of a Hofman'Y!deoomposition 
(XV!):'9 
4). Use of Cyanor;en Bromide. Uhen cyanogen ~Jromide is utilized 
~ 
in the openine of the heterocyclic ring of hydrohydrastinin (XVI~), 
the main product is the expected one, )(Yill. 
Xvll )(\/Ill 
IO 
Similarly, the compound (Xr~) is reported to be formaci b~r the 
action of cyanogen brnmide on N-methyltetrahydrois0ouinnline (;c\). 
However, the fo~a.tio11 of· (XXI) is also reported in this reaction, by 
II 
another 1r1orker • 
4 
5). Cleavage by_Acylating Agents. When N-methyltetrahydroiso-
quinoline compounds are treated by acylating ~gents, cleavage of the 
. t t i ' . 1 2. Th . 'h-... h m rogen-oon a mng r~ng occurs. us, with ace~io an~-Vdride, ydro-. 
hydrastinin (XVII) yields the acetylated product .~ • 13 
)<VII - ')(X 1.1 
6). Use of Chlorsulfonic Acid. The pyridine ring of isoquinoline 
(I) may be opened by a series of reactions. using chlorsulfonic acid a~d 
14 base • The product of the reaction of chlorsulfonic acid with iso-
quinoline in chloroform is isoquinol~N-sulfonate (XXIII). 
I 
XXIV xgv 
5 
.. 
This compound., in dilute sodium hydro:leide solution, yields a 
disodium derivative (XXIV). On acidification, the disodi:wn dompound 
is oonvarted to the aull'wnic acid derivative (XXV). The latter compound 
decomposes to isaquinoline in boiling water .. 
., 
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f3). USE OF THE HOFMANN UETHOD WITH 3Ji-J)IHY0ROISOQUDlOL:mES. 
1). Sto;pydse Procedure. As metl.tioned ill the preceding 
discussion (Section A, part 2), th~ weJ.]j...kn,own Hofmam? procedure o£· 
-a.uative methylation of. a.mines ~.be awlied to certain types 
" of 1soquinolines. In the case of 3,~4-d.ihydroisoquinolines, an 
ole.f:i:n is not obtained by' s:imple treatment with alkali follawing 
methylation. 
i'Jhen norhydraetinine QJx:vl) is treated with meth;rl sulphate 
in toluene at 100°, the compound 2-meth;rlnorhydrastinine math().;.. 
IS' 
sulphate (or hydrastinine m.athosulphate) (XXVII) is formed. Similarly, 
'When norcotarnine (~is methy1ated 'With ~thyl iOdM.e, the 
product is cotarnine (XX!X), a quaternary 314-d.ihydroisoquinolinium 
jt. 
compound. · 
xxx 
~~ ~o~N 
OCI-I.J 
&<XYIII 
1 
If the methylated compound, illustrated by hydrastinine methosulphate 
l!:t (~O:V:H), is now treated with alkali, the product is one of a class of 
compounds known as amino carbinols... H:"drastinine base (XXX) is a pseudO: 
8 
base or amino carbinol, non-ionic and relatively water-insoluble under 
alkaline conditions. Acids lead to formation of the ionic structure (XXXI)'? 
Other characteristics of, the amino carbinols are aisoussed bel'"""IW (Part 
of. this section). 
If th · b' 1 f t · (XXIX) 11, f 1-.,d t• i e anu.no car 1.no ram co armne or rom ":Y :~Zas 1.n ne 
(XXVII) Jq is t~eated with a methylating agent, one of the resultant com-
pounds is a quaternary salt lacking the Ir-containing l:'ing of isoquinolines. 
Thus, hydrast~ine base (XL\) on treatment with methyl iodide under certain 
conditions~ leads to formation of trimethylhydrastylammonium iodide (XXXII)'72 
+ 
If, then, this quaternary ammonium salt is heated \ri.t:1 aqueous alkali, 
the Hofm~ 7degradation occurs, and trimethylamine is lost. Thus, when 
compound CGLTII) is treated '·rith alkali, trimethylamine and hydra.stalde-
hyde (JlXY~II) ~e formed. The corresponding reactions of similar compounds 
lli'.)2.0 
have also been reported. 
2). One-stage Hethod. In the course of an investigation of the 
'21, 2 2. 
t umor-damaeing substance, podophyllotoxin, Gensler and Samour Here led 
to consider the series of reactions describerl above as a possible nath 
X.><>(VI 
to the preparation of a desired keto-acid (X.XX~I) • .:.heJr found it un-
necessary to proceed in a steprlise fashion, but, instead, found tl'at 
simply heatine the suitable dihydroisoquinoline (XXXIV) with dimethyl 
sulphate and alkali resulted in formation of the'desired intermediate 
(XX:A'V). This compound -v.ras formed in good yield from t! •· dihydroiso-
• 1 • (yvv-nr) • · 1 t 
. qu.J.no_1.ne •;-<'w,.J..v , l.n a slllg e-s age process, 
2.2. be·trimethylarnine, was also formed. 
G:-H~ 
CC.H) 
XXXIV: 
xxxvr 
A gaseous amine, shown to 
·XXXY 
In studying further the course of the one-step reaction leading to 
~2. . 
formation of the keto-acid, Gensler and Samour isolated intermediates 
correspondin2 to each of the compounds previously' isolated b:r t ~~e several 
earlier workers in the v.rork described ab'.)Ve (Section 1), and shOt.red there-
by that the course of the single~stage process is in all probability the 
9 
srune as that of the multi-step process. Same of their findings are 
described here. 
The dihydroisoquinoline (YJaiV) used as starting compound in the 
study was shO\m to be unaffected by boiling alkali. The presence of 
., 
dimethyl sulphate in the one-step reaction procedure was thereby shown 
to be essential. 
Isolation of tae quaternary methosulphate (XXXVI), and demonstration 
of its failure to form any of the amino carbinol (::XXXV:IlflY. until treated 
with alkali, delineated the path of the reaction to this point. 
The amino carbinol (:X.Y ..XV:nrA) may be considered to exist in a tauto-
meric equilibriUm with an open-cham ketonic form (XXX:'>!JIJ:£/7 lri~en the 
amino carbinol, was treated vlith methyl sulphate, the compound formed was 
the trin.ethyla.'lllllonium salt (XL) ?"2 'I'he formation of this product is most 
sintply explained by assuming that methylation of the open-chain form of 
the amino carbinol has taken place. 
XXXI'\/ 
NHCM 
=o J 
JCL 
X50<Yjlj-b 
10 
However, direct methylation of the amino carbinol (XXXVr~roUowed 
by loss of a proton from the. hydro.:xy group, and sub<Ja''ur.mt opening of the 
!IT--containing ring to form (XXXIX), appears to be at least as likely.2.~ 
The isolated trimethylammonium salt (XL), on treatment with alkali, was 
shown to lose trimethylamine and form the 2-acylstyrene (XXXV). 
3).. Application of the 1-Iethod. As the results achieved by Gensler 
and. Samour21 indicate, the use of the-·one-stage conversion of 3,4-dihydro-
isoquinolines to 2-acylstyrenes provides a fairly straightforward method 
of preparing a uide variety of such styrenes (or, by axidation of the 
vjnyl eroup, the corresponding acids). A suitable aldehyde; for example, 
piperonal (XLI)~1 , could be utilized in the preparation of the 3 ,4-dihyd~o-
is 0'1uinoline starting material, as desc I'i bed below. 
The condensation product (XLII) of the aldehyde (:a..:Q .'lith nitromethane 
may be reduned to tbe saturated amine (XLIII) by the action of lithium 
aluminum hydride in dioxane solvent. 
ll 
.. 
... 
Acylation of the amine (to obtain XLIV), and treatment o:f the product 
under conditions amploy'ed for the DischlerJJapieralski reaction, leads to 
formation o:f the 3 ,4-dihyd.roisoquinoline (.:x:x:nv), the s t.arting material 
:for the. one-stage process described in the preceding sec t.ion. 
. Tn a stepwise procedure resembling the work of Gensler and Sa.mour ') 
J:ing and do-Trorkerl~ treated a dihydroisoquinoline ~-a} 'With cold 
aqueous alka.J.i 83:ld met.W"l. iodide, and obtained the quaternary salt .shown 
. ~-.b). Treatment of this COmpound with ~ a.lkali. yielded ths. 
2-acylstyrene ~<.), 'Wi1iph they axid'd zed to the desired benzaylbenzoic 
acid ~-d). 
E 
. . e 
Mei/a.lk. Me~Y" CHLCHz.N~e..J I 
cold ) , I J(X')%VII-.b 
E:.t '""" c=o 
'/" I "'-o-s--~ . 
t:t ~ ~ 
Et . ~ C::O 
12 
Eto A Zl&Yli-C 
Et ~ 
M~COOH 
E-t~ :::o 
~ 
: Xi(XVII:-d I h 
Eto 
Suga.sawa and Shigeha.ra 2~ have utilized a related, but lliilCh more 
complicated, procedure in the prpatation o:f. similar ketonic acids .from 
dihydroisoquinolines.. Starting with the 314-d~droisoquinolili,e (XLVI), 
the methiodide was prepared and hydrogenated to .form the tetrahydro-
isoquinoline (XLVII) • the methosulphate (XLVIII) o.f this compound was 
prepared and heated in a.lkaJ i to open ~ ring. The resultant tertiary 
amine (XLIX) was methylated, and the quaternary ammonium produot (L) was 
treated nth sodium amalgam (Emde Reaction), leading to loss o£ tri-
methylamine and :formation of the vinyl compoum.d LI • 
XLVI XLVII 
CHJ)XJ(:/"' I .· CH-==_at_, _ _ck_M_Y1_0__,4 __ c..H...;:o:· / COOH 
.--.. !u ::-... I c=O 
CH5 C H, '-·n · I 
I - • COH( 
<:6-H ;-
Ll Lll 
Oxidation of this compound (LI) with potassium permanga.nate res'Olted 
in the formation of the keto-acid (L II). It should be noted that this 
procedure is not suitable for the preparation of 2-acylstyrenes. 
'l'hefe appears to be no other general method applicable to the 
pre);>aration of 2-vi.n;rl or 2-carboxyphenyl ketones having a· 'Wide variety 
of groups attached to the carbonyl group. 
The reaction of an acid·· chloride or a.nbyc±d.d.e w:i..th a suitable aryl-
. ~.3 
ma.gnes:ium hal.die might be expected to form the desir-ed 2..-aayls tyrene 
(LIII to LIV), but no example of such a reac.tion was found. 
The preparation of benzeylbenzoic acids by treatment of a suitable 
dibnsic acid With benzene or a substituted benzene under Friedel-Crafts 
2lf, 2 s, 21. 
conditions, has been used with some success • A mixture of products, 
::2.s-
i.nd.llldin.g 6-benzoylveratric acid (LII) was obtained when metahemipinio 
acid (LV) was renuxed 'With benzene in the presence of alumim.un chloride. 
Availability of suitable starting materials and the lack of control over 
orientation 'When the (non-acid)benzene nucleus is substituted, are among 
the limitations of this .and the following method. 
13 
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A simiJ a~ approach to the problem· of prepar:l.j1g benzoylbenzoic acids 
. 
. . lb 
is illustra. ted by the work of King and co-workers • These workers 
. . 
I ~ 
prepared the substituted ~henone ~~ having a methyl group 
adjacent to th~ car~oeyl graup, by treating n suitably substituted 
benzBil$"~ 314-clietho;x:ybenzoyl ohlo:rido (k)(Xvfl~ in the presence of 
aJ.uminum chloride. Oxidation of the Tn-od.uot 'ft.th · diehroma.te i'Urmished ·• 
the desil-ed acid (XX:ivU-~ :in unstathd yield. 
t=t~CH~ 
M~· + 
XXXVII-e 
! 
! 
I 
PART TI-10 
DISCU38ION OF THE PROBL~f 
A. PLAN OF THE PROJECT 
i 
i 
Ir the present work, it was planned to extend the scope of the one-
stage procedure for the opening of the 3,4-dihydroisoquinoline ring 
I • 
I . 
I S 2~22 develcr-ped by Gensler and amour • 
I 
... TJlle compounds selected for study 'vere 1-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-
i . . 
dimcth~xyisoquinoline (JU.VI), 3 ,4-d.ihydro-6, 7-dimethox:yisoquinoline 
. I . • 
(Lvrr), :and 1-methyl-3 ,4-dihydro-6, 7-d.imetho:xyisoouinoline (LVII). These 
campouJds were to be subjected to the conditions of the one-stage ring 
i 
openin~ procedu~e, and the nature of the major products was to be deter-
I • 
I 
mined. 1 Further, a standard procedure was to be developed, if possible, 
i 
I 
for th~ opening of the isoquinoline ring in the compounds under ·consider-
' 
ation, with a vi~; to facilitating the applicntion of the method to other 
i I . 
similar: compounds. 
1 
No\ difficulty was anticipated .in the treatment of the 1-phenyl d61-"iV-
' l
ative (~VI) 1-ritJ;t dimethyl sulphate and alkali, since it is similar to the 
I 
compoun~ (XXXIV) studied by Gensler and Samour 2.p2. .. 
i 
LVI[ 
41.P 
XLSZi XXXI\/ 
It could not be predicted, a priori, that the dih~~roisoquinoline 
having no substituent in the 1-positioc. (LVI) would react when llleated with 
15· 
dimethyl sulphate in aqueous sodium hydroxide solution to give the expect-
ed product, 2-vinylveratralde~de (LVIII) and no other. The conditions 
o.f the experiment are very similar to those under which aromatic alde-
hydes undergo the Cannizzaro reaction 'l.'i, forming the corresponding alcohol 
and a.oid. In the present instance, the formation of (LIX and LX) might 
be anticipated. 
In considering the effect of alkali and methylating agent on a com-
pound of the class here represented by 1-methyl-J,~dihydro-6,7-dimeth~­
isoquinoline (LVIII), the possibility of still another type of reaction 
must be considered. 
When a quaternary isoquinolinium salt, such as papaverine methiodide 
(LXI)~ is treated with alkali~ N~ethylisopapaverine ( IJITIL) is formed.;. I 
I 
This product, an isobase, is ether soluble and relatively insoluble in 
21 
water. The path of formation of this product may possibly proceed 
through formation of the amino carbinol (LXII) as shown, but there is no'' 
evidence to indicate that the isobase is not formed simply by loss of 
a proton from the quaternary salt (LXI). 
16 
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If the isobase (N-methylisopapaverine, (LXIII)) is treated with methyl 
iodide, alkylation takes place, not on the nitrogen atom, but on the 
ben~l carbon3•. The product in this case is (LXIV). 
LXII_[ I ~~cw_. LXIV 
~ 
\>lhen the isobase contains a nitro group ortho to the benzyl group, 
aqueous alkali cleaves the compound hydrolytically, leading to the form-
· ation of a carbostyril and a methylbenzene. Thus, the nitro-isobase, 
(LXV) 1 yields etho:xymethoxy-N-methylisocarbostyril (IuXVI) and nitromethyl-
veratrole (LXVII) 31 • 
17 
L><yT 
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Another possible reaction must be kept in mind when reactions involv-
ing isobases are being considered. These compounds are lmcnm to be 
.2.8. 
easily oxidized by air , with form.::ttion of N-alkylisocarbostyrils (such 
as LXVI) and the aldehyde or acid derived from the 1-benzyl group. 
It is clear from the preceding discussion that the isolation of a 
given product in appreciable amounts from the reaction mixture of 1-methyl-
3 ,4-d.ihydro-6, 7-d.imetho:xyisoquinoline (LVIII), methyl· ting agent, and hot 
alkali, could not be predicted with any degree of certainty. 
The determination of the behavior·of;three significantly different 
compounds under conditions of the one-stace rinr;-openint; rea.etion wou1d 1 
then, be expected to furnish information of interest and value to future 
workers in the field of isoquinolines and related natural products. 
18 
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B. HEVIB,1 OF EXfEIUHi~J'fAL RooUL'l'S 
XLYI 
The starting material for this portion of the study was 
1-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimeth~soquinoline ()~VI). Benzoyla-
tion of hamoveratrylamine (LA1TIII) led to formation of the amide 
(IJ~IX). The Bischler-Napieralski reaction , by which N-acyl-
phenylethylamines are cyolized to 3 4-dihydroisoquinolines, was 
employed to convert the amide (LXIX~ to· (XLVI)._ The benZOlJlation 
step, the Bischler-Napieralsld Reaction, and the single-step ring 
opening procedure are discussed briefly in paragraphs a,b, and c, 
below ... 
a). Preparation of N-(3 ,J;.:::dimeth~.rphen;{lethyl)-b~zamide (LYJX). 
Homoveratryla.mil:le (LXVIII) was benzoylated with benzoyl chloride in alkali, 
· 3Z 
as described by Harwood and Johnson • The yield was excellent. 
· b). Preparation of l-Phenyl-3z4-dihydro-6,7-dimet~oxyis~uinoline 
· 3Z ~XLVI).. Again following the method of Ha.nrood and Johnson , the amide 
(LXIX) was converted to 1-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimethoxyisoquinoline 
(XLVI) by boiling with phospP,orus o.:xychloride in toluene. Virtually pure 
product 't'l'as obtained directly, in over 90% yield. 
c). Preparation of 2-Vinyl-4.5-dimetha;ybenzophenone (LXX). 
(i). Prelimingry experiments. 
21, 12. 
The procedure of Gensler and Samour for the opening of the N-containing 
ring of 3,4-d.ihydroisoquinolines was followed, using 1-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-
6,7-dimethaxyisoquinoline (XLVI). The isoquinoline was heated with dimethyl 
l9 
't 
sulphate and alkali for approxi.Jnately one day. The oil "Vthich \'las obtained 
by evaporation of an acid-washed ether eA~ract of the reaction mixture 
was equivalent in 1-1eight to a very GOod yield of the expeoted 2-vinyl-4, 5-
d.imetho:xybanzophenone (LX ... \):, but it could not be induced to crystallize. 
vlhen this alcohol-soluble oil "''Tas permitted. to stand at room temper-
20 
ature for several weeks, most of it vras converted to a high melting material 
which ttas insoluble in alcohol. In view of the fact that the expected 
product is a styrene (~c), it seemed possible that partial polymerization 
3J 
of the syrupy product had taken place. Since it is known that acids and 
o:xycen or peraxides3 ~may induce po~erization of styrenes, experiments 
. 
utilizing special precautions were naxt carried out. However 1 it was 
found that once the product \oJ"S.s obtained in solid form, as described below, 
; 
it was stable toward both acid and o.xygen. 
Further study of the hich-melting compound (designated high-melting 
compound #l) obtained in another experiment, similar to that just described, 
showed that it \·ras soluble in carbon tetrachloride 1 in benzene j and in 
acetone, and 1-1as inaoluble in \•rater, ether,. and alcohol. 
\'lhen an attempt .... -ras made to determine the molecular weight by the 
Rast method, the solidifierl . camphor mixture 9btained had the same melting 
point as pure camphor,. Since a compound having a molecular weight of 3000 
3s-
would be expected to cause a lowe:Ping of melting point (with the amounts 
o' 
of materials used) of approximate~ l , the result of this experiment 
appeared to corroborate the other indications of the polymeric nature of 
the material., 
(ii). mxperiments using special precautions. In an experiment very 
similar to those described above, behz~ne was nsed as the solvent far 
' -
extraction of the re&etion mixtureg By the use of this solvent, the 
-. 
3'/ . 
possible effects af peroxides 1 lmown to be present in some samples of 
3~· 
ether 1 were avoided. To inhibit the action of air in inducing poly-
me~ization Yf, a trace of hydro ,uinone was added to the extracting medium. 
No significant improvement in the results of the one-step experiment was 
noted, however, and the intractable oil obtained again appeared to 
poly.merize on standing • 
. 
(iii)~ Isolation of high-melting solid #2. In moat of the fore-
going expertments, contact of the reaction products with acid had been 
avoided, in.order to avoid possible polymerizntion resulting from suoh 
53 21.12,4 
treatment • However, Gensler and Samour had used an acid wash 
in isolation of the product they obtained by the one-step procedure, and 
an experiment was carried out to determine if removal of basic impurities· 
.• 
would permit crystallization of the oils isolated in the present series. 
A benzene extract of a reaction mixture, obtained in an experiment 
similar to those described above, was washed with a dilute solution of 
a.oid. A nocoulent white solid appeared in the ''\Tater layer in sub-
o 
stantie.l amount. It was found to m~lt above 360 , and was insoluble in 
all camm.OJ:l organia solvents and in water. In most of these respects it 
differed .from hi~lting aompound Jll, obtained earlier, and was 
designated high-melting oanpouna /12. 
The molecular weight of this high-melting compound could not be 
'3.r 
obtaine1i by the Rast method, sinae the compound was insoluble in molten 
camphor,. 
The results of this experiment appenred to Justify the earlier avoid-
ance of contact with acid of extracts o.f the reaction mixtures. However, 
it should be noted that when the desired product was fin~ obtained in 
~ 
soli!f .form., aa described below, it was not harmed 1zy: washing with :>Oid, 
either in solid .form or in solution. further, a solution o.f 2-vinyl-
4,5-dimethoxilJenzophenone (obtained below) Ylhich had been purifiod by 
2l 
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~ dh\.inQ't ~·hi~~t~g materiaJ. on boinr; washod Yrith acid. 
(iv),. Isolation of the product, In an attempt to obtain more of the 
high-melting material (#l) for study, an experiment was carriea out, 
similar in most respects to those described above, but including none of 
the special precautions mentioned in preceding sections, except avoidance 
. . 
of contact with aoids. Despite this, the oil which was obtained by ether 
extraction crystallized spontaneously on being allowed to stand at room 
temperature overnight. 
The solid obtained appeared to remain essentially un ~hanc;ed by wash-
ing with dilute acid. The pale yellow material melted over a fairly narrow 
0 
range ( 6J.v-66 ) , and was equal to a very good yield of the desired 2-vinyl-
4,5-dimeth~benzophenone (LXX). Recrystallization from ligroin furnished 
a good yield of pure material. Analysis corresponded to the values calcu-
lated for 2-~1-4,5-dimethoxybenzophenone (LXX). 
\•Then another experiment ,.,as car-ried out in a similar manner; an 
intractable oil was again obtained. However, seeding with some of the 
crystals obtained in the experiment just described resulted in prompt 
crystallization of the entire amount of oil. 
The reason for the failure of the products .isolated from earlier 
experiments to solidify is not known. It is evident, however, that the 
material in solid form is more stable than in either liquid form or in 
solution, since the solid compound is stable on standing and on contact 
with acid. 
Since the campound 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethor.rbenzophenone (LXX) has not 
been previously reported in the literature, evidence for assi.,ning this 
structure to the compound isolated will nOW' be presented. 
( v).. Oxidation of the product. The oxidntion of a com0ound such as 
2-vinyl-4,5-dimethoxybenzophenone (LXX) by per.manganate would be expected 
·' ,\Ij 
' 
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~ ~ 
to result J.n the formation of the correspondine benzoylated benz'"'ic acid 
(LII);'l 
-Lxz::: 
' 
In the case of the compound shown here, the acid procl.uct is known, ~nd 
the char~cteristics of the phthalazone prepared from it hRve also been 
tr 
reported. 
In an experiment carried out before the isolation of 2-vinyl-
4,5-dimetho:xybenzophenone (L!::.\) in solid form, the s;vrupy material 
obtained t:rom the t.r~atment of 1-phenyl-3 ,4-dihydro-6, 7-d:i.methoxy-
f isoquinoline (:a.VI): tdth alkali and alkylating agent was treated w:!.th 
the stoichiometric quantity of potassium permanganate in acetone. 
On treatment of the oxidation mixture, there was obtained a 
moderate amount of crystalline solid whose melting point shO\'red eood 
correspondence with the reported value 2 S"'for 6-benzO"Jlveratric acid 
(LII). 
In a similar experiment, crystalline 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimethoxybenzo-
phenone (LZX.) was oxidized in the presence of sodium bicarbonate. The 
results of this experiment t'lere similar to those described Above. 
(vi). The phthalaz~ne of the oxidation nroduct. In order to 
confirm the identity of the acid isolated ahove, the phthalAzone 
(LXXVIII) was next prepared by the method of Oliverio 2 S: On treatment 
of the 6-benzoylveratric acid (LII), prepared above, ,.,ith phenylhydrazine, 
a product equivalent to a good yield of the expected phthalazone l'ras 
obtained. Repeated recrystallizations from alcohol furnished sol~ds 
. . . 
0 having a constant melting point at 201.5-202 (carr). Although the re-
2.5 0 
ported value is 212 , analysis of the materiAl obtained here yielded 
correct values for the calculated carbon and h~drogen content of the 
phthalazone of 6-benzoylveratric acid (LII). 
( vii). Infra-red spectrum of the product. The curve obtained 
(Plate I-8) on determination of the infra-red spectrum of t~e 2-vinyl-
4, 5-d.imethaxybenzophenone (LXX) obtained in the present work shm-rs a 
marked similarity to the curves obtained from the corresponding proructs 
of other one-step reaction experiments. 
(viii). Conclusions, Basing a conclusion on the correct analysis 
of the product, on the successful preparation of the correspnnd:ng acid 
by oxidation of the product, on the preparation and correot analysis of 
•. 
the phthalazone of this acid, and on the marked resemblance of t!'e infra-
red spectrum of the product to the corresnonding curves for similar 
products (one of them known, Plate C), it was concluded that th~ ma.jor 
. . 
product of the one-step reaction of l-phenyl-3,4-dihydr~6,7-dimethoxy­
isoquinoline C":LV) with dimethyl sulphate and alkali was the expected 
compound, 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethaxybenzophenone (LXX). 
2). Preparation of a-vinylveratraldehYde(LVIII). 
2). Preparation of b-.Vir:r;rlveratraldehyde (LVIII). 
The startin~ material for this portion of the study, 
3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimethoxyisoquinoline (LVI), l>ras prepared by e. 
series of re::.ctions beginnin~ vdth homoveratr;rlamine (LXVIII). ·· 
The latter compound was converted to the formamide (LX:~:I) 1 and 
the amide, under conditions of the Bischler-Napieralski, reaction, 
was cyclized to the 3,4-dihYdroisoquinoline (LVI). These steps 
are described briefly below. The treatment of the dihydro-
isoquinoline ~~th alkali and alkylatine aeent, to yi;ld '-vinyl-
vertraldehyde (LVIII), is discussed in more detail. 
a) • Preparation of JI-(3 ,4-dimetho:xyphenylethyl)-formamide ( L 'g X I ) • 
The procedure of Sp~th and Polga:r.3~ for the form,ylation of homoveratryl-
amine involves heating the amin~ with anhydrous formic acid at elevated 
temperatures for several hours. In the present work, however, this pro-
cedure led to formation of a syrup '"hich \>las still slightly colored after 
distillation. (The· reported p~oduct was a colorless syrup which or,rstall-
ized on standing) • 
... 
Lj.O. 
The method of Cart:~ , which involves warming the amine ldth 90% 
formic acid for a somewhat longer time, furnished a good yield of colorless 
distillate, v-rhich did crystallize slowly to yield a mixture of white 
crystals and s;vrup. The m.ixtmre 1-ras used in the following experiments. 
The method of duVigneaud~/, involving the treatment of ru1 runine-
formic acid m:Lxture ldth acetic anhydride, uas also tried, but was not 
found to be satisfactory. 
'\ 
b)* Preparation of 3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimethoXlisoguinoline (LVI). 
. yf . . . 
The method of Sp~th and Polgar , for the preparation of 3,4-dihydro-6,7-
dimetho~isoquinoline (LV!), involves treatment of the suitable amide 
with phosphorus pentoxide in toluene. In the present work, the product 
was isolated in good yield. The syrupy liquid was twice distilled before 
use in further experiments~ 
4~' 
The picrate was prepared by heating the oil with picric acid, and 
the melting point 'lfTas found to correspond to that reported for the picrate 
of 3 ,4-dihydro-6, 7-dimethoxyisoquinoline (LVI):~ 
c). Preparation of QrVinvlveratraldehyde (LVIII)~ 
(i). The one-step procedure, The one-step method of Gensler and 
21, 2.2. 
Samour for the preparation of 2-acylatyrenes from dihydroisoquinolines 
was followed in preparing e .... vinylveratraldehyde. Reaistilled 3 ,4-dihyd.ro-
6, 7-dimethmcy-isoquinoline (LVI) was heated with an excess of dimethyl. 
sulphate and aqueous alkali for several hours. Experiment showed that 
heating for three hours yielded optimum results. Ether extraction of the 
resultant mixture led to isolation of a thick syrup. When the solvent was 
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removed from an acid-washed ethereal solution of the oil, a somewhat light-
er-colored syrup was obtained. This material crystalli~ed readily on 
cooling and scratching. 
The desired product, ~vinylveratraldehyde (LVIII) waa obtained in 
good yield by chilling a tJaturated solution of the crude material in 
petroleum ether. It should b~ noted that prolonged heating of a solution 
containing undissolved compound led to formation of a very tacky, intract-
. . 
able material. Since this phenomenon occured with material which had 
previously been purified, it appears that polymerization might have taken 
place. 
Ct 
The oxime and the semicarbazone ,.rcre prepared from the purified 
material, a~d comparison of the meltine points of these derivatives 
2.0 
and of the oric:inal product uith constants reported by. Perkin. prove 
that the product of the one-step reactiqn of 3,4-dihydro-6, 7-
dimetho:xyisoquirtoline (LVI) was the expected 6-vinylveratraldehyde 
(LVIII). 
The present method of preparing 2-vinylveratraldehyde (LVIII) 
represents a marked improvement over that reported by Perkin20 • He 
obtained the impure material, in the form of ll.n oil, from the degrada-
tion of cryptopine, a natural product isolated from opium, ~nd encountered 
ereat difficulty in the purification of the aldehyde. It proved necess-
ary first to prepare the semicarbazone, and this derivative, on treatment 
with pyruvic acid by a tediou3 procedure, finally furnished the aldeh,yde 
in unreported 7leld. . 
(ii) • Troe.tment of 6,-vi.lwlveratra.ldeh.yde l·rith diazametha.ne. In 
connection 't·rith the identification of a product obtained in a later 
portion of the present study (see Preparation of 2-Vinyl-4, 5-di.J¥et!1oJCY-
acetophenone), 6-vinylveratraldehyde (LVIII) was treated "lith diazo-
-43 
. met3ane. Sc!U.otterbeck found that benzaldehyde (LXXIII), on treatment 
with diazomethane in ether, ,.ras converted to acetophenone (LX::{IV) in 
excellent yield. According)¥, it was hoped that '-vinylvsratraldehyde 
(LVIII) 't<Tould be converted to the corresponding ketone (L:Cai) by the 
same treatment. However, only a small ronount, of oily material could be 
obtained from the reaction mi."Cture. This could n0t be induced to 
recrystallize by seedint:; with authentic 2-vinyl-4,5-dimeth~racetophenone 
. 
(LXXII). 
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An attempt was made to remove unchanged (aldehydic) starting 
material from the oily material, and thus obtain purer product, by treat-
the syrup 1tTith silver oxide. The \"rater-soluble salt of the acid formed 
from the aldehyde could then be separated from the mixture. Hmrever, 
the residue after this treatment consisted of only a trace of sticky 
material, and the experiment was discontinued. 
The results of the silver oxide oxidation just described (which 
yielded laree~ lvater-soluble products) indicate that most of the mater-
ial isolated 11as aldehydic in nature.It is not lmown whether this 
material was merely unchanged starting material (LVIII), or a product 
131./S 
of the reaction of diaDmethane with the olefinic double bond of the 
starting material. Since it 1-ras noted that the yellmv color of the 
diazomethane dis~ppeared in the course of the re11ction, the latter 
possibility appears the more likely. 
(iii). Oxidation of the aldehyde, (LVIII). In a second experiment 
carried out in connection with a later part of this work (see Preparation 
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I 
I 
of 2-Vinyl-4,5-dimethoxyacetophenone), the use of silver oxide in the 
41o 
conversion of aldehydes to the corresponding acids was applied to the 
oxidati.on of ~vinylveratraldehyde (LVIII). 
Silver oxide 111as prepared in the presence of the aldehyde, and the 
reaction mixture was warmed briefly 1 then allO\-red to stand at room 
temperature for several hours. A mirror-like coating on the walls of 
the flask indicated that some of the silver oxide had been reduced. 
On acidification of the mixture, a precipitate of white needles 
formed. After one recrystallization from ethanol, these ''~'ere found to 
be equal in weieht to 85% of the theoretical :uantity of 6-vinylveratric 
acid (L'{) .. 
C'Vtt[ 
CH~~COOH 
c...l-f3~COOJ..l 
The melting point reported4~ for 6-vinylveratric acid (LX) is 184 ° --
This is reasonably close to the value found for the product isolated 
0 
here (180.5-181 corr.). However, it should be noted that methahemi-
pinic acid (LV) meltsJf7 at 179-182°~ and that the melting point alone is 
therefore insufficient to demonstrate the identity of the acid. 
The presence of an unsaturated (olefinic or acetylenio) linkage in 
the compound, indicated by decolerizat.ion of dilute perme.nganate solu-
tion, shov1ed that the compound was not metabemipinic acid. It was 
.. 
tentatively concluded, therefore, that the product isolated from the 
29 
silver oxide oxidation of ···-vinylveratraldehy'de (LVIII) \>ras 2-vinyl-
veratric acid (L~). Since the compound was of interest in the present 
work primarily in connection with the identification of material obtained 
in a later part of the present stuqy (referred to above), and since the 
required characterization was accomplished satisfactorily by a different 
procedure, study of the present acid was not carried further. 
(iv). Infra-red spectrum of 8-vinylveratraldehyde (LVIII). 
The infra-red speotrum of -~vinylveratraldehyde in carbon tetrachloride 
was determined, and is shown on Plate I-C • Since the aldehyde is a 
known compound, the infra-red curve is of considerable interest in 
30 
. connection with the study of the curves of other (previously unlmown) prod-
ucts of the one-step reactions carried out in the present study (Plate I 1 
B and D) .. 
( v). Conclusions. In view of the reasonable agreement of the 
melting point of the compound isolated with the kn.O\'m compound reported 
.. 
by Perkin 2..D' and in view of the satisfactory preparation of two knc::m:1. 
derivatives of this compound, it was concluded that the treatment of 3,4-
dihyd.ro-61 7-d.imethQJcy'i.soquinoline (LVI) with dimethyl sulphate and rdkali 
2.1, ~2 had resulted in the 11 normal11 ring opening reported by Gensler and Sa.mour 1 
and found With the other eompounds treated in the pr.esent work. The 
method is a satisfactory one for the preparation of t-vinylveratraldeh;y-de 
(LVIII) and represents a marked improvement over the onlr other reported 
~0 
preparation of this compound, that pf Perkin, described above (section i). 
The infra-red spectrum o.f tho compound obtained tend~d to confirm 
its marked similarity to the other compounds obtained by the same pro-
cedure from similar starting materials. 
I 
I 
3). Preparation of 2-Vinyl-3,Lrdimethoxyacetophenone (b'GII), 
In the series of experiments leading to the formation 
of 2-vinyl-.3 ,4-dimetho:xyacetophenone (L.XXII) by the one-step 
reaction, hamoveratrylamine (LXVIII) was first acetylated to 
yield the amide. Cyclization of the amide to form l-methyl-
.3,~hydro-6,7-dimethoxyisoquinoline (LVII) in very good 
yield took place under conditions of'the Bischle~N~pieralski 
reaction, using phosphorus pentoxide. 
Treatment of the dihydroisoquinoline with excess dimethyl 
sulphate and alkali led to formation of the 2-acylstyrene, 
2-vinyl-3 1 4-dimetho.xyacetophenone (LXXII), in good yield. 
a). Preparation of N-(3.4-dimethoxYFhenylethyl)-acetamide (LXXV). 
The preparation of N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenylethyl)-acetamide (LXXV) by the 
method of Sp):ith and Pol~ar3 ~involves the prolonged heating of homo-
veratrylamine (LXVIII) with acetic acid. By e.ppl;,."ing the method of 
K ri 11 • aufma.nn , however, it proved possible to secure an exce ent y~eld of 
the desired product in a short period of time. When an ether solution 
of the amine i'lnS treated vrith a large excess of acetic arljydride, a 
. 0 
heavy precipitate of white crystals, which melted over l. 5 , was obtained. 
These were used in further experiments without recrystallization. 
b). PreEaration of 1-metgyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimeth~isoquinoline 
(LVII).. A solution of N-(3 ,4-dimethmcy-penylethyl)-acetamide (r.x...'CV) in 
.. 
toluene \'Tas heated 1·dth an excess of phosphorus pentoxide for approxi-
mately an hour, and water was then added, according to the method of 
Spath and Polga.r-;1 After the mixture ha.a been made alkaline, ether 
extraction led to isolation of a very good yield of fairly pure 1-
methyl-3,4-dibydr0-6,7-dimetho:xyisoquinoline (LVII). The compound was 
recrystallized from ethyl acetate before use. 
Similar results were obtained in eight other similar experiments, 
An experiment was carried out, similar to those described above, 
but using phosphorus mcy-chloride as cyclizing agent. This reagent had 
been found to be· satisfaetory for the preparation of the di~droiso-
quinoline havine a phenyl group at the 1-position. In the present case, 
hmvever, only an insignificant amount of basic produot was obtained from 
the amide described above, and the method using phosphorus oxychloride 
was not studied further4 
o). PreEaration of 2-Vinyl-3,4-dimetho:xyacetophenone (LXXII). 
(i). The one-steE reaction. vlhen a mixture of 1-methyl-3,,4,-. 
dihydro-6,7-dimeth~isoquinoline (LVII), excess dimethyl sulphate, and 
dilute alkali was prepared, in accordance 11it~ the one-step procedure 
·~, ~2.. 
of Gensler and Samour 1 , the mixture became slightly warm, anti the 
odor of "a.mine11 \'tas evident. This suegested that the final, ring-opening, 
step (of the several steps involved in the one-stage procedure) (see 
Part I (B) (2),. page 9 ) was 1reo.ched at or near room telnperature. 
i 
However, when the mixt,ure ltas heated on a steam bath, the odor of 11amine11 
' 
continued for three hours, indicating that the complete reaction would 
have taken an inconveniently long time at room temperature,.. 
After the reaction mi."rt.ure had been treated ~lith \·rater and with 
al?..ali, ether extraction led to isolation of an oil. Evaporation of an 
.32 
acid->·tashed ether solution of this oil furni::.hed a. thick syrup which 
crystallized readi~. Recrystallization from ether furnished white 
crystalc equal in amount to e. cood yield of 2 .... vinyl-4, 5-dimetho:xy-
acetophe:lone (L:cni). Analysis of the purified produot showed close 
. 
corre~pondence to the calculated values for this ketone" 
( ii). Reaction ':lith I;ydro:xylami!le-indicator solution. Hhen 
the product of the one-stage reaction ofJ::..meth~~l-3,4-dihydro-6, 7-
dimothox;y:l.soquinoline (LVII) l·J"ith dimethyl sulphate a.nd alkali was added 
to an ~ethan$lio solution of hydro.:xylamine hydrochloride and Bogen indicat-
5"2.. 
or, adjusted to a bright orange color l-dth potassium hydroxide , the 
. ' 
color of the solution chanced to bright rea. 
A second solut~on of the test reagents, mixed \'rith a hydrogenated 
product of the compound tested above (see Hydrogenation of the product, 
belO!rJ') shmmd no such color change under identical conditions. 
The results of the test indicate that the product of the one-stage 
reacent '·rlt.h the compound under consideration contains a carbonyl link.-
aee S:2 These results are compatible -vdth the structure of the e.xpecte4 
compound, ~-v:inyl-41 5-dim.etho:xyacetophanone (LXXII)~ 
(iii)_ Use of Fehlinp;'s and Tollents reagents. When the product 
of the one-step treatment of 1-methyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimetho~soquinoline 
~ ~ -
(LVII) was tested with Fehling's Solution and with Tollen 1s Reagent, no 
positive reaction was observed. These results would be expected of a 
compound such as 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimetho:xyacetophenone (LX..XII), since no 
groups susceptible to the effects of these reagents are present in the 
molecule .. 
· l.V til CV1L 
(iv). Infra-red spcctrwn of the product, Uhen the infra-red 
spectrum of the product of the one-stage treatment af 1-methyl-3,J.v.. 
dihydro-6, 7-dimetho:xyisoquinoline (LVII) with dimethyl sulphate and 
alkali (in carbon tetrachloride) l·ras determined,~ curve (Plate I-D) 
was obtained l-rh:i.ch showed strong ~esemblance to th~ curves obtained 
vrith the other two compounds prepared in the present study by a similar 
,· ~: . . ":~.~ _.r:/ : . ~ . ; . r \•• .: 
reactio~ (LVIII. ~d hU),. . :· 
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( v).. ;H.yd.rogenation of the product, \'ihen a sample of the product 
isolated in the one-stage reaction of 1-methyl-.3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimethyliso-
quinoline (LVII) with dimethyl sulphate and alkali 'W'as hydroe;enated at 
. '' atmospheric pressure and room temperature, the expected uptake of only 
one mole ar hydrogen (by the vinyl group) 1rras not observed. Instead, 
three moles were ehsorbed+~ 
When the material was distilled, and a portion of it was mixed 
S''L . . 
with hydro.xylamine-indicator solution , no chane;e of color took place, 
indicating the absence of carbonyl groups in the material. Comparison 
with the results obtained in a s:i.m:ilar test (Reaction with hydro.xyl-
amine-indicator solution, above) of the unhydrogena.ted material in-
dicated that the process of hydroe;e~ation had in same manner destroyed 
the oarbo:n,yl nature of the compound. This change (and the amount of 
P~ozen absorbed) can m?st easily be explained by assuming that both 
•he vinyl group and the carbonyl group were reduced by the nydrogenation, 
. . 
the latter group being carried a1J. the way to the methylene group .. 
The ~ra-red spectrum or this material in carbon t~trachloride 
(Plate f-A) confirms the absence or a carbonyl~ group in the reduced 
. . so· 
product, since it shorTs no marked absorption beloo 6.15 microns • It 
further indicates the absence of a hydroxyl group (already suggested by 
the quantitative·h~ogenation data described above), since the b~ds 
usually associated with the absorption curves of alcohols (as at 3.0 
microns ).s7> are not evident. 
The suggested path or the hydrogenation reaction, basea on the· in-
formation presented above, is given below- (LXXII to L'CX\Itl. The_ indicated 
. . 
product is lmaorn, but only the boiling point (at 0.2 ~·) is given. 
This constant 1-tas not determined ror the present compound. 
Compound (LXXVII), the product which 1-rould be obtained ir only the 
• S4f ,. o 
vinyl group were hydrogenated, 1e reported to melt at o3 _ 
(vi). Preparation or the semicarb!!one. The semicarbazone of the 
product of the one-step reaction of 1-methyl-3,4-dihydro-61 7-dimethoxy-
isoquinoline (LVII page31; \-J"ith dimethyl sulphate and alTca)i was pre-
S • Fu ss-pared according to the method of hrmer and son • Analysis of the 
- ------- -·-- --·-
--- ·---- -- --------~---·-
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recrystallized product showed good correspondence with the calculated carbon 
and- hydrOL,"en content of the semicarbazone of 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimethoxy-
acetophenone (LX~:VII). 
(vii). Reaction "d.th soditnn hypobromite. The oxidation of 2-
4fo 
vinyl-41 5-dimethoxyacetophenone (LXXII) might be expected to lead to 
formation of the correspondinr, acid, 6-vinylveratric acid (L..'>.'). 
'l:'Jhen th~ product from the one-step treatment of 1-methyl-3,4-
dihydro-6, 7-dimetho:xyisoquinoline (LVII) \'lith dimeth~ .. l sulphate and 
alkali was treated vri.th bromine in sodium h;.rdroxide solution, a product 
was isolated from the mixture vThich ]llelted at 179-180° The reported1? 
0 
meltine point of 6-vinylveratric acid (LX:) is 184 • 
c~:ocH=-C.Ht ~ I . . 
c~ 0-., COOH 
LX 
CHJ~VOOH 
CH~COOH 
- '1R 
Uhen this material lofas compared, by means of a mixed melting point, 
with the product of the silver oxide oxidation of '"-vinylveratraldehyde 
(LVIII) (see Part ::Z,(~ii}page 2l? ) it WM found that they were not 
identical .. 
A test for unsaturation using potassium permnnganatef~ indicated 
that while the product of the silver oxide oxidation did contain an 
unsaturated linkae;e, the present (sodiuUJ, hypobromite) product did not 
do so. 
It was considered possible that the hypobromite oxidation o;f 
, 
I 
2"""Vinyl-41 5-dimetho:xyacetophenone (LXXII) might have resulted in the 
formation of metahemipinic acid (LV) • This acid is reported to malt at 
179-W 
0
/ 17 
Three attempts were made to prepare a sample of metahemipinic acid 
(LV) fer comparison with the hypobromite product, by permanganate oxi-
dation of the silver oxide product f~om G.vinylveratraldehyde (LVIII), 
presumably 6-vinylveratric acid (LX).' No significant amount of acidic 
product was isolated in any case. 
Since the purpose of the oxidation experiments was the characteri-
zation of the presumed 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimethoxyacetophenone (Iu"\XXI), and 
since this task 1-ras completed by the experiment described below, work 
with the oxidation products was discontinued • 
.. 
LXX i LVII. LXXII, 
(viii). st, .. The iodoform reaction, Samples of the following compounds 
were dissolved in separate portions of dioxane containing sodium 
hydroxide: acetone, 2-vinylveratraldehyde (LVIII), 2-vinyl-4, 5-
dimethoxybenzophenone (LXX), and the presumed 2-v:tn.~rl-4, 5-di.metho:xy-
a.cetophenone (LXXII). A solution of iodine and potassium iodide l'Tas 
added to each of the mi.xt1~res. No sign of iodoform was noted in the 
solutions containing the i-vinylveratraldehyde or the 2-vin~.rl-4, 5-
dimetho:xybenzophenone. Iodoform was isolated from the mixtures 
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containing acetone ~d the 2-vinyl-4,5-dirnethoxyacetophenone. 
'i'he formation of iodoform from the solution containing the pre-
sumed 2-vinyl-4, 5-dim.etho:xyacetophone (LXXII) could be explained by the 
presence in the compound of group (a), (b), or possibly (c). 
"-c-CH II l 
0 
(a) (b) 
The possibility that the formation of iodoform was due to the 
presence of a vinyl group (c) was eliminated by the failure of either 
2-vinyl-4,5-di.methoxybenzophenone (LX ... X) or 2-v:iAvlveratraldehyde (LVIII) 
to ;sdeld iodoform. 
The absence of group (b) in the compound under consideration is 
indicated b,y tP~ preparation of the semicarbazonet des~ribed above, 
Results of analysis of the compound are compntible with the presence of 
three o.xyeen, atoms, and since tl'ro of these are present in the methmcyl 
groups, the third must be present in the fc,rm of a carbon;yl group. The 
absence of a hydro:xyl group in the .compound is confirmed by the ir~ra,.. 
red spectrum (Platei...z>), which shows no peaks in the vicinit;r or' 3.0 
. 
microns 1 where hydro.:xyl groups \ofould be expected to a.bsorb.ro. 
It is evident, therefore, that the compound under oonsiderat.ion 
contains the methyl ketone grouping (a). It was concluded., on the basis 
I 
of the foregoing mri~ence, that the compound was 2-vinyl-4,5-d:imethoxy-
acetophenone (LTJITI). 
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(ix). Conclusions. The compound isolated in good yield from the 
one-step reaction of 1-met~l-3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimetho=~isoquinoline 
(LVII) (page 37) with dimethyl sulphate ~d alkali has been shO\m to be 
2-vinyl-41 5-dimethoxy~cetophenone (ULYJI). Analysis of the product was 
c orredt for 'I;. his structure 1 and the infra-red spectrum show-ed a marked 
resemblance to the other similar compounds prepared. in the course of the 
present work. 
The hydrogenation experiment yielded results which would be ex-
plained by means of the structure proposed. The existence of a carbonyl 
croup .in the compound 1:-ras shown by preparation of a derivative, and its 
presence as a methyl ketone was proven by means of the iodoform reaction. 
The formation of 2-vinyl-41 5-dirnethoxyacetophenone (LXXII) shows 
that the one-step reaction of c:iimethyl sulphate and alkali ~d.th 1-
methyl-3,4-dihydro-617-dimethoxyisoquinoline proceeds in a 11normal 11 
manner 1 analogous to that observed in the reactions of the other dihydro-
1soquinolines studied in the present work. 
4). Description of the Standardized Reaction. In the course of 
the work presented in this paper, it was found that the experimental 
procedures found most suitable for the one-stage ring-opening reaction 
of the three 3,4-dihydroisoquinolines studied could be described in one 
set of ~neral directions. These conditions are presented bel~I, in 
order to make the application of this reaction to other 3 1 4-dihyd.ro-
iso-luinolines more convenient, and ;in order to facilitate comparison of 
the results of these and other experiments. (Typical quantities are 
given). 
Three milliliters (approximately 4.1 g. or 0.032 mole) of dimetnyl 
sulphate a.re mixed 'l.dth 30 ml. of 20% sodium hydroxide (approx:i..mately 
.39 
, 
I 
0.15 mole) in a. three-necked flask equipped '\-dth an efficient stirrer 
and reflux condenser.,. Unless the reaction is carried out in a hood, 
the open end of the reflux condenser should hold (lo?Sely) a piece of 
tubing cormeoted to a water aspirator.,. 
To the alkaline mi..xture is added 0,004 mole of the 3,4-dihy'dro-
isoqu:inoline compound. The mixture is stirred vigorously, and heated 
' 
on a steam bath.. The odor of trimethylamine wi~ soon be detectableJ 
on removal af the tube from the condenser outlet.,. 
A marked diminution in the odor of the amine, indicating completion 
I 
of the reaction, occurs (with the compounds studied) after approximately 
three hours of heating and stirring.. The reaction mixture, on cooling, 
wiD. probably be found to contain a moderate deposit of darif-oolored 
. .• 
globules. 
The reaction mixture is extracted with ether,. and the ether extract 
is washed 1rdth 5% hydrochloric acid, to remove any basic s·tarting 
material or intermediates \'l'hich may be present. 
The ether layer is then washed with lrrater1 dried with magnesium 
sulphate, and filtered. The solvent is removed under reduced pressure, 
leaving a residue of t-he c'rude product. In two of the cases studied, 
this material wa.s oily, but solidified with chilling, warming, and 
soratehing. vlith. the third compound, the oil could not be induced to 
Selidify1 but did so spontaneously, on being allowed to stand overnight .. 
The crude material may be recr,ystallized from such solvents as 
ligroin1 methanol, ether, or petroleum ether. In the present study, 
yiel<is a£ recrystallized material ranged from 49% to 68% of the calcu-
lated amount o.f the 2-acylstyrene • 
c). S~~u~Ya The objective of the present study, as stated earlier 
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(see Part Two, Plan of the Project), was to extend the scope of the 
reaction developed by Gensler and Samour for the preparation of 2-
acylstyrenes by a one-step treatment of 3 1 ~dihydroisoquinolines. For 
this purpose, three 3,4-dihydroisoquinolines, differing from each other 
in significant aspects, l-tere selected., 
In the attainment of the objective stated above, the present stu~ 
was entirely successful.. In the reaction of the 1-phenyl-3 ,4-dihy~ro-
isoquinoline1 the simple 3,4-dihydroisoquinoline, and the 1-methyl com-
pound, a product was isolated in good yield by a simple procedure. In 
each instance, the product proved to be the appropriate 2-acylstyrene. 
The undesirable side.renctions described earlier (see Plan of the 
41 
Project, above), whose importance could not a priori be discounted, were in 
it~ case found to interfere significantly with the isolation of the major 
product ... 
A less important, but nonetheless useful accomplishment of the 
present study, was the det.ermination of a single experimental procedure, 
applicable to all three of the compounds ·studied, a~ logically extens-
ible to other 3,4-dihydroisoquinolines- For instance, prelimina~J results 
indicate that the process is applicable to 1-phenyl-3, 4-dihydro-6, 7-
.. ~ 
dimethoxyiso uinoline-3-carbo:xylic acid." 
The present work has expanded the scope o.f the one-step reaction, 
and it may now be said that the preparation of certain 2-acylstyrenes is 
now a reasonably straight forward task., There is little doubt that this 
knatTledee will prove of value to those who work with dihydroisoquin?lines 
or l-tl!O ere interested in the styrene compounds or their derivatives., 
"''" Private communication from l·Ir., Aaron Bluhm., 
PART III 
~'(· 
EXPi:.t"lil-lENTAL PART 
A. Pili<;PARA.'l'IOH UF 2-VTIJYL-4, 5-Dll-ill';['HOZ:YBENZOPHEHON~ (IV)., 
l). Preparation of N-(3.4-Dimetho~rphenylettrrl)-benzamide (II)t 
Homoveratrylam:i.ne (:!) (i1op:santoSamplef~tas distilled through a six-inch 
Vic;reux column at 4 nnn. pressure. One sixth of the material 't'ras d:Ls-
carded as forerun, and a similar amount as after-run. Naterial collect-
o 
ed at 143-146 vms utilized in the experiments described in this ~ork. 
( • 0 '0 • b~ The reported boilinc range of homoveratrylamine is \ I ~ a.l}.~,S r.nn. 
The procedure of Hanrood and Johnson 3~as utilized in tbe prep-. 
aration of N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenylethyl)-benzamide (II). A mixture of 
10.0 e;. (0.055 mole) of homoveratrylamine (I) and 200 ml. of 10~~ 
potassium hydroxide solution vras shaken with approximately l~ ml. of 
benzqyl chloride. A white solid formed, and was removed by filtration. 
-:~ All meltinc points are uncorrected, unless othert-vise st~ted. 
Analyses desienated (Fitz) were carried out by Dr. ?arol F~t~, 115 
Lexineton AvGmue, Needham Heights, Mass. Those. des~gnated (hi~) 
were carried out by The }1icrocnernical Laborator~es, 1-Iass. Inst~tute 
of Technology, Cambridge, ~mss. 
-::·-l~ \Ie are indebted to the I·ionsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, !·fo., 
for the homoveratrylamine used in this uork. 
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After beinc washed seve:al.times with water and with cold ether, the 
0 39 . 
sOlid melted at 89.5-91.5 • (The reported value for N-(3,4-dimethoxy-
o 
phenylethyl)-benzamide is 90-91 ). The amount isolated (13.7 g.) repre- · 
sents an 87% yield of the desired product. 
Uhen the material obtained fran the reaction mixture was dissolved 
in benzene and precipitated by the addition of petroleum ether (30-60°), 
. . . 
solids melting in the same range (89.5-91.5°) were again obtained. No 
other medium suitable for recrystallization 'tTaS found. In this and 
several other, similar experiments in which homovera.tr-Jlamine was ben-
zoylated, the crude material was not purified, but was used in sub-
sequent l'.rork after being vrl:t.shed vrith vrater and with cold et:~er. 
2). Preparat~on of 1-Phenyl-3,4-digydro-6,7-djmethq;y-
isoguinoline (III), Harwood·and Johnson5~ave utilized the Bischler-
Napieralski procedure5 ffor the preparntion of 1-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-
6,7-dimethoxyisoquinoline (III) in good yield, 
'.the: ilm.GUn.~ of 11.1 g .. (0.039 mole) of N-(3,4-d.imetho:xyphenyl-
ethyl)-benzamide (II) was dissolved in 150 ml. of chemically pure toluene, 
and 20.9 g. of phosphorus o:xychloride were added. '.li'he mixture was 
heated under r~flux in a calcium chloride protected system, and after 
several minutes became deep yellow. 
After being heated under reflux for one hour, the mixture was 
allowed to cool to roam temperatur~, and was then transferred to a 
separatory funnel. Eiehty milliliters of petroleum ether (30-60°) were 
added, and a milky yellow emulsion resulted. One hundred milliliters of 
1r.rater were added, and the mixture was shaken. A moderate amount of 
yellO\-.rish-white crystals settled out (of the mixture). Three hundred 
milliliters of water were added, and mixture '\'Tas allmred to stand 
I 
I 
~~~~~~~------------............. 
overnight. During this interval, the solids dissolved. 
The water layer \vas sepal:'ated and made alkaline with a.mmonium 
hydroxide. A heavy precipitate of white solid resulted. The material 
was separated by filtration an~ washed with water. 
After being dr~ed overnight in a vacu~ d~~iccator containing 
pot~sium hydroxide, the solids weighed 10.0 g., and melted at 119.5-
o 3 . . 
120 • The reported \-alu? for ~-phenyl-3 ,4-dihydro-6 
1 
7-di.m.etho:xy-
isoquinoline (III) is 120.5-121.5°. 
The amount of solid obtained represents a yield of 1-phenyl-3,4-
dihydr~17-dimetho:xyisoquinoline (III) equal to 95% of the theoretical 
anount. 
The material obtained was used \iithout purification. 
3). One-stage Opening of the Isoguinoline Ring; Phenyl Compound. 
· In the experiments involving the treatment of l ... phenyl-
3 ,4-dihydro-6 1 7-dim.etho:xyisoquinoline (III) with dimetnyl sulphate 
k . Ge ~IL4-and al all., the method of nsler and Sa.J1loul:' 'was used. 
In the first experiments carried out, the material isolated 
by benzene or ether extraction failed to solidify. A small 
amount of ether- and alcoho1-insoluble material formed on re-
moval of the solvent from a clear ether solution of the reaction 
product. This solid melted above 350°,·and appeared ~o be 
polymeric. A second high-melting polid, also apparently polymeric, 
resulted from treatment of a ben~ene solution of the reaction 
product with dilute acid. 
In an experiment carried out in a manner identical Hith 
the first ones, the syrupy material iaolated·'\'ras found to 
solidify on beinG allowed to stand overnight 1 and furnished the 
desired prod~ot, 2-vinyl-3,4-dimethoxybenzophenone (IV), in good 
yield. Seeding of material obtained in further experiments 
resulted iii. ready crystallization of the desired material in. 
every case. 
a). Preliminary Experiment, In an experiment similar to that 
described in detail in section (b), below, 1-phenyl-3,4-dlhydro-6,7-
dimeth~isoquinoline (III) was heated with d~ethyl sulphate m1d 20% 
sodium hydroxide solution for twenty-two houTs- On evaporation of the 
-solvent from the acid-washed ether extract of tlle re,:;ct,inn n:b·t.ure, a 
thick li:~ht amber s;y-rtlp was obtained equal in 't'teic;!•t to 78~~ of tlte theo-
retical yield of the eJqJccted product, 2-vinyl-3 ,4-dir,~etho:;;ybenzophenone 
(IV).. All nttempts to obtD.in a solid compound from t.he s:;rrup failed. 
After the material had been permitted to stand at room temperature 
for one month, it uas found that approximately t't'ro-thirds of the material 
had becane alcohol-insoluble. This insoluble material melted at approxi-
o 
ma.tely 350 • 
The behavior of the product of this experiment sum~ested the 
possibility that the material oriGinally isolated mit;ht have undergone 
polymerization. To reduce the possibility of this occurring, experi-
ments (described belOl·r) involving certain precautions were next carried 
out. In sQ!lle, contact of the reaction product with acid l•Tas avoided, 
and in others, an inert atmosphere and anti-oxidants were used. 
later found that most of these conditions 1-rere not necessary. 
contact of a solution of the product with acid appears undesirable• 
In one of the later experiments (section (e) below), carried out 
without special precautions, the reaction product crystallized 
spontaneously overnight. Thereafter, every experiment f~rnished a good 
yield of. the desired product, when the syrup obtained by e~raction 
mixture was seeded 1.dth material from an earlier experiment. 
b). Isolation of High-melting Naterial }1. A mixture of 1.35 g. 
(0.005 mole) of 1-phenyl-3,4-d.ihydro-6,7-d.imetho.xyisoquinoline (III) in/ 
60 ml... of 20% sodium hydroxide ( 0.30 mole) 1r1as stirred vigorously in an 
atmosphere of nitrogen, while 4 ml. (approximately 5.4 g., or 0.043 
mole) of dimethyl sulphate were added. A yellmv color developed 
innnedia.tely in the mixture, but changed rapidly to erayish •trhite. The 
mixture -vras heated on the steam bath, and a strong 118JTI.ine11 odor, pre-
. 2.2 
sumably that of trimethylamine. shortly became ev;i.dent., 
After one hour and forty minutes, the odor had become faint, and 
the mixl:,ure 'tofas allOI'ted to come to room temperature. At this time 1 the 
reaction ve~mel contained· a. :pale yellow, slightly cloudy solution with 
a yellOi>T oil on the surface. When the mi:nure \'las cooled in ice, the 
oil coagulated to a greenish paste., 
The reaction m:i,xture was twice extracted idth e·mal voltUlles of 
I • 
ether (chemically pure), and the extract 1-ras washed with water and· dried 
11i th magnesium sulphate. The acid wash, used in some later experiments, 
was not used here. .• 
The ether extract was filtered, and the solvent was removed by 
distillation. The residue consisted of 1.15 g. of viscous, light amber 
syrup. (This is equivalent to an 83% yield of the desired product 1 2-
vinyl-4,5-dimeth~benzophenone (IV)). 
The syrup was repeate~ chilled and scratched, but no solids were 
obtained. A portion was dissolved in benzene and the solution was 
chilled. IJo solid was formed. Similar results were obtained when a 
portion of the syrup 1-ras dissolved in hot benzene, and petroleum ether 
(Jo-60°) was added dr~rise until the faint cloudiness resulting was 
barely dissipated on further heating. Cooling of this solution yielded 
only a cloudy mixture, apparently an emulsion. 
"v'Jhen an attempt 'tl!'as made to redissolve the amber syrup in ether, it 
was found that part of it was insoluble, although it had been isolated 
from the original reaction mixture by ether extraction. Hhen the ether 
solution was filtered, and the solvent removed by evaporation on a steam 
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bath ( on repeating the process, reduced pressure without heating was 
used), the residue was found to contain still more ether-soluble material. 
The process of filtration, evaporation, and solution was repeated 
five times, each time with the isolation of small additional amounts of 
ether-insoluble material. The total amount isolaterl was 0.1 g. This 
material was insoluble in ether, alcohol, and in water, but-was soluble 
in carbon tetrachlo~i~e, benzene, and in acetone. It was found to melt 
0 
at approximate~ 3 50 • In all these respects, it vTB.s identical with the 
~igh-melting solid isolated in the preceeding experiment. 
The hiGh-melting solid (#l) was purified by dissolving in benzene 
and adding ether.. The resulting precipitate was separated by filtration, 
and the process was repeated twice. 
The white pm-1der finally isolated was washed ·.r.i.th ether, dried over-
night under reduced pressure, and analyzed. The results of the analysis 
are compared with the calculated values for the monomeric oompound; 
2-vinyl-4,5-dimetho.xybenzophenone (IV) .. 
. . 
Anal, Calcd. for c17H16o3: C,76.1; H,5.97. Found (HIT).: G,75.4; 
H,6.0l. 
Two attempts l-tere made to determine the molecular weight of the 
3~ 
high-melting compound Ill by the Rast t-lethod • The material dissolved 
in molten camphor, but the solidifie~ mixture ::>hm·md no lowering of 
melting point, compared to pure camphor. Since a compound of molecular 
3~ 0 
weight 3000 would be expected to cause a depression of approximately 1 , 
these results suecest that the high-melting oampound #1 is one of qigh 
molecular \'Teight. This tends to corroborate the previous indications of 
the polymeric nature of the material. 
A test for unsaturatiorf4 was carried out on the syrupy material· 
I 
I 
isolated from the orie:Lnal reaction mixture. One drop of the oil was 
dissolved in two milliliters of carbon tetrachloride, and a 5% solu-
tion of bromine in carbon tetrachloride was added dropwise- Ten drops 
of the bromine solution ware rapidly deoolorized, and a curdy pre-
cipitate \'ll'as formed. The l'llixture did not fume with the breath. 'fhe 
results of this test indicate that the compounds present contained at 
least one olefinic or acetylenic eroup. 
The amber syrup was distilled from a 30 ml. Claisen flask having a 
low side arm (approximately one inch ·~bove the bulb). N'aterial distilled 
j) 
at 140-170 (vapor temperature) at less thBJl o.ol mm. pressure. The pale 
amber oil obtained was dissolved in carbon tetrachloride, and the infra-
red spectrum was obtained (Plate I~ B ) * The resultant curve indicates 
.s7> 
strone absorption in the vicinity of 6.0 microns, and suggests the 
presence of a carbonyl c;roup in the substance being tested" In an 
experiment nearly identical to that described in section (b), above, 1-
phenyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimetho:&yi.soquinoline (III) 't'Tas treated "rl.th 
dimethyl sulphate and sodium hydroxide on a steam bath until the 11 amine 11 
odor became faint ( apprax:ima.tely three hours). 'l:lhen the reaction '\l-Ias 
complete, the mixture was extracted with benzene, instead of with ether, 
in order to avoid the possible effects of peroxide (known to be present 
i 1 f I 1 tt l :3K . . i d . 1.. . t. :31 n some sa.mp es o t .1e a er so vent ) , ~n n uc~ng po ymer~za ~on 1 
Since the polymerization of styrenes may in some cases be inhibit-
S'! 
ed by the presence of anti-oxidants , a few cr:rstals of hydroquinone 
were added to the benzene used for extraction. 
The benzene· extract ·Has washed once with water (not acid), separated, 
and dried vlith maf,Ilesium sulphate. After filtration of t~•c liquor, and 
removal of the solv.ent by evaporation under reduced rressure, an araber 
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syrup was obtained, in slir;htly lO\>~er yield than in the preced::i.ng experi-
ment. "VJhen this material was dissolved in carbon tetrachloride, and 
ethanol :was~ w:lded, a white solid '\tTas obtained, approY.imately one-
sixth the wei8ht of the syrup first isolated. On the basis of solu-
bility behavior and appro.xi.m.ate meltine point, this solid appeared to 
be the same as the hig\-Melting compound ,n, described in the Pf'eceding 
eJ\.-periment (section (.a)) .. 
~). Isolation of hi,o-J1-melt i.ng materi.:-J. ./2. An e:xperinent was 
carried out 1 essentially identical '\tlith the or~e just described (section 
(h)), usinc a nitro::;en atmosphere and benzene extraction medium. Hhen a 
portion of the benzene liquor was vrashed with 2% hydroohloric acid solu-
tion, a .fllocculent white precipitate -vms noted in tho ;-mter layr>r. \:Then 
removed by fil'ration and dried under reduced pressure, this material, 
obtained f'I'om 1.35 ~; .. of starting isoquinoline (III)- was found to weigh 
0 
0.6 g. It melted ~uove 360 1 and was insoluble in all comr.1on organic 
substances and in 1·rat,cr. It differed, ther'efore, fro.'7Jl V1e r!igh-melting 
•f 
solid /ilj_' descr:i.bed in ,section (.b), above. 
ilhen an attempt vras made to repeat this experi?:lent at a later date, 
by Hashinc a solution of approximately 75 mg. of 2-vin:/1-4, 5-dimethoxy-
benzophenone (IV) (isolated by the procedt~e described helow) L~ 
approxiina.tely 5 r.ll. of be~1zene, \·:ith several milliliters of 5% hydro-
chloric acid, only a ve:r'l.f faint cloudiness of the acid layer resulted. 
No solid 1o1as isolated. 
An attempt to determine the molecular weic;ht of the hich-melting 
material by the Ra.st hethod 5{'as unsuccessful, since the material was 
insoluble in molten camphor. 
cl). Isolation of 2-Vinyl-4,5-:dimetho.x;rbenzophcnone (IV), In the 
I 
I 
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experiment to be described here, no special precautions were taken to 
prevent polymerization of the expected styrene product, 2-vinyl-3,4-
dimeth~·benzophenone (IV). Nevertheless, when the material obtained 
by evaporation of the ether solvent was permitted to stand overnight, 
it solidified spontaneously. Examination of the solid material showed 
it to be 2-vinyl-J ,4-d.imetho.:xybenzophenone (IV). 
One gram (0.005 mole) of 1-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-6, 7-dimetho.:xy-
isoquinoline (III) was stirred on a steam bath with 30 ml~ of 20% 
.. . . . 
sodium hydroxide (0.15 mole) and 3.0 ml .. (approximately 4.1 g. or 0.032 
mole) of dimethyl sulphate·were added.. The mixture turned yellow, and 
a strone 11 amine 11 odor was noted.. After four hours, the odor was very 
11eak, and the mixture was all~red to cool to roam temperature. 
The mixture 1 containing a moderate deposit of yellowish-green 
globules in a cloudy solution, was extracted twice with equal volumes of 
ether. An appreciable amount of'dull Gray gummy material was noted in 
the aqueous layer and at the interface. The ether layer was separated, 
washed 1rrith water, and dried with magnesium. sulphate. Hhen the ether 
solvent was removed by· evaporation under reduced pressure near room 
. . 
temperature, the residue consisted of 0.81 g. of a yellow-amber oil. 
The oily residue was all~red to stand at room temperature overnight .• 
Durine this time it solidified to a solid mass of palo yell·"M crystalline 
. . 
material, which melted at· 64-66°. This crude material was enuivalent to 
a y:ield of SO% of the theoretical amount of 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimetho:x:y-
benzophenone (IV). After being 'lrtashed with 5% hydrochloric acid and \vith 
. . 
water, and being/dried in air, the solid melted at 65-66°, a11d weighed 
0.78 ~· (This is equal to nenrly 7$% of the theoretical ~uantity of 2-
vinyl-4, 5-dimetho.xybenzophenone) • · 
.. 
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Ligroin (65-90°) (Eastman Kodak 11518) l'Tas found to be the moat 
satisfactor,y medium for recrystallization of the product, After one 
0 
recrystallization, the white solid melted at 66-67 , and weighed 0.70 
g. This is equal to 70% of the theoretical amount of 2-vinyl-4,5-
d:imethOJcy"benzophenone (IV}. Further recrystallizations produced no 
significar:rt. change in the melting point.. Analysis of the material 
furnished results corresponding to the calculated values for 2-vinyl-
4,5-dimethozybenzophenone (IV). 
. . . 
.. 
Anal. Oalcd. for 017H1603: 0,76.1; H,5~97. Found (Fitz): 
0,75 .. 8; H,5.9. 
vJhen a.."'lother experiment ;-ri.Ls carried out as described above, a S;iTUp 
was obtained which crystallized irmnediately on addition (with stirring) 
of a few crystals of the product previously obtained, The crude solids 
obtained, meltinc; at 62-66 °1 1-1ere equival~nt te the theoretical amount 
' I 
of 2-vinyl-4,5-dimetho:xybenzophenone (IV). After reerystallization from 
licroin (65-70°), solids melting at 67-68° Here obtained, in amount equal 
to 7S% of the theoretical quantity. 
~). Oxidation of 2-vinyl-4,2-dimeth<~benzophenone (IV), 
- I 
(i). Oxidation by Per.manganate. In an experiment carried out be-
fore the compound, 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethozybenzophenone (IV) had been 
isolated in solid form, the syrupy product obtained in a reaction 
. 
identical with that described in (e), above,. '\'TaS treated with potassium 
permancanate. 
A solution of the syrup obtained in ·the one-stage ring ope:1ing 
reaction fr~n 1-phenyl-J,47 dihydro-6,7-dimethoxyisoquinoline (III) ( 0.44 
g. or 0.033 mole, calculated as 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimetho:x;;rbenzophenone) (IV) 
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was dissolved in 10 1il. of acetone, previously distilled from per~~nganate. 
The stoichiometric amount (0 ... 77 g,., 0.01 Mole) of potassium perm.a.nga.nat.e, 
dissolved in approximately 75 ml. of the· specially prepe.red acetone, ltas 
then added.. The mixture lias stirred for several minutes, then aJ.lO\-red 
to stand in the refrigerator overnight. A hee.v.r brmm precipitate 
settled on standing. 
A SlllB.ll amount of sodium sulphite was added,. follOW'ed by 3 ml. of 
5% hydrochloric acid. The heP.vy brmm precipitate, presumably manganese 
dioxide, dissolved, yielding a nearly colorless solution. (The possibly 
I 
~ 
harl!lful effect of chlorine, 1-1hich might be formed by the. reaction of 
hydroohloric acid and w.anganese dioxide, was overlooked) 4 
1'Le acidic solution vtas then ext.racted tWice with· equa.l volumes of . 
chloroform; the orr;anic layer 11as then separated and extracted with an 
equal volume of 5%'potassium ~droxide• 
Hhen the aqueous solution -vms made acid \dth hydroohlorio acid, and 
allowed to stand two days at roam temperature, a light deposit of white 
needles formed.. The m.ixture was allm1ed to stand at refrigerator tempera-
ture overnight, and "'>Hi\S then filtered. 
The white solid 'ras removed by filtration, and, after being 
washed 'Nith cold ethanol and dried in air, was found to melt at 193 • .5-
~ . . .. . 
0 0 
194.5 (196.5-197.5 corr.) (0.16 g.). Recrystallization from hot 
ethanol failed to chanee the melting point... The reported value for 
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zr o .... 
4,5-dimetho.:xy-2-benzO'Jlbenzoic acid is 199-200 .. The amount of :·1aterial 
isolated represents a yield of 6-benzoylveratric acid (V) equal to 35% 
of the theoretical amount., 
lihen the filtrate from the above isolation procedure "'as extracted 
"£d.th eth:r, and the dried solvent was removed by evaporation, an addi-
tional 0-.14 g. of acidic material "'ras obtained. This melted over a 
0 
1·ride ranee, startinG at 183 1 but l·Tas not purified further. 
The chloroform ~}xtraction li uor, ~1hich had been. extracted with 
alkali to remove the acidic materials. v1as nat-r dried Hith magnesium 
sulphate and evaporated under reduced pressure. This procedure yielded 
. . 
0.18 g. of hon-acidic materials, in the form of a reddish-runber syrup. 
(ii). Prep<lration •of the phthalazone.. In an expertin.ent similar to 
the preceding oxidation, 0.3 G• (0.012 mole) of recrystallized (m. 67-
Q I 
6S ) 2-v~~l-4,.5-dimethoJcybenzophenone (~ was treated wi.til the stoiohio- ' 
metric amount or potassium permanganate in acetone solvent, previous~ 
distilled from pern1an~a.nat~. In this experiment, sodium bicarbonate was 
present in excess ~.mount, and the mixture was allC1ifed to stand at room 
tefuperature overniGht. Further manipulation of the reaction mixture was 
identicn.l with that described in (i) 1 above, except that the acidified 
aqueous layer ivas allat·;ed to stE~.nd in the refrigerator for two deys 1 
instead of overnight .. 
A yield of acid, equal to 37% of the theoretical amount, was obtained. 
This material, obtained from the reaction mixture and washed with cold 
0 
ethanol, melted at 193-194 , and recrystallization failed to produce 
any significant chance. An additonal trace of crude acidic material was 
isolated by the procedure described above, and an amount of non-acidic 
material., app:oximately equal to the weight of pure acid obtained, "VTas 
also isolated. 
The method of Oliverio2 s;as followed for the preparation of the 
phthalazone of 6-benzqylveratrio acid (V). 
A solution of 0.4 g~ (0.014 mole) of 6-benzoJ~eratric acid (V) in 
6 ml. of ethane~ was treated with approximately 0.02 g. (0.019 mole) of 
phenylhydrazine., The resultant yellm'l' solution was l'efluxed for t\>TO 
hours" then allowed to s~and at room temperature overnight. The mixture 
then contained a deposit of fine l'rhite needles • . ~·Then these were removed 
by filtration, washed ""Vlith _cold ~thanol, and dri~d in air, these were 
found to melt at l97.5-19S.5° (0.03 g.). The amount obtained represents 
a 56% yield of the phtha.lazone. · 
One re~rystallizat~on from ethanol yielded crystru..s malting at 198-
198.50 (201.5-202° corr,. ), and two add;itional recrystallizations fa.:i.led 
to chanoe this meltin~ point. Although the reported value for this 
2.~ 0 I 
constant is 212 , analysis of the compound isolated sh01-1ed the correct 
values for the phthalazone of 4,5-dimethoxy-2-benzoylbenzoic acid (V)~ 
Anal.. Calcd. far C22H18N203: C, 73.46; H, 5.04,. Found (.I·ITT); C,73 .. 52; 
--1 I --_ 
1). Preparation of H-(3 ,4-d:imethO?Cyphen.ylethJrl)..formamide (VII), 
Spath n.nd i'olcar31have reported the satisfactor:r rrernr<>.tion of rz-
(3 ,4-dimet~!Oxyphenylethyl)-formamide (VII) by hee.ting anhydrous f'lF,lic 
0 
acid 1.-rith hamoveratryla.rnine (I) for five hours at 170 • The resultar1t 
mixture uns then distilled (in undescribed appnratus) at o. 01 :ruJ. 
pres::mre, yieldinc material \vb.ic h crystnlU zed c•n stand ins (m. h0-42°), 
Hhen this· procedure was follmred, usine 98-100% fqrn.ic acid instead 
of e.nh;;rdrous formic acid, the resultnnt mixture ":ta.s colored medium br'JW'n,_ 
IThen this was distilled t1rrice (at O .. J mn.) from a JO nl. Claisen flask 
havin.c; a lOW' side arm (approxirnately one inch abc>ve the bulb), the 
material obtained '\.-tas a slightly colored syrup. The procedure of 
Cortea@-4°,, desc ·ibed below, l·Ias found to yield a colorless product. 
\'!hen homoveratrylarnine (I) (10.3 e~, approximately 0.05 rnnle) 1-ms added 
to 5,.0 g. (approximately 0.1 r1oley of 90% formic acid, the mixture became ' 
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very vra:rn, and a mass of white crystala formed in pale yellcm liquor. 
0 
The mixture vtas heated 1n an oil both at 70-75 for approximately seven-
teen hours, and fo:tT.18d a ver-f viscous light amber liquid. 
The syrupy product was placed 1n a 30 ml. Claisen flask hav1ng a lovt 
. 0 
side arm (approx:ilnately one inch above the bulb), and heated at 150 
under vtater pump vacuum for ninety m1nutes.. The material was then dis-
o 
tilled a;t o.3 mm. pressure in a \'food's Metal bath at 210 o The vapor 
temperature was not measured. The collected material consisted of 11.2 
g. of very viscous, ·fa1ntly yellmv syrup .. 
The distilled material was redistilled from the same apparatus, and 
0 
the distillate vros collected at 130-139 at 0.009 nnn .. pressure. The very 
viscous syrup obtained (10.4 g.) w·as water-clear., and crystallized very 
slowly ovor a period of several1'teeks at room temperature, yielding a 
I:lass of Tffiite crystals mixed 11ith thick colorless syrlip. 
N-(3 1 4-dimetho:x;yphenylethyl)-formai!lide (VI) is reported to melt at 
40-42°. The material obtained was not purified further, but was usod in 
the form of a mixture of solid and syrup, described above. The yield of 
this material, calculated as N-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyle~l)-formide (VII), 
was equal to 88% of the: theoretical amount. 
. 4 . i 
The method of.duVigneaud to~ the formylation of amin~s was tried as 
: I I 
a method of prepa:fi,.11e N-(3 1 4-dim~hoxyphenylethyl)-for.mamide (VII) from 
• j 
homoveratryl~e (I) • This procedure involves the reaction of the 
' 
amine with fo:tmic acid (88%), foilo'l1ed by treatment of the· mixture with 
j ; 
j I 
acetic anhydride. A very low y-ield of the :fonnamide was obta1ned, and 
the metho<;l 'was not used further.:;. 
i ... 
, I ; 
2) • 'Preparation of 3 1 4:-9-i£ydro-61 7-dimetho?cyisoqu1noline cg:pf) • 
' ' . 3j . . 
ThS method of Spath and Polg~r 1vas u~ed for the preparation of 3, 4-
dihy~6, 7 -dimetho¢soqu1nol1ne ·(VIII).; T-en grams ( 0.053 ~le ) 
.. ' 
1. 
' 
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of N-(3,4-dimethoJcyphenylethyl)-formami.de (VII) in the form of the 
mixture of syrup and cr.ystals described in the preceding section, vmre 
dissolved :in 200 ml. of chemically pure toluene, and 30 e. of phosphorus 
pentoxide were added. 
After the mixture llad been refluxed for fifteen minutes, in a 
calcium chloride-protected system, an additional 20 g. of phosphorus 
pentoxide were added. The mixture ms refluxed another fifteen min-
utes, and was th~ allowed to cool to x:_oom temperature. 
nater was added cautiously' through the renux condenser untU no 
further violent ebullition resulted. The resultant mixture was heated 
briefly, until no solid material remained in the liquors. 
The cooled mixture was separated :into organic and aqueous pmions, 
and the toluene liquor was washed with an equal volume of 5% hydrochloric 
acid. The combined water layer and acid wash were extracted with 100 ml. 
of ether, to remove traces of toluene.\ 
The water layer was made alkaline with 20% potassium hy-droxide 
solution, and formation of a milky reddish-brown emuJ.sion, having a 
dark red-brawn oil an the surface, resulted. 
The mixture was extracted with an ·equal volume of ether, followed 
by successive smaller portions of etl1er, until a colorless extract was 
obtained. The amber ethereal liquor \'las wnshcd with water, dried with 
magnesium sulphate, filtered, and warmed under reduced pressure·to re-
move the solvent. The residue co:n.sisted of 7.3 g. of reddish-bro'Ml. oil, 
corresponding to a yield of crude 31 4-dihydro-6, 7-dimethoJcyisoquin.oline 
(VIII) equal to 83% of the theoretical amount. 
The oil was distilled from a 30 ml. Claisen flask hav:ing a lmv side 
arm (appro:x:imately one inch above the bulb), at 0.040 mrn. pressure. 
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Pale yellow liquid ( 6.8 g.) was collected at ll5-ll8 • The amount 
obta:ined was equal to 77% of the theoretical quantity of 31 4-dihydro-
I 
I 
6, 7-d.imetho¢soquinoline (VIII). This co~ound is reported3 1to distill 
0 
at· l mm .. pressure, using an air bath at l55-l6o • Redistillation yield-
ed a nearly colorless syrup. 
The method of Shriner and Fuson 4~as used in the preparation of 
· the picrate of this compotmd. When equal amotmts of picric acid and 
of the oil obtained above were heated over a lmv- flame, then allowed to 
cool, a solid yell0'\1 mass was formed. This material vtas boiled with 
ethanol, and the resultant slightly cloudy solution was filtered and 
chilled :tn an ice bath. A heavy precipitate of orance solid formed. 
This· was ronoved by filtration, washed 1rl.th cold ethanol,, and dried over-
night in a vacuum desiccator. The solid showed a melting point of 195.5-
o 
196.5 (carr.) in an evacuated capillary o Tho reported value 3Cf is 19:3-
200 °. (Picric acid melts at 122.0 ~ :;, 
The 3 ,4-dihyd;ro-6, 7-dimetho:xyiaoquinoline (VIIT) used in subsequent 
experiments was prepared by the method described above, and was twice 
distilled before use. In other experiments similar to that just 
described, yields of material (distilled once, as described above) equal 
to 70-80% of the theore~tical quantity of 31 4-d.ihydro-61 7-dimetho:xy-
isoquinol:ino (VIII) were obtained. 
3). Preparation of 
1
ty'in;y:lveratraldehyda (IX) by tho one-step 
method. 
21) t z. 
a) •. The One-Step Procedure. The method of Gensler and Samour for 
. ""' the preparation of acyl styrenes vvas followed in the prcpDration of 1,-
v:inYJ.veratrald.ehyde (IX). 
Uhen 55 ml. (approx:i:@ate:cy- 74.5 g., or 0.59 mole) of dimetltvl 
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sulphate 1·J"ere added to a vigorously stirred emulsion of 11.6 C• (0.083 
mole) of :redistilled 3 ,4-di:b.ydro-6, 7-dimethoxyisoquinoline (VIII) in 
600 1111. (a.pproxi.rnB.tely 3 moles) of 20% sodium hydroxide, a yellm-r 
color developed inm1ediately, and the mixture became slightly vtarm • 
. \fter several minutes, the reaction mixture was heated on a steam 
bath. A strone 11 amine 11 ooor immediately became evident (presumably 
tr:i.Jnethylaraine). .tl.n mnber oil appeared on the surface of the yellow 
liquor after approximately fifteen minutes heating. At the end of seven 
.. 
hours, the odor Has r;uite 'veak, and the heatine was stopped. (In an 
other\'Tise identical experiment, the heating 'vas stopped after only three 
hours.. The resultant. mixture yielded essentially the same amount of 
product as the present experiment). 
The reaction mi.."dure was extracted vrith successive portions of 
ether tmtil a colorless ether layer was obtained. The ca!ilb ·ned et!1er 
extracts were -vrashed with wa-ter, dried tdth magnesium sulphate, and 
filtered., llhen the solvent had been removed under reduced pressure, 9.0 g. 
of reddish-oran~ syrup rern.ained. This oil sl(Mly solidified to a mass of 
' sticlcy crea.nzy- tan solids • 
. An ethereal solution of this material, washed ,.a. th 5% hydrochloric 
acid and with \'rat.er, yielded, upon beinr, dried ivith magnesium sulphate, 
filtration, and removal of the solvent by evaporation under reduced 
. . . 
pressure, 8.9 e ... of amber s;yrup. Hhen cooled and scratched, this vil 
0 
cr;rsta.llized to a yellow powder, which melted at 37-41 • 
20 Perkin reported considerable difficulty in purifying ~nyl-
veratra.ldehyde (IX), and finally obtained the pure product· by a tedious 
procedure involvinr; treatment of the semi-carbazone with pyruvic acid. 
The material he finally obtained melted at 54-55°. 
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In the present work, petrole'WD. ether (30-60 ) was found to be 
a satisfactory medium for recrystallizinG the compound. The crude 
0 
solid was boiled ve~J briefly in petroleum ether (30-60 ) 1 and the 
saturated liquor was decanted and chilled in an ice or a Dry Ice-acetone 
bath. It should be noted that prolonged heating of the undissolved 
portion of the t1aterial on the steam bath Yd.ll result in the formation 
of an extremely tac}~, intractable material. The appearance of this 
substa~ce on treatment of previously recrystallized oaterial suGgested 
that polyracrization of the original compound had takeq. place. 
One ci",r.:;tallization of the crude material, b;r the procedure des-
cribed above, yielded 8.4 g. of solids which melted (after ; cine dried 
0 
in air) at 1.6.5-49 • This represents a 72% yield of crude "-vin~·1-
veratraldehyde (IX). Subaequcnt successive recrystallizations furnished 
0 0 0 
solids as follol~: 50-51 ( 8.0 g., 68% yield), )0-51 , 51.5 • The 
value reported by Perkinl 0 is 54-55°. However, preparation of two 
derivatives, described belmv, suggests the identity of the compounds. 
b). Preparation of the Oxime.. The procedure of Perkin2 q.ras used 
for the preparation of the oxime of '-vinylveratraldehyde (IX). Three 
milliliters of a methanolic solution containing 0 .. 2 g. of hydro:xylaoine 
hydrochloride and 0.2 g. of sodium acetate were added to a solution of 
0.2 g. of the product of the precedL~g reaction, dissolved in 2 ml. of 
methanol. 
After the mixture had been permitted to stand at :roon temperature 
overnight, 0.1 go of fine lvhite needles was removed by filtration. 
0 
These were found to melt at 113-117 , and represented a yield of crude 
oxime equal to 47% of th~ ti1eoretical amount. Recrystallization from 
0 
methanol furnished 0.9 g. of material melting at 123-124 ( 43% yield), 
and an additional recrystallization yielded material.melting at 123.5-
60 
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124.5 • Tho consta"lt for tlw o;d.Jae of 2-v:inylveratraldelzy"dc (IX) 1 re-
2o 0 ported by Perkin 1 is 126 • 
c). Pre-naration of the Semicarbazone. In accor9,ance with the 
'2.0 
ncthocl of Perkin , 0.2 g. of the b-vinylveratraldehyde (IX) prepared 
I 
in the present. vrork .-ras dissolved in 15 nl. of methanol. Two-tenths 
of n (P:'Dlll of semicarbazide hydrochloride and O.J g. of sodiu."'!l acetate 
vrere added, .::md the m.iA.-turc was shc1ken until a clear solution was 
obtained. 
After approximately seven teen hours at roon terrpernture, the mi::-
ture contained a li&."'lt precipitate of white crystals, which, after being 
vrashed ·with cold methanol and drying in air, were found to darken to a 
0 0 
deep red color at approximately 215 , and melt at 224 with evolution of 
gas. llaterial obtajned from one recrystallization from methanol e::-::-
hibited essentially the sa:::e melting behnvior.. Perkin:2. 0reports that the 
senicar".)azone of 6--rlny-lveratraldohyde (IX) darkens at 220° and melts at 
0 
226 Tri tl1 evolution of ens. 
d). Infra-red spectrwa of b-vinylveratraldehyde (L~). I<'ifty milli-
.. 
crams of "-v:inylvcrntralz~ehyde (I::) were disnolvcd :L'"l 1 r.ll. of carbon 
tetrachloride, and the infra-red spectrum of the solution was recorded 
on a :::laird Infra-red 5pe.ctrophotometer with sodium chloride prism. The 
curve obtained is shoTm on plate !.-C. 
e). Reaction with Diazomcthane. It :nicht be expected that b-•.rinyl-
vcratraldehycle (IX) would react with diazomethane to form 2-vinyl-4,~­
d.inetho:xyacetophcnono (X), ·,men treated accordinG to the procedure of 
Lf3 Schlotterbeck • The resultant compound should then be identical with 
the material obtained in a later portion of the present work (Section c. 
Gl 
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CH?JO-~H=CH_t. __ C.:;...:H..:..:L::.;..I'l.:..:::1. __ ?:> CH3~c.H=C-I·h. 
CH~~C...HO ( Cl.f~c-c!f3 g 
-. 
:z:.. 
Diazamethane (apprw.imately 0.006 mol(:J) ':Tas prepare:.'1by treating 
1.,0 C• of rJ-nitrosomethylurea. '\'Tith 30 ml. of 10% potassium hydroxide 
in the presence of 20 ml. of ether. 'l'he mb.-ture l-ras sha.J.;:en by hand at 
... intervals for approximately ten minutes. The yellmr ethereal solution 
was separated, dried over potassium h;.rrlroxide, and decnnted into a 
solution of 0.192 g .. (0,.001 mole) of b-vinylveratralrleh~rde (r~) in 10 
ml,. of ether. 
No chan13c uas noted on m:i.:d .. n13, and the. mi:--·! •:.re 'ms per::ited 
to st.:md at room temperr.ture overnight. The nearly colorles·' s0lu-
t:Lon t·raz then filtered to remove n trr>.ce of insoluble materie.l, P..nd 
the ether solvent Has separ~~ted by evaporation under rec1ll.ced pressm·e. 
A ver;:r vitJcous licht .:.:r:1ber oil remained. Chilling, scretching, ~nd 
secdin[~ 1rith 2-virwl-4,5-dilnethoxyacetophenone (I~~) (obtnined in a 
lc::,tcl" e.:::peri.:1ent, Section C, pace b 7 ) failed to induce crystallization • 
.Attempts to obtain crystals by chillinr; ether solutions and 
meth<'.J.'"10l solutio:1s of ti1e .syrup yielded, in each caGe, only a trace 
of .:;u.ww r .. kl.terial. 'l'he subst·cnce isolated by chilling an ether solu-
o 
tion 'tms ,,ms~1cc. uith petroleum ether (30-60 ) cmd dried in air. This 
0 
u.o.terial softened at 65 , and melted over a verJ 1·ride ranee. The 
62 
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0 
desired product nelts n.t 77-78 (.see Section C), but the material 
obtained was avide ntly e. ver.r il:1.pure JP..b::t 'lre. 
In e.;1 attempt to remove any startin::.; mal:.erial (~vinylverntral-
dehydo (I~'.)) that m:Leht be present in the· material isolatedt th13 residue 
obtained by removal of the solvent (above) was treated 1-rith silver o:xicle 
in aJJmli, in the procedure described in detail in the next. section 
(Section ( -f ) ) • The startinr; aldehyde vvould be expected to form the water-
soluble sal~ of 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethoxybenzoic acid (XI). 
Hhen tl1e silver oxide reaction mixture vras twice exl:.racted \dth 
ether, e..nd the solvent removed from the dried etr:er extract, only a faint 
tr.:1ce of sticky film remained. i'.ttempts to obtain a crystalline solid 
from this, by recrystallizinG from ether or methanol, "loJ"ere fruitless. 
f). Oxidation \·!ith Silver Oxide. 'In an 0xperiment carried out in 
connection With t}le \..YOrk in .Section V~ belO\-t, b-vinylveratra.ldehyde 
(IX) was tren.ted with silver oxide 4"to form 2-vinyl-4~ 5-di.metho~rbenzoic 
(Xl). 
IX 
Five-hundredths of a :;ram (0.0003l'10le) of 6-v.inylveratraldeh;.rde 
(IX) and 0.3 c;. (0.17 mole) of .r;_i_iver nitrate were dissolved in a mix-
ture of 2 nl. of \'fater ;;.nd 2 ml.. of ethanol,. A solution of 0.,2. [_, of 
potassium hydr<lltide in vrater vras then added, producinc a heav;:/ gray-
black precipitate of silver oxide. The mixt1~re i·ras swirled b:r hand for 
,., 
several minutes, and "Vmrmed to approxim::ttely 75 on the steam bath, for 
three minutes. Thereafter, it '"as allO\"ied to stll.nd at roam temperature, 
with aocasional manual aGitation, for two ru1d one-half hours. 
At the end of this interval, a mirror-like coating was evident on 
the v1alls of the flask. The mixture i'-TaS filtered, J'ielding a cloudy 
filtrate which i'las treated with charcoal and filtered through sintered 
.· 
r).ass. The resultant clear liquor was acidified _1-rith 50% nitric acid, 
and an immediate precipitate of clusters of fine white needles resulted. 
The mixture vras permitted to stand at room temperature overnight, 
and. 'vas then chilled and filtered. After being washed ,.rith cold ethanol 
. . 
0 0 
and dried in air, the solids obtained melted at 178.5-179 (180-180.5 
c?rr•), and i-Ieiched 0.052 e. After one recrys~allization from methanol, . 
0 0 
0.046 e. of solids, melting at 179-179.5 (180.5-181 corr.) were isolated. 
An additional recrystallization failed to chanee the melting point. The 
reported19value fort he melting point of ··~virry'lveratric acid (XI) is 
0 
184 ,. The yield of recr.rstallized product obtained in the present study 
'\lras equal to 85% of the calculated amount. 
In a second experiment, identical to the one just descl'ibed, except 
that the mixture was stirred mechanically overnight, a yield of recrystal-
lized product (m. 179.5-130.5) 'e:ual to 50% of the theoretical amount was 
obtained. 
Uhen tested with a dilute solution of potassium perruanganate, this 
compound was shO\m to possess one or more olefinic or acetylenic groups. 
This would appear to confirm its identity as ·6-'Viny1.veratric ·acid (XI). 
(Details of the experiment, carried out in connec .ion "'rith later work, 
"Vrill be found in section C, 3, pace 75'" , Reaction with Sodium H;;rpobromite). 
I 
I 
C). PRlPARATION OF 2-VINYL-:1,:5""-DIH:·ITHO:·'YACETOPJE::HOIE (X) • 
.. 
1).. Preparation of N-(3. 4-dim.etho.xyphenylethyl)-acetamide (XII), 
The method of Spath nnd Polrrar 
5~for the preparn.tion of N-(3 ,4-dimetho.xy-
phenylethyl)-acetamide (XII) involves the proloneed heating of homoveratryl-
amine (I) '\"lith acetic acid,. 
Sl 
By utilizinr: the method of Kaufman , a g')Od yield of the desired 
product '\"Tas secured in a short period of time.. Nine grams (0.05 mole) of 
homoveratrylarnine (I) were dissolved in 100 ml. of. absolute ether, and 
10.2 g. (0.1 mole) of acetic anhydride vTere then added. After several 
minutes , c r;,rstals be can to appear, and \'Then the mixture was chilled in ice, 
a heavy deposit of white solid formed. 
After the C!""Jstalline material \Ptas removed by filtration, washed \'lith 
cold ether, and dried overnight in a vacuum desiccator, it '·ras found to 
0 3Cj 0. 
melt at 95.4-97 • The reported constant is 94-95 • 
The IIJ.iA-ture yielded 19.8 g. of the .-rhite crystals, and 1.0 g. of 
slightly yellovr solid, obtained on evaporation of the solvent frnm the 
65 
·, 
liquor. The yield of white crystals wd.S equal to 89% of the calculated 
quantity .. 
0 
The material obtained from the ren.ction, melting over a 1. 5 r:mge, 
vtas used in further experiments 11ithout purifica.tj_on. 
In four other experiments, essentially identical with the one just 
described, similar yields were obtained. 
2).. Preparation of 1-!·1eth.vl-3. 4-d.ihydro-6. 7-dimetho?C'{isoguinoline 
(XIII).. The method of Spath and Polgar 51was used in the preparation of 1-
methyl-3 ,4-dihydro-6 ~ 7-d.imetho;cyisoo,uinoline .. (XIII). 
A solution of 4.02 g. (0,018 mole) of }~(3,4-d.imethoxyphenylethyl)-
acetamide (XII) in 75 ml. or chemically pure toluene was heated under re-
flux in a calcium chloride-protected system with approximately 10 g. (0.07 
mole) of phos:lhorus pentoxide. The mixture ~:refluxed for fiteen min-
utes, and an additional 10 g. of phosphorus pentoxide.were then added. 
After being boiled under reflux for anot 1:er thirty minutes, the 
reaction mixture was cooled belO'N' room temperature. Hater "t·ms then adned 
cautiously throuGh the reflux condenser until no fnrther vigorous ebulli-
tion t·ms observed. The mixture 1>-ras heated until solution of the solids 
present >·ms complete. The resultant mixture consisted of an amber water 
layer and a lit;ht yellcnv water la;yer. 
The toluene layer l'Tas separated and washed 1rri. th an e11ual volume of 5% 
hydrochloric acid. The combined acid \vash and aqueous layer i'las made 
stronc;ly alkaline 1r1ith 10% potassium hydroxide solution. A light yellow 
emulsion resulted. T!1is was t1dce extrr:.cted l-rith e'lual volumes of ether, 
The ether extract 1r1as >·rashed with an equal volume of \vater, dried with 
G6 
magnesium sulphate, and filtered. Removal of the solvent un 1er reduced 
pres[sure yielded a viscous light amber oil, >-rhich solidified 'dth scratching 
and c oolinc. 
0 
Uhen this mc1.terial \'las ''lashed 1"lith petoleum ether (30-60 ) and dried 
. . 
0 
in air, 3.3 C• of nearly 1rrhite solid, melting at 96-99 , viM obtained.· 
This rep1·esents ·a 3rield of crude lt-meth~rl-4, 5-dihydro-6, 7-dimetho~­
isoquinoline (XIII) equal to 90% of the theoretical ·1uantit:r • 
Uhen a hot solution of the solid in ethyl acetate 'ttUJ.s treated \·dth 
charcoal, filtered and chilled, a \'Thite solid (3.0 g.) which melted at 99-
o 
101 l<'J"c>.s obtained. 'i'his is equal to 81% of the theoretical ;;rield. Further 
recrystallization from ethyl ucet«te yielded 2~7 g. (73%) of solid meltine; 
. . . 
0 
at 102.5-103.5 • A third recrystallization, without forcing, yielded 
0 c~Jstals meltinc at 103-104 • 
3? 
The reported melting point for l-methyl-4,5-dihydro-6,7-dimetho:xy-
. 0 
isoquinoline C~III) is 106-107 .. Naterial used in further expe;~iments 
0 0 
melted over a l ran~, above 102 ~ 
In eight other eX'~eriments, similar to ttmt desc ·i bed above, ~rielrls of 
crude :m.n.terial from 64% to 92;~ of the theoretical amount were obtained, 
\-rith 80-90% being isolated in most cases. 
In one ot!1er experiment, phosphorus o~rchloride ;;"as utili7.ed as con-
densinc a.3ent for the formation of the isoquinoline described re.bnve, The 
procedure Has identical 'ttJith that de$Cribed in the present work (Section A, 
pace 43 ) for the preparation of 1-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-6, 7-dimethoxy-
isoquinoline.. IJo sienif'::cant amount of acid-soluble material was isolated 
.. 
from the reaction nlixtw~e. 
3). 2-V~vl-4,5-dimeth~3Y?cetophenone (X)$ 
a). One-star;e }'reparation of the Compound. The method of Gensler 
UJ 2 Z. 
and 3runour for the preparntion of ~ acylstJTenes was utilized for the 
preparation of 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethoxyacetophenone (X) from 3,4-dihydro-6,7-
G7 
dimethoxyisoc!ui:10line (::III). 
3even milliliters (appraxinmtely 9.5 g. or 7,5 moles) of dimethyl 
~ulphate Here add.ed to a vic;orously stirred mixt.ure of 2.05 g. (0,01 mole) 
o~ 3 ,4-d:i..hydro-6, 7-dimeth~isoquinol:i..ne (XIII) a.nd 80 ml. ( a.pproximatel3r 
0.4 mole) of 20% sodium hydroxide. The color of the miA.-ture changed 
slo.vl.y (over one-half minute) to yella.r. 
After t1'TO minutes I a distinct II amine It odor l•ras evident I and a light 
yello1r1 o:i..l 1-ms noted on the surface of the mixture. The color disappeared 
after four minutes, le.:.vin.::; a cloudy solution 1vith a colorles_s oil on the 
surface.. The mixture had· -~Qille distinctly warm by this time. 
Five minutes after the reactants had been combined, the mixture 1·:as 
heated on the stea"!l bath. After forty-five m:i.nutes of heatin~:: and stirr-
ing, the reaction vessel con~ained a light orange-yellot..r cloudy solution, 
with a red-amber oil bn the surface, ·:'he odor of 11 aminell was ver~r strong. 
After three hours, the odor '-ras v1eak, and the reaction nti.x• ure \•ra.s 
permitted to 'cool to room temperature. The T:'.i.xtu··e then contr.ined a cl·•·,:dy 
orance solution nnd an appreciable deposit of fairly dark red-brO'.-.rn elobu.les 
at the bottom of the flask. A liGht film of oil .. ra.s still evident on t.· e 
surface of the liquor. 
:&.xtrn.ction Hith equal volumes of other, carried out tl<rice, ~rielded D. 
li[;ht reddish-nmber upper layer, and a sliehtly cloud:~ lr:;Her la;:rr:lr, A 
reddi::>h scum 1iras present at the interface. 'l':1e ethereal solution, washed 
't'rith H<lter, dried -vlit!1. w.acneshun sulplw.J..;e, a.'1c1 filtered, was s'~b: acted to 
Harmin0 under reduced pre.ssnre to l"emove the solvent. An amber syrup 
(2.06 C•) v;as obtained. 
acid., a li;:~ht anber ·.w:t.e:..~ layer :.:·esu.lJ.:.ed. 'l'he ether la~rer l.fD.S again washed 
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'\'tith \·rater, dried 1-d.th mar;nesium sulpha.te, and filtered, 1n:en the 
solvent 1.-1a.s removed bj" evaporation under reduced pressure on the steam 
bc:•.th, 1.6 g. of pale amber oil remaj.ned. On cooling and scratching, this 
0 
quickly solidified to crystalline material melting at 61-68 
\'Jhen the crude material vras recrystallized from ether, LJ? g. of 
. . . 
white crystals (m. 71 .. 5-73. 5°) were obtained, This· is e('_lual to a ,;deld of 
2-vinyl-4, 5-d:i..metho:xyacetophenone (:C) corresponding to 6Tf; of the 
theoretical amoUnt. 
Recrystallization of this material from methanc•l yiolci.ed material· 
0 
meltinr; at 77-78 , in a.n ru:1ount (1.01 f.•) equal to 49':', of the theoretical 
quantity. Two additional recr-tJstallizations from ether (without forcing) 
resulted in no chant."S in the meltine point. The analysis of this material 
':ms found to COl'respond to that oalculated for 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimetho:xy-
acetophenone· ( K ) • 
Anal. Calcd. f_or c~14o3 : 69 .. 9;C,H,6 .. 8. Found.(Fitz): C,69.9; H,?.O. 
A second experim.ent, carried out in the manner described above, using 
larger quantities, furnished nearly the sAme yields of purified material, 
b) • Reaction with Hydro:x;tla.mine-Indic::t.tor Solution, A hyd.ro:xylarnine-
69 
5:2. 
Shriner n.nd Fuson. indicator solution 1-.ras prepared accordinr; to the method 
To a solution of 5 g. of h;rdro:eyla.mine hydrochloride in 1.0 1. ?f 95% ethnnol 
were ad<led 3 mL. of Bogen i..Tldicator. The color of the s•:->luti<>E was adjusted 
to a bricht orance shade uith 5% alcoholic potassium hydroxir1e, 
Hhen several CI"'Jsta.ls of the product isolated in the preceding section 
(2-vinyl-4,5-d:i..methoxyacetophenone (X) ) '-rere added to 0, 5 nll. of the test 
solution, no marked chan~ 11as noted. After forty-five minutes at room 
temperature, the color of the solution had changed to red. The results of 
this test indicate the presence of a carbonyl group in the product of the 
' I 
ren.ction described. ('l'he correspondinG experiment vrith a hydrogenated 
' product, carr~ed out at the same time, and described below, did not show 
a similc:.r color chanc;e). 
c). Reaction 1dth Fehlinr,t s and Tollen 1 s Reagents. The procedure 
':t.. of Shriner and Fuson for the use of Tollen 1 a Reagent in the determina-
t:ton of reduclng groups was utilized in a reaction with 2-vinyl-41 5-
dimetho.:xyacetophenone (Z). 
A drop of 10% sodium hydroxide v:as placed in a test tube , .. dth 2 ml. 
of a 5% solution of silver nitrate. Dilute (2~&) ar1rnonia 't-ras then added 
until a clear solution 't-ras obtained. Approxinately 20 mg. of the com-
pound (above) W€Y'e a.dr\ed to the test solution. Four drops of acetone 
(previously distilled from per.manGanate) were added, to facilitate reacti0n 
of the water-insoluble co.."npound. No change was observed, and, a.fter one 
minute, the mixture l•ras heated for fifteen seconds on the steam bath. 
The mixture 1r1as then allCJ\ored to stand at room temperature for an ~our, but 
no chance was observed. 
Fehlinets solution, prepared according to the method of Shriner and 
~2 
Fuson ·, also failed to sh01.:1 a positive reaction tov1ard 2-viriyl-4, 5-
dimethoy,;yacetophenone (X). 
Five milliliters of Fehling's solutioh were prepared, and to this 
were added 0.02 g. of 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethoxyacetophenone (X). Three or 
four drops of acetone )previously distilled from permanganate) 't-Tere added 
to facilitate reaction of the insoluble compound being tested. _ No change 
'\'TB.S observed after one minute, and the mixture was heated to b~")iling over 
a free flame. The mixture, allovred to sta.!'ld at room temper;-.ture for one 
hour, showed no ch-:;n~~e. 
The results of these tests indicate the ;:~sence, in the compound 
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I 
.. 
beinG tested of reducing eroups such as aldehydes. This is compatible 
with the formula (2-vinyl-4,5-dimethozyaceto:1henone (X) ) used here, for 
the compound isolated from the action of alkali ana dimethyl sulphate on 
1-methyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimethoxyiso uinoline (XIII). 
d). Infra-red Spectrum of 2-Vin.vl-3.4-dimetho:xyacetophenone (X). 
Fifty milligrams of 2-vinyl-3,4-d:imethoxya.cetophenone (X) (77..:.78°) were 
dissolved in 1 mL .of chemically pure carbon tetrnchloride, and the infra-
red spectrum v1as determined :d>n a Baird Spectrophotometer (sodium chloride 
prism). The resultant curve (Plate I~D ) is similar in several regions to 
the' curves obtained for 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethozybenzophenone (IV) (Plate 1::- B ) 
and for 2-vinylveratraldehyde (IX) (Plate I-C) • 
e),. Hydrop,enation Using Palladium-Charcoal Catalyst. One-tenth of a 
eram of palladium-charcoal catalyst (10:~ palladium),* prepared according to 
1?.7:. 
the method of Fieser , was suspended in 20 ml. of nbsolute ethanol and 
tre.J.ted rrith hydro:~en at room temperature and atmospheric press1.:.re. 
* lie are indebted to Dr. Carlos Samour for the catalyst used in this work. 
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Fig. 1 - Iiydroeenation of 2-Vinyl-4,)-dimcthoxyo.cet.ophencne (p. 71). 
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Four-tenths of a gram (0 .. 0019 mole) of 2-vinyl-41 5-d:Unethox;;r-
acetophenone (X) W!W: added to the catalyst in alcohol , and h~'tirogen-
ation under the sa.we oonditions was resumed, 
It would be expected'that the olefinic compound (X) 1{ould react with 
one mole of hydroGen, yieldine 2-ethyl-4,5-dimetho,;cy-acetophenone (XV). How-
ever 1 as shm.m in the· acpompanying curve (Figure ~ ) , the material actually 
absorbed three moles of hydrogen .. 
The catalyst \..ras removed from the hydrogenation mixture by filtration 
a ~ 
throuehAsintered glass funnel, and "Vtas washed on the filter with anhydrous 
alcohol and anhydrous ether. The solvents were then removed by warming the 
liquor under reduced pressure. The residual material consi~ted of 0.35 g. 
of clear,. slie-htly viscous liquid. (The partially hydrogenated substance, 
51-. 0 
2-ethyl-41 5-dimetho.:xyacetophenone (}:V) is reported to melt at 63 ) • 
The material obtained, under conditions described in section (b), 
above, failed to react positively to the hydroxylamine-indicator test, in-
52. dicatins the absence of a carbonyl group in the reduced product • 
The crude material was distilled in a notched. test tube (Figure Z ) 
0 
at 1 nnu. pre.ssure and block temperature of approximately 128 • The 
distilled material (".24, 1.5175), not weighed, was su~.]ected to analysis, 
The results correspond to the calculated values for 4,6-diethylveratrole 
. . 
S.3 o (XIV) • This compound is reported to distill at 55 at 0.2 nnn. pressure. 
. .. . .. 
,\nal.. Calcd. for C12H1g02 : C,74.2; H,9.3. Found (Fitz): _C,73.8; H,9.6. 
Fifty milligrams of the distillate w~ dissolved in 5 ml. of carbon 
tetrachloride, and the infra-red spectrW'tl was determined. The results 
(Plata I--A) appear to confirm the previous indications of an absence of 
60 
carbonyl r,roups in the material. 
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;F;tg. z - Creased test tube apparatus :fCJr hieh-
vacuum distillation. 
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-f).. Preparation of the Semicarbazone, In the preparation of the 
semicarbazone of 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethOJcy"acetophenone (X), the method of 
. 5~ . . 
Shriner and Fuson was used. One-half gram ( 0.0026 mole) of the ketone 
was dissolved with 0.3 g. (0.0026 mole) 'semicarbazide hydrochloride and 
. . . 
0.35 g. (0,0027 mole) of crystalline sodium acetate in solvent consist-
ing of 30 ml- of ethanol and 20 ml. of water. The mixture was heated 
under reflu:x:, and yielded a clear solution in a few minutes. 
After being refluxed overnight, the mixture contained a small amount 
of solid material in clear liquor. The ale ohol was removed b;rr warming 
the mixture in a stream of air. The residue consist.ed of gummy material 
in approximately 25 ml. of water. The mixture was allowed to stand at 
roam temperature for two days.. j\t the end of this time, the semi-solid 
material had solidified. The yellmvish solid, after isolation by 
filtration, i'Tashingtvith,.cold ethanol, and d!""Jing in air, weighed 0.44 g. 
No melting point was taken. 
The material was dissolved in boiling ethanol and the sdution '.-f.-.s 
-, 
filtere~ When the filtrate was reduced to one-half volume by warming in 
an air stream, and cooled in an ice bath, 0,12 g. of slightl~t colored (tan) 
material was obtained. After drying in air, this material melted at 
0 
190.5-192.5 .. 
A second crop, obtained in a similar fashion, consisted of 0.02 g. 
0 
of some\"rhat li~hter material, which melted at 190-192 • 
A third crop, nearly p~re ,;hite in color, "tTas found t·., melt over a 
0 0 
wide range, bet;innin,s at 78 • Since the starting material melted at 77-78 , 
75 
it appeared possible that this crop mie-~t contain 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimetbn·.:yaceto. 
phenone (X)~ No further attempts were ma~e to purify this solid, or to 
isolate more solid from the mother liquor. 
0 
A total of 0.14 c;. of r:1aterinl ru.elting nenr 1r;o ( 2 ° range or less) 
was isol:-.. ted, an amount equal to 22% of Ece theoretical quantity of the 
se:micarbazone of 2-vinyl-41 5-dim.etho:xyacetophenone (X). 
After tvro recrystallizatiuns fran ethanol, \·dthout forcing, the high-
o 
meltinG solid ~-:ielded CI"Jstalline material melting at 194-195 • Further 
recrystaLlization pl~O<L:ced no furt!"ler che.nge. /malysis of this material 
shO'.red GOOd correspondence with the calculated values for tlus semi-
cu.rbazone. 
Anal.. Calc d. for c13u17o3I'-TJ: C, 59.3 J H_,6. 5. Found (Fitz): 
C, )9.41 E,4.0. 
g).. D.ea.:tion l".'ith 3odium H:vJobrotl'rl.te. In the oxidation of 2-vin~.rl-
415-dir,letiloxyacetophel'J.one C,() ~~ith sodium hypobromite, the procedure of 
'7 . 
hills 1-ras follO'•l'ed. This worker repo:cted Lhe preparation of durylic 
r~cid ~XVII) in good yield by the action of hypobromite on acetylpseudocumene 
One-half r;ram (0.0024 mole) of 2-vinyl-4, 5-di.rrtetho.J-;7acetophenone (X) 
\'las aclded to a solution o.f 0.7 Ill!-· (approximately 0.014 :nole) of bromine 
in 10 ml. of .aN sodium hydroxide. The color of t!1e solution remained 
li[;ht yelloH,. 
o· 
Uhen the mixtm~e ,.ras he ted to 75-80 1 the insc·luble ketone melted, 
and shortly thereafter, a bright purple oil was noted on the s1:rface. 
The reaction r:ti.xture was heated and sth-red for one and one-half hours .. 
At the end of this period, the pale tcm liquor conta.ii.1ed a moderate amount 
of dark reddish-purple gum. 
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A drop of the reaction mixture 11as mixed ,.dth ::;everal drops of acetic 
acid~ and no bromine appeared to be evolved b.![ The mi:x-tu:~e '"as a.llO\-Ied to 
cool to room temperature, and the liquor w·as decanted from the eumn\'{ solir~s. 
The liquor 1itas extracted Hith ether to remove the non-aci :ic materiA.ls 
present. Evaporation of tl1is ether solvent yielded o.or:: g. of tan solids, 
which \·wre not studied further.,. 
Sulphur dioxide l·ras bubbled t,hrou.zh the water liquor for five minutes, 
furnishinc Q solution slichtly yellower than before. One milliliter of 
. concentrated hydrochloric acid was added, &'1d the resultant slightly acid 
mixture vtas extracted tHiCe 1-dth equal volumes of et~er. 
The ether extract \·ras dried •:Jith magnesium s1.Uphate and filtered, 
and the solvent 'toJ"as removed by Harmine under reduced pressure. ·The residue 
.. 
consisted of 0.1 r,. of very pale tan, slir;htly sticky solid, having an 
0 
approximate meltins ranGe of 170-180 • 
~Jhen this material ~·!as recrystallized from boiling "\'rater, 0.09 g. of 
77 
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0 0 
material meltinc at 1'79-180 (180.2-181.2 corr.) was isolated. This 
would be equivalent to a yield of the expected product, 6-vinylveratric 
acid (YJ) equal to 18;~ of the theoretical fjuantity. A second recrystal-
lization did not chnni3e the melting point. 
Ltr o 
The expected product (XI) is reported to ~1elt at 184 • However, 
when the material obtained in the present experiment was compared, l;y 
means of a mi:'!:e.d melting point, "lrlith t~·1at obtained fro:r. tl-Je silver oxide 
(p. ~ o) . . ·~ . . 
o.ridation of &...vinylveratraldehyde (IX) I' (m. 178.5-lT). 5 ) (see Section D, p.b3J 
above) 1 the results indicated that the t"ttlO cam.p€1Ullds were not identical; 
a depression of approximately 14 ° was found (m. 165-167°). 
When a test for unsaturation was carried out on these two products, 
41 . 
using 1~~ permanganate solution, the oxidation product from 6-vinyl-
veratraldehyde ('IY, f. iD) in pur~ acetone (previously distiJ.led from perman-
ganate) showed an immediate reaction, decolorizing the permanganate promptly, 
and forming a muddy solution containing a brOt>m solid. 
The product from the hypobromite oxidation of 2-vinyl-4, 5-dimethoxy-
acetophenone (XV) show-ed no color change in over three f.linutes "rhen mixed 
with permanganate solution under similar conditions. In this respect, it 
beht.wed in a manner identical to thd of a blank solution, consisting of 
pure acetone (previously distilled from permangana.te). 
It ifas concluded that the oxidation product from the hypobromite 
oxidation contained no unsaturo.ted groupings, and might be the dibasic 
. 117 
acid, metahemipinic acid (m. 179-182°)(XVIII). 
In an effort to form metahemipinic acid (XVIII), and confirm the 
identity of the product .just described, the oxidati()n product from the 
treatment of ~nylveratraldehyde ~TICrf~ with silver oxide was next 
treated with potassium permanganate. 
The acidic product from the oxidation of b .. vinylveratraldehyde (IX), (p. ~..V; 
I 
I 
19 
assumed to be 6-vinylveratric acid (XI)(o.o6 g., 0.0003 mole), was 
dissolved in 45 ml. of pure acetone (previously distilled from permanganate) •. 
Potassium permanganate in stoichiometric amoun~ (0.155 g., 0.001 mole) was 
then added. 
The permanganate dissolved slovtly, forming a muddy brown solution. 
The mixture >-ras heated, with stirring, for two minutes, then stirred at 
room temperature for three days. At this time the mixture contained a 
. 
heavy brO\m solid in a water-clear li uor. Sodium sulphite (approximately 
0 .. 4 g.) and 5% hy'droohloric acid (10 ml.) mrre added, and a nearly clear 
solution resulted. 
The mixture was heated on a steam bath under reduoed (vrater pwnp) 
.. 
pressure until approxink~tely 10 ml. of liquid, containing a trace of brown 
oily material, remained. The mixture was twice extracted with 35 ml. of 
chlorofonm, and the organic layer was dried ~nth magnesium sulphate and 
filtered. 
llhen the chloroform solvent was removed by evaporation, a trace of 
br01rmish etmUIIY material remained. 'fhis was dissolved in 15 ml. of 3% 
sodium hydroxide, and the solution was treated with charcoal and filtered 
through sintered glass. The resultant clear li:;uor was made acid with 5;~ 
hydrochloric acid, and the faintly cloudy liquor obtained was extracted 
t'\cice with equal volumes of chloroform. The extract was dried and the 
solvent removed as before, yielding a trace of ~ight tan gumm·i r1aterial, 
which was not treated further. 
The permanganate oxidation 1rms carried ont in t1>10 other exneriments 
similar to the foregoing, except that in one case 45 r:tL of 3:~ sodhun 
hydroxide were used as the reaction medium, and in both cases, aqueous 1% 
permaneanate was added until a faint purple color persisted. In both cases, 
the amount of perm~neanate ~dded was found to be approximately stoichio-
metric. Treatment of neither mixture, in the manner described above, 
yielded any si~ificant amount of material. 
h). Haloform Testa Iodine-potassium iodide solution (50 g. potassium 
iodide, 25 g. iodine, 200 ml. water) 't'l'as prepared and used in the pro-
£(.. 
cedure of .Shriner and Fuson for the detection of methyl ketones. 
The test 'trias carried out simultaneously on a blank solution ( 5 ml. 
dioxane, 1 ml. 10% sodium hydrp:ride), on a similar solution containing 4 
drops of acetone, and on three solutions containing base, dioxane (as 
described above) and 50 mg. portions of ~vinylvertraldeh:rde (IX), 2-vinyl-
4,5-dimetho.xybenzophenone (IV), and 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethoxya.cetop.henone (X), 
respectively. 
Each of these solutions was treated as follows: Iodine-potassium 
iodide solution was added dropwise until persistent yell~r-brown or 
brmmish color persisted. The mixture was then warmed to 60° for two min-
utes, and,if the color had faded, more iodine solution w:·lS added until 
the color was restored. Three volumes, of 'trlater were then added, and. the 
resultant mixture was allowed to stand for several hours. 
I 
I 
vlhen treated in this manner, the blank solution shmred a persistent 
brownish color after addition of four drops. 1'larming did not affect the 
color pe:cceptibly. After the solution had been a.llovred to stand for 
several hours, a faint trace of colorless crystalline material was present, 
On addition of three volumes of water, the crystals dissolved, and no 
other chanee took place. 
The acetone solution decolorized over twenty drops of iodine-
potassium iodide solution before a. brm~ish color persisted. (This mix-
ture was not heated) • Addition of several drops of 10% sodium hydroxide 
changed the color to a pale yellowish tinge. Addition of water led to 
formation of a moderately heavy precipitate of yellow solid. (A strong 
iodoform odor was noted at this point) The solid was removed by filtra-
tion, dissolved in dioxane, and reprecipitated b:'r addition of dilute sodium 
hydroxide. After beine washed 1.dth \vater and dried in air, the yellmr 
0 ;,-b 
solid was found to melt at 118-120 , and was presUlllB.bly iodoform • 
vlhen the aldehyde (IX) mixture \'tas treated in the described manner, 
a yellowish-brrnvn color was found to persist after addition of four drops 
of iodine solution. Heatine the resultant mixture did not cLanee the 
color perceptibly. Hhen the mixture 11ras allm.red to sta!1d f0r several hours 
at room temperature, the resultant solution was amber-colored, and con-
tained a trace of crystalline material (compare blank sol1.!tion, above), 
\i'hich dissolved on addition of three volumes of 111ater. Ho other sigoifi-
cant chan~e took place. 
Treatment of the substituted benzophenone (IV) in the above marmer 
led to formation of a yellow-brown color on addition of four drops of 
iodine solution._ Further treatment of the nixl-.ure resulted in changes 
essentially identical vrith those described in the preceding paragraph, 
Bl 
I 
I 
for the aldeh,yde . ( r::), except that the final dilution l'ri th water led to 
formation of a faintly cloudy solution. Ho solid could be separated by 
filtration, and the filter paper shm·1ed no odor of iodoform. 
\<lhen the substitut~)d acetophenone (X) \'.'as treated accordins to the 
foregoing procedure, the w.i.,"Cture was t'tmnd to decolorize fourteen to 
fifteen drops of the iodine solution. Harming the solntion resulted in 
little ch:m.:;e. Vlhen the mi:>..'ture was diluted "rith three volumes of water, 
and allet·red to stand several hours, a cloudy yellmrish solution, cor>tain-
ing a small ar·1ount of yellm·r solid, lias obtained. After removal b;.r 
filtration, careful washinc \'lith several milliliters of. cold 1rrnter, a.nd 
0 
drying ~n a:Lr, the solids were found to melt at 116-119 and pos:>essed e. 
I 
marked odor of iodoform. The reported meltine po:i.nt of iodof0r1'1 is 119-
1210~ 
A m:L"<:ed uelt.inc poi11t! taken ,.Ji th material from the acetone reaction 
0 
(above) (m... 118-120 ) and that from tha present reactio~~ showed no 
0 
significant depression (m. 116-118.5 ) • 
The results of the foregoing tests confirm the structure of the com-
pound obtained on treatment of 1-ruet~-1-4,5-dihydro-6,7-isoquinoline (XIII) 
with ;·aethyl sulphate and alkali, as 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethmcyaceto~henone • 
. , 
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PLATE I 
A).- Infra-red S"gectrum of Product of Hydrogenation ot 1i45_~~~~''i·· ;.=: 
~t!llll~A't-£El~-t.-· ... (S~ p• 73 ) • The spectrum ,.,as determined on a Baird 
Infra....red Rec?rdine Speot.rophotameter having sodium chloride prisms. A 
solution of 0.050 g. of the compound (X l 'SL) in 1 ml. chemically pure 
carbon tetrachloride was prepared. 
B). Infra-red SJ?ectrum of 2-vln.yl-4, 5-dimetho:xybenzophenone. (Page ij). 
0 
A solution of 0,.050 g. of the compound (m. 67-68 ) in 1 ml. of chemically 
pure carbon tetrachloride was prepared. The spectrum was determined on 
the instrument described in (A), above. 
C) • rn!.rt:-red Spectrum. of r~V.~atp~~ · .. ·: .~-
- - .. 0 
(Page '' )._ A solution of 0.,050 g. of the compound (m. 50-51 ) in 1 ml. of 
chemically pure carbon tetrachloride 1r1as prepared. The spectrum was 
determined on the instrument described in (A), above. 
D)._ Infra-red Spectrum of 2-vinyl-4,2:dimeth~(aoetophenone. 
. . . 
~ 0 
(Pace 71 ) .. A solution of 0,.050 B• of the compound (m. 77-78 ) in 1 ml,. 
of carbon tetrachloride ltias prepared,. The spectrum was determined on the 
instrument described above. 
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ABSTRACT 
It has long been kno'Wil that certa:in dihydroisoquinol:ines could be 
converted to 2-aa,)&tyrenes. by a series of several reactions. Only re-
cently it was show.n, by Gensler and Samour, that th~ conversion could 
be effected by combining the separate reactions in to one operation. Be-
cause only-one compound had been carried through the one-step process, 
the scope of this s:illlplified reaction was undetermined. ;rt 1/'las the pur-
pose of the present study to try the new process with certa:in other 
dihydroisoqu:inolines, vrith the object in mind of detemining the extent 
of its applicability.. The compounds chosen for study were 1-phenyl-3,4-
dihydro-6, 7 -di.metho.:x;yisoquinol:ine, 3, 4-dihydro-6, 7 -dimethoxyisoqu:inoline, 
and 1-methyl-3, 4-d.iliydro-6, 7 -d:imctho:xyisoquinoline. 
The first of these, 1-phenyl-31 4-dihydro-6,7-dimethoxyisoquinoline, 
is closely related to the compound studied by Gensler and Samour, and 
was expected to yield 2-vinyl-4,5-d.imethoxybenzophenone without difficulty. 
The second compound, 3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimetho.:x;yisoquinol:ine, should 
be transformed not to a ketone, but to an aldehyde; i.e .. , 6-vinyl-
veratraldehyde·. Under the alkaline conditions of the one-stage re§ction, 
described below, the Cannizzaro reaction might reasonably be expected to 
take place with this compound, form:ing an acid and an alcohol at the 
expense of the aldehyde., 
1-Methyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-dimetho.:x;yisoquinoline was chosen to represent 
that class of isoquinolines carrJine a hydroGen-bearing carbon at the 1-
position. Inasmuch as dne of the reactions involved in the one-ntage 
process is a methylation leading to quaternization of the ring nitrogen, 
the possibility of subsequent reaction of the quaternary compound to form 
an "isobase" had to be considered. Iso-bases have been known to air-
oxidize or to undergo methylation of the carbon attached to the 1-
position. In either of these cases, products other than e:xpected 2-
v:i.n.yl-4,5-d.imetho:g;yacetophenone would be formed. 
· The three diQydroisoqufnolines required as starting materials were 
prepared without difficulty by way o:f the Bischler-Napieralski reaction .. 
Each of these comp01mds was heated -vdth e:x:eess methyl, sulphate 'and alkali 
under standardized conditions, determ:i.n.ed in the course of this work. As 
outlined below, the results of the experiments indicate that ho undesirable 
side reactions occurred, and that :in each case the single-step reaction 
was succes s.ful. 
~ 
The product o:f the one-stage reaction vdth 1-phenyl-3,4-dihydro-6,7-
dimethoocyisoquinoline was an oil• After extensive e:xperimen tation, this 
material was induced to crystallize, and .furnished pure pr'Oduct in 70% 
yield. That the product was 2-vinyl-4,5-dimethoxybenzophenope was shown 
by ana:cysis, by comparison of the infra-red spectrum with the spectra o:f 
related compounds, by oxidation to the known 6-benzoylveratrie acid, and 
by the preparation of·the phthalazone o:f this acid. 
Treatment o:f 3, 4-dihydro-6~ 7 -dimetho.:x;yisoquinoline by the one-step 
procedure led to isolation o:f pure 2-vinylveratraldehyde in 68% yield. 
This compound was identified by comparison of its melting po:in t and that 
o:f its oxime and semicarbazone with the previous:cy reported values. 
· ~-Vinyl-4,5-dimetho~acetophenone was formed from 1-methyl-3,4-dihydro-
6, 7-dimetho~soquinol:i.n.e :in 49% yield by the one-stage reaction. The 
correctnes-s of the assigned structure was supported by elementary 
analysis of the compound and of its semicarbazone. FurtheJ:'.l!lore, the 
carbonyl group, sho"WU to be present by appropriate tests as well as by 
the presence o:f a CL'1aracteristic absorption band, was shawn not to be 
aldehydic in nature. A positive halofor.m test indicated the presence of 
a methyl ketone. Quantitative hydrogenation resulted in the absorption 
of three moles of hydrogen and in formation of a product whose analysis 
and chemical behavior corresponded to those of 4,5-die~lveratrole. 
The pres,;nt study has shcrnn that the conversion of 3, 4-dihyd.roiso-
quinolines to 2-acylstyrenes in one step# by treatment with dimethyl 
sulphate and alkali, does proceed satisfactori..ly fer the representative 
compounds selected, and may reasonably be expected to be applicable to 
other related compounds. A convenient and standardized set of directions 
for carrying out the process was developed and used in the course o.f the 
work .. 
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